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Sophisticated assets court. Calculation of community 
property interest, deferred compensation plans, evaluation of 
businesses or private practices come before law and motion 
judges who must deal with very sophisticated economic analysis 
and expert witnesses, frequently without having training to do 
so. 
Employment history of judicial appointees gives them little 
insight into practicalities of managing a private law practice. 
I initially practiced in juvenile system but I have curtailed 
that practice. 
o Frustration sitting four or more hours waiting for a 
case to be called a room crowded with screaming 
children and then being told that the matter would be 
continued. Your client is least able to afford to have 
you sit there for three to four hours only to come back 
for the second date. Frustrat of that system far 
outweigh any kind of satisfaction one would derive from 
the practice. 
Sacramento's family court allows three to three and a half 
hours to argue and conclude something as complicated as child 
custody modification proceedings or support matters which 
involve expert testimony. 
Has long advocated the idation of the Family Law 
Probate and Juvenile departments of Superior Court. 
o Recommend criminal caseload 
o Recommend 
support Court Services, Social 
Services Examiner's Off 
o Recommend matters be consol s generally 
involve families and guardianship, conservatorship 
petitions are initiated there. 
might criminal prosecution Only necessary 
relating to abuse children or other family members. 
o Recommend liaison officer or department to ensure child 
is not traumatized by multiple interviews. 
Need to make initial contact more satisfying to cut down on 
repeat business. Family problems are not being solved by 
present system. 
o Recommend expanding Family Court Services so they could 
provide counsel for six to eight months to ease 
familial situation. 
o Recommend better support enforcement - a staff office, 
with trained clerks to assist individuals in completion 
of forms. 
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Need confidentiality and communication between different 
courts that have jurisdiction over the same families in order to 
help these families. 
o In a small county, had an informal network system. May 
have broken some confidentiality rules, but would talk 
about cases so everyone knew what was going on with 
other jurisdictions. It was very helpful. 
o In large county like Sacramento, that doesn't happen. 
There is a gap. 
o Recommend coordination between all agencies that are 
dealing with the same people. Borrow from social 
services outlook on cases and appoint a case manager 
every time a child is physically or sexually abused and 
sucked into system. One agency or one person that's 
coordinating all efforts and has access to all 
information. 
I Courts are issuing overlapping orders. See it in DA's 
office. An existing Juvenile Court order. CPS will send 
somebody over and tell them to get a temporary restraining order 
for same service. Law enforcement doesn't know which order to 
enforce and it becomes very confusing for families and for 
people trying to help families. 
Child interview specialists. 
o Need to be specially trained to interview children. 
o Yolo County used a team approach - Victim Witness 
Program was teamed up with a deputy D.A. to interview a 
child. 
o Team approach works well because you get two different 
people asking different types of questions and can 
elicit more information than just a single interview. 
Trained specialist in the courtroom is essential. The 
Evidence Code makes provisions to protect a witness under age 
14: 
.•. from undue harassment or embarrassment and to restrict 
the unnecessary repetition of questions. The Court 
shall also take special care to insure that the 
questions are stated in a form which is appropriate to 
the age of the witness. The Court may, in the interest 
of justice, on objection by a party, forbid the asking 
of a question which is in a form that is not reasonably 
likely to be understood be a person of the age of the 
witness. 
o Typifies what is well intentioned legislation but it 
fails to take into account that Court has to be able to 
understand when a child doesn't understand question 
being asked. 
o Assumes that parties involved (public defender, D.A., 
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Recommend mandatory education for judges and attorneys in 
family law, family , child molestation, child 
development. Social workers should be trained in law. 
JUSTICE KING: Was your experience limited to criminal courts or 
were you also involved in dependency proceedings? 
A: We would sometimes be involved in dependency proceedings. 
JUSTICE KING: Isn't suggestion of someone being in the 
courtroom to assist the court if something is happening which 
the child witness does not comprehend more easily attained in a 
dependency type of proceeding? 
A: Yes. 
JUSTICE KING: It might have to be someone different than 
attorney for child and it would be more difficult in a criminal 
proceeding. 
A: Difficult, but necessary. Would be a radical change in way 
criminal justice system operates with a ld witness. Many 
judges have no idea what a five-year-old's mind thinks like. 
Not helpful to have this Evidence Code when judge has no 
clue as to what kind of decision to make or what kind of 
question to ask. 
JOSEPH SYLVESTER - PRINCIPAL, MILLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Mil 
status in 1986. In 1988, was 
of years with Association 
receiving seven commendations. 
11% Black, 67% White, J% Hispanic and 6% other. 
years old and has had only two principals. 
school 
maximum number 
Colleges, 
13% Asian, 
School is 32 
Not a lawyer and know little about legal system. But during 
the course of the day, I do come into contact with the results 
of what lawyers and the system do to my boys and girls. 
And in speaking to several people, I have decided that there 
is a need for greater coordination between courts and school. 
o Youngsters that are in court system - school system does 
not know why they were there. 
o For example, had a child who was sexually molested 
during summer months. Only knew about molest because 
teacher happened be living in child's complex. Child 
starts crying at school. We're wondering what's going 
on. It would be wonderful if someone told school so at 
least her counselor knows so we could follow-up. 
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JOHN PAULSEN ATTORNEY AT LAW 
Attorney at Fami Specialist, 
in , Nevada, sometimes in Sacramento County. 
In practice 15 years. Sub-speciality interstate custody and 
was deputy public defender for Placer County assigned to 
Juvenile Court for two and a half to three years. 
Must say that Principal Sylvester -- who said, "what 
lawyers do to his children," an impact on me. And I think 
that those of us who are lawyers should think about that. What 
are lawyers doing to his children? 
Is in favor of consolidating several matters within a Family 
Law Court. Attorney General's out with a factual 
scenario. Take this scenario - a young boy or girl from a 
broken family with a stepparent legations of abuse from a 
visiting parent. What various areas of law could child be 
involved with? 
o ld may have run , or could a 601 
status , or 232 petition filed by 
custodial parent if been visitation or 
contact for a period of a year or no support. or child 
could be a subject of stepparent adoption, or subject 
a 300 petition or ect of a ly law divorce 
litigation with regards to and custody. 
0 1 
-Child 
-a court mediator 
a 
-maybe an 
an 
Services 
-maybe an expert appointed by Court under Evidence Code 
730 
o This scenario is not uncommon. The child is being 
subjected to overlapping, multiple interviews. 
Exception to - 602 petitions. 602 is 
really a hybrid criminal law speciality. 
Also a problem of expediting matters. If have a civil case 
involving divorcing parents or litigation over custody or 
visitation, may have allegations of child abuse and parent may 
get a temporary restraining order, suspending all visitation 
immediately, ex parte. 
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JUSTICE KING: 're competing against cases like 
delinquency or dependency that have statutory preference, I 
don't know how you compete. 
A: Maybe you're and only answer add more judicial 
officers, either commissioners or judges. Even in cases where 
allegations are unfounded impact upon the family and 
relationships is substant 
Consolidation of codes dealing with children. Although has 
some problems with that, are some areas that could be 
consolidated. 
o Under a w & I 300 case, Court required, even after a 
finding that there's a dependency because child has been 
abused, to do a reunification plan. 
o Under Civil Code 4600 reunification is expressly 
prohibited. This is nonsensical. 
In a small county, don't have same problems tracking 
individual cases as larger counties. 
o Generally speaking, one judge hears all Juvenile and 
Dependency matters and our judge also hears family law 
law and motion. 
o Notorious cases, chronic cases do get picked up and you 
get a judge who's seen history of case. Informal 
policy. 
o In small counties, if 's left up to county to budget 
and fund it, it won't happen - 11 merely get a 
skeletal outline of what law requires and that will do 
more harm than good. 
Some recommendations are 
non-funding sensitive. 
sens whi others are 
o I will a synops those 
recommendations I see as non-funding sensitive. 
Other proj , such as creation of a court appointed child 
development expert will be financial heady because will want a 
well-trained individual. Legislature must face its 
responsibilities in funding or will do more harm than good. 
Sometimes a Ford is better than a Mercedes -- if a Ford is 
all you need then that's what you can pay for and that's what 
you should have. 
It does a disservice to community as a whole where officers 
and judges are appointed primarily from district attorney's 
office. It's not to denigrate the skills of these lawyers. 
It's to say that many of them have not seen a family law book or 
family law case in ten to twenty years. 
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JUSTICE KING: It's that system has collapsed and we 
just don't know it. The judicial arbitration program, which 
been very successful in handling smaller civil cases, pays 
arbitrators $150 dollars a day. That means that every lawyer 
who is working program idizing system because that 
will not cover their overhead. 
I think our view is we can't 
of resources. We have to 
appreciate your suggest 
how to improve 
SYLVIA VELEZ: What's 
be too concerned about the request 
1 as we see them so I 
What we're trying to look at 
use of commissioners 
if a Family Law Division were establ 
A: Sat pro tern on several occasions. It's perfectly 
acceptable. Commissioner solves alot of problems in 
terms of experience because ly commissioners come from 
family law field. Favors it. 
JUSTICE KING: 
tends to re-enforce 
assignment. Commiss 
on local rules. 
A: He's 
working in fami 
certainly purgatory. 
notable exceptions, they 
Maybe because they 't 
with. Use of 
if to 
a judge who 
dependency and 
foster home not unusual for 
becomes 602 petition, would 
602 trial in the criminal ~~ .. ~·~ 
use commiss 
a second class 
judges meetings or vote 
in 
child in 
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ld go to a 
A: Yes, provided implement to have good 
communication between judges who are handling various aspects of 
the case. But difficult issue. 
CAIOL VOJLIS -- LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER 
(Submitted written testimony -- See Attachment B) 
Licensed cl 
practice since 
victim witnesses 
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Court system does not serve children or victims well. 
o Recommends frequent postponement of hearings involving 
witnesses cease; taking child out of school, arranging 
care, time off work, overwhelms already fragile family 
system. 
o Couldn't acceptance of plea bargain be limited to 24 
hours prior to court date? 
o Possible for attorney to submit written request for more 
time before a hearing or trial date? 
Recommends judges and attorneys have special training in 
area child victims. 
o All professionals should demonstrate ability to apply 
services to cases which involve children. 
o Judges should be trained to understand impact of child 
abuse -- how willing a child is to accept blame for 
wrongdoing of adult and how any such implication by a 
judge is devastating. 
o For example, had client who had been raped. Victim 
induced by promises of alcohol and opportunity to drive 
expensive car. Youth worked very hard in treatment to 
understand that in spite of his poor judgment to join 
this adult, he had no blame for forced rape that 
followed. 
Youth invited by court to make a statement at sentencing 
hearing. Imagine what this task would be like for a 
child of yours. When he finished his very moving 
statement, judge's response was, "I hope 've learned 
your lesson!" 
Recommend interview 
child as soon as need 
list be assigned to interview 
investigation been identified. 
o Interviews should be videotaped. 
o If more informat needed, child should be 
re-interviewed be the same specialist. 
o Use of two-way mirrors and a bug in ear of interviewer 
could facilitate need for further clarification. 
o Should be a licensed mental health professional with 
extensive postgraduate and clinical training in area of 
child abuse and relevant training in area of court 
system and submissible evidence and testimony. 
JUSTICE KING: We have Assemblywoman Mojonnier with us who has 
indicated a desire to address us. 
14 
are 
Agree - some laws not used. Not able to attract people 
the bench from private practice so get people from district 
attorney's office who never dealt with these problems and 
are not interested with them. Courts we are ta 
about -- family law, juvenile, mental health, probate with 
the possible except of , they tend to be des 
assignments by judicial have the 
workloads and greatest Have greatest 
level because buck always j 
the jury makes decision as referee. 
person's brain 
Killing people in these of resources to 
adequately handle the cases results in a of the 
dissatisfaction. Judicial system may have already collapsed and 
we don't know it. Works now because volunteer to act pro 
tem. Bakersfield - seventeen superior judges - they don't 
have a family law judge. Their fami department is run by 
twelve lawyers. Every twelfth day a lawyer comes in and handles 
the family law cases. The system's not handling them. 
In Marin County and San Mateo 
trial that will take two days 
trial and probably going 
judge. 
, if you have a fami law 
's at two years to get 
a private lawyer to act as the 
We are now losing some our j ret 
age. In their place, getting people no practice 
experience whatsoever. system 11 deteriorate more. Depend on 
lawyers acting as pro tern judges, , settlement 
conference conductors that's the only 
afloat. Rely on lawyers 
only half of what their 
May not 
attract 
we 't 
resources are not made available 
DR. MARY DURYEE: me reassure on one 
witness wa room important 
we've done two remodels in or so. Without 
11, it would have been me to convince court or 
Board of Supervisors to provide that kind of space. Problem 
getting family law to have any credence in the court. Getting 
resources to children is very difficult. Need a substantial 
attitude change to occur and law like that very useful for 
someone like me to go and argue for that kind of resource. 
Two of three of our branch courts have a child waiting room 
because of it. Makes a difference but it's an uphill struggle 
and it doesn't turn things around like that. Talking about a 
two-year struggle for those changes. 
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my main priority because I know that it has to stop. And so I 
want to make myself available to you in any way that I can. And 
to any of you out there, if you have a problem, come and talk to 
me. That's how I get bil People come and say this 
what's wrong, this is what's happening, this is what happened to 
me in court. Well, come and talk to me if you have a problem. 
I really mean that. We'll change it. We can change it. You 
can change it. You and I together can change it, but if we're 
not going to work together and talk and communicate, we're not 
going to change anything. 
JUSTICE KING: Remind speakers of Task Force's role and position 
on Family Relations Court. 
JUSTICE ARTHUR SCOTLAND -- THIRD APPELLATE COURT 
Associate Justice of the Court of Appeal, Appellate 
District in Sacramento. served as Superior Court Judge 
ha as Law and Motion judge in sacramento County. Year and a 
in family law. 
Focus on two areas: proposal to create a ly Relations 
Division and experiences while a Family Law judge. Believe 
there is need to foster better cooperation and of 
information among agencies dealing with chi Thought 
best describe concerns by tell you of actual 
cases that have occurred in Sacramento County. 
First case dea Arose within 
context of a domestic violence case in Family Law court: 
0 Couple having marital difficulties 
separated. Had a baby. Domestic 
osc and request for a Temporary 
brought by husband who leged mother 
baby. Mother denied allegation and accused 
physically abusing her. 
petition or 
Order 
abused 
father 
Matter referred to Family Court Services (FCS) for 
immediate evaluation -- both parties are sent to FCS and 
mediator speaks with parties and investigates in limited 
amount of time. In Sacramento, a worker has, at 
maximum, three hours to work with couple, contact any 
sources they provide and if parties are unable to reach 
agreement on custody and parenting time, then worker 
reports back to Court. court then makes some sort of a 
temporary order, pending additional investigation by 
FCS. 
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order have 
have been averted. 
other 
case 
that 
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Courts dea 
was a 
0 Was a motion to 
had been entered 
old children 
aside a judgment of dissolution that 
by default. Were ten and three year 
by ex-wife that 
was out of 
and assault 
a previous marriage. Were allegations 
ex-husband had committed spousal rape, 
and was continuing to break into 
in presence of children. 
Issued a restraining order against husband and referred 
matter to FCS for investigation. FCS learned that 
mother had history of relationships with men with some 
very serious psychological problems. First marriage was 
to a man convicted of child molestation. Second 
marriage to a man convicted of rape and who during 
course of that marriage had committed suicide. This was 
her third marriage and ex-husband also had some serious 
problems. He was convinced he was a werewolf and she 
was convinced he was a werewolf. 
Also convinced he was possessed by devil and 
acknowledged assault but wasn't responsible because 
he was possessed by 1. FCS learned this person had 
assaulted ex-wife and also used excessive force against 
ten year old. He was observed in welfare office using 
excessive discipline against the ten year old. 
FCS interviews ten year old and found that young boy was 
very, very disturbed -- very emotionally disturbed. He 
made threats and had desire to kill stepfather. He'd 
indicated that there was routine conversation over 
dinner with mother about times that she had 
been raped or assaulted by her 
Incredible about her ex-husband 
-- graphic how he had blown bra 
out, size 
details. 
emotional 
-- graphic, graphic 
some serious symptoms 
1 child 
of 
me about investigation. 
called CPS to commence 
investigation to determine whether or not children 
should be taken away, at least pending some 
investigation to determine what's in best interests of 
children. 
CPS intake me there was insufficient 
facts to commence investigation. Intake supervisor's 
belief was that mother had not personally assaulted 
children and restraining order against ex-husband was 
sufficient, even though clear to me mother was not able 
to enforce restraining order. Reason man out on bail 
20 
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Creation of new Division will make it less desirable for 
those who do want to take assignment. 
o Area is work intense, complicated -- if make judges 
become experts j , probate, guardianships, 
conservatorships, etc., 11 make less desirable. 
o Three to five year commitment -- personally think have 
to be there a year or longer but five years too high 
because of burnout rate. 
o Alot of judges don't want to be pigeonholed into 
particular area of law, want to rotate and maybe come 
back to family law. 
o Practically, location -- Sacramento has one courthouse 
except for Juvenile Hall which is quite a ways away and 
don't want to be separated from mainstream and judicial 
colleagues. 
Real problem is that family relation work is viewed as 
insignificant. 
0 Workload, not enough resources. 
is to increase number of judie 
Way to improve status 
1 positions. 
MICHAEL JETT -- CHAIRMAN OF CHILDREN'S AGENDA 
Chair of the Sacramento county ldren's Agenda -- a community 
wide advocacy effort to address needs of children and 
families that appear in family and juvenile court. 
2 years ago, group who 
realize that we were fighting a 
overwhelmed and ldren's services 
mount an intensive advocacy effort 
of turning tide. 
child began to 
battle. Many families so 
so inadequate, would need to 
there was to any hope 
o 1987 Child Abuse 1 cosponsored conference called 
Sacramento Cares. Beginning of coalition that now has 
over 200 agencies and individuals. 
o Developed Children's Agenda and approached Board of 
Supervisors for support in funding -- they approved 
$50,000 for first six months. 
o Released fact book for education purposes to help define 
problems. (See Attachment C.) 
o First year's children's agenda had one recommendation in 
each of nine topical areas looked at in fact book. 
General themes emerged: 
o Emphasize prevention and early intervention services for 
children. 
o Children's services should be client based -- now 
services are organized to meet needs of delivering 
22 
centers 
group 
fund 
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o Had benefit of cross training in both areas of 
had cross connection with several families. 
o Felt overall I was able to render a lot better service 
to families because this broad base. 
Two illustrations. One involved a child that 
principal in 6 Court. 
o He was charged marijuana. 
During dispos learned mother had 
with a bank account and some equipment. Also learned 
mother and father getting a divorce. Became aware of 
divorce on domestic Divorce was very 
acrimonious with of cross legations about being 
an unfit parent. 
In juvenile context, had to make decision about 
punishment but also about placement. Had I only had 
exposure to Juvenile Court case, might have said, "Well, 
mother's helped him with the crime, therefore she is 
obviously it and be with father." 
But because I had contact on domestic side, I realized 
that was not the simple answer. 
Were alot of problems that we saw only symptoms of so I 
determined after reviewing both aspects that I would use 
602 process to deal with punishment and expressly 
reserved my order to my other half as domestic judge on 
question of placement. mediator and 
professionals involved us work on 
relationships within family. 
Still pending 
effective 
would have 
investigation 
Another 
where child was 
under Penal Code 
child if there's a 
depriving other parent of contact. 
more 
than I 
probation 
play was 
in receiving 
allows police to detain 
11 flee with child thus 
o DA's investigator learned moth~r was in town and seized 
child and placed child in receiving home. I was 
notified and because some problems in the family I 
notified CPS. 
Initial concern was there was basis for 300 
dependency proceeding. Immediately satisfied there was 
not. Child wel Learned more information 
about parties, attorneys were retained by both and I 
quickly set up a combined approach. 
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Jur Act 
Assessment 
multi-discipline problems. As a result, had a lot of 
agencies spending a lot of time, perhaps duplicative 
effort on particular family. Also turf wars began to 
develop. 
SMART recognizes concept that sometimes there's need to 
share and to designate lead agencies and to have 
unitized system for dealing with problems that are 
particularly complex. 
Memorandum of Understanding. (See Attachment D.) Have 
agreement between Probation Department, Welfare 
Department, Mental Health Division and Juvenile Court. 
Created to deal with child with cross-discipline 
problems. 
See Memorandum I have handed out. (Attachment D, Page 
2, Paragraph C.) That is the key. All departments 
agreed to abrogate a certain degree of responsibility, 
discretion. Everyone agreed to abide by the decision of 
SMART as to who would handle case and particular case 
plan. 
Two levels in SMART. A resource team made up of 
department heads plus juvenile court judge responsible 
for setting policy and facilitating operation, such as 
providing inservice training, regular meeting spaces, 
help in financial need, staffing. All isions made by 
majority vote. 
Assessment and department heads 
in trenches. Have a facil who's sort of a 
tie-breaker or a person to encourage discussion. Found 
a person in Department of Education to act as 
facilitator. 
This team receives referrals from agencies and sets up 
an exchange of information. Files brought in. Have 
sort of pseudo-subpoena power. Can order into this 
group parents, other case workers who are involved 
anyone they feel might have some important information 
can be brought in. 
Case is discussed and decide if a lead agency should be 
designated. That agency is responsible for carrying 
case through. Sub-assignments can be made to other 
agencies and then they set up tracking so can follow a 
case to make sure that it's carried out. 
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told 
SMART team 
doors 
that 
A lot 
A: Frustration over turf 
and was alot of anger and 
Took a year to get 
trust -- to point 
surrender some 
A 
part of problem is getting 
cooperating with each 
other. 
A: Absolutely. 
wars. Had lunch one day with players 
resentment between various agencies. 
process to get each other's 
is lling to give in and 
substantial 
agencies dealing with same fami , 
and communicating freely with each 
CHONG: Out of the 100 cases, how 
family law? 
overlapped with 
A: Actually very few. Most problems were whether should be a 
300 or 602 child. Still problem of what to do with a 601 child, 
the beyond care and control child that does not fit either 
category clearly. Another purpose of SMART was to deal with 
that because two agencies involved were having trouble with that 
and wanted to come up with a more unified approach. 
Sometimes I don't even get a case because its gone through SMART 
and they deal with it in-house with informal arrangements 
reached with probation or fami maintenance agreements 
with Welfare. Don't have le a petition because have short 
circuited problem and gotten resources early enough. Some could 
have involved domestic matters I'm not aware of it. 
ANN CHONG: So treatment and coordination occurs before actually 
going to court? 
A: Most of it. 
through cracks and 
back 
dependency 
not linquency 
that slipped 
will 
A: I would strongly disagree that recommendation. Certain 
segment of Juvenile Court deals with children committing 
extremely violent crimes -- a criminal case. But that's small 
percentage. 
Huge variety of cases where ld will from a parent. Has 
roots in dysfunctional family and that's what juvenile court is 
all about in my is avoid automatic knee jerk 
response of a criminal system. You want to work with the family 
to get him out of system. If automatically assume that all 
minors who commit a violation are in criminal category and thus 
28 
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ANITA BRANMAN -- CHIEF PROBATE DIVISION 
Chief of the Probate of Sacramento Superior Court. Handles all 
investigation on guardianships and conservatorships. A licensed 
clinician and has spent 13 years previously in Child Protective 
services, some of that time in juveni court. 
Existing systems for families, child victims often results 
fragmentation and confusion for families. Problems relating 
to children in Sacramento addressed in 3 separate court systems 
and screened by two separate county departments. When a 
family's looking for help, not always sure which way they should 
go. 
Department of Social Services, through CPS does all 
screening for dependent intake 
o A relative can call, , "I have a problem with my 
daughter. She on drugs. She leaves her child with 
me and I'm worried about chi and think child needs 
protection." 
o Because of CPS workload, 11 often say to relative, who 
might be looking for a Not In Custody Petition, "Hire an 
attorney and go for a probate guardianship." 
o Probate guardianship becoming an alternative to 
dependency I feel 's inappropriate because is 
chi custody issue. 
o Parent may not be represented by attorney, they 
object to child in Probate 
Code that provides attorney. 
o Nothing in Code provides for a closed hearing so 
sit in Probate Court and hear a grandmother allege her 
daughter has been shooting up heroin or that child's 
been molested and all open to public. 
o A tremendous abuse yet law does not provide for 
protection in area. 
Law does not provide for interstate agreement so that 
guardian in California not recognized in Nevada. 
o If you're a guardian in Oregon and come to California 
and child needs major surgery at Med Center, they can't 
help you because you have no power in California. 
Even if have combined courts, law is not fitting needs of 
system as it exists today. 50% of all petitions for 
guardianship of minors are really dependency petitions and I 
would have heard them juvenile court 10 years ago. Because 
of limited resources, denying anything but most serious cases so 
people look for alternative and come for probate guardianship. 
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in 
ire 
for 
elder abuse later. 
o Issues gray and require sensitivity and often law does 
not address 
o In educating j to have dynamics of both 
of age spectrum. 
Problems caused by cases 1 1 
courts. As a CPS supervisor for 12 years, found that families 
very confused by dual 
o Long delays families. 
o Children always traumatized, like most victims, when 
have to testify. 
o Children always feel guilty about describing experiences 
of molest or abuse. 
o Elderly person also feels guilty -- last thing an 
elderly person wants to do is that their child is 
hurting them or mistreating them. They have mixed 
feelings. 
o Need expeditious and minimum of testimony by 
victim. 
Need to protect accused and feel 
victim -- hard to work out. 
and sensitivities 
o Ideas you've address many of these 
problems but I'm not sure solution will as 
presented. 
o I think advocacy is highly 
desirable. 
o Multi-discipl as people 
have on 
o Shared because 
what you have 
someone , family court, 
juvenile status 
offenders the systems. 
o Hardest thing multi-disciplinary teams have to resolve 
is who is going responsibility. 
. DURYEE: hear elder abuse cases? 
A: w & I Code but often there is a 
petition of conservatorship protect elderly person. 
Generally, if two courts are involved they are criminal court 
and probate court for conservatorship or an LPS if person's 
mentally ill, unless have civil suit because of financial 
exploitation which we see a great deal of, too. 
Are more probate conservatorships in Sacramento County than LPS 
conservatorships. Would fit in a Family Relation Division but 
I'm not sure that would be administratively feasible. What I 
was really alluding to was the training judges would need to be 
sensitive to any family conflict, applies to both ends of age 
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o To have one judge in domestic court and have that judge 
always be in that capacity any more than two or three 
years would take its toll 
o If one court, what would happen if that judge was not 
available -- what expertise would be available in the 
rest of court. 
Organization of court system often does not serve children. 
o Kids wind up an adversarial position minute court 
system involved -- minute there's a judge and two sides 
works to detriment of children. 
o Money -- lawyers often cases before court that 
might not need to be there -- provides them with an 
income. 
Written policy or protocol for exchange of information 
between various agencies is touchy issue because of 
confidentiality matters. 
o If more expert at winding way through confidentiality 
rules, persuasive and have a network that you use 
judiciously, then can get information. 
o As mediator, have called mental health workers, CPS, 
cops, anybody who 1 s dealing with case and, at least 
verbally, they have been very forthcoming best 
interests of child but we're all throwing the W & I Code 
out window. 
o Exchange of information under certain ines is 
absolutely essential. 
JUSTICE KING: 
Has a panel -- people in 
basis. Heard of a lot problems of getting 
CPS by those in FCS. Wondering whether in 
employment with county, if you or 
have greater problems? 
mediators. 
on contracted 
information from 
, where have an 
your colleagues 
A: A great ins 1 and to closer 
knit than larger northern counties. General two of the four 
judges are dealing in we're responsible for. Access to 
information between agencies more forthcoming. In half a 
minute I can get a Minute order to access information I feel 
essential to case almost without question. 
There is a trust factor built up between judges and mediators. 
Easy to get to know people in network and say a lot off record. 
We know players. But formalizing process without jeopardizing 
rights of others is very necessary. 
Interviewing children. Had a career interviewing, rescuing 
and working with children. 
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data extent of 
Data may not be too away. Sacramento county in process 
of computerizing family law and juvenile court information. 
several other counties moving in this direction though still 
year or two away. 
JUSTICE KING: L.A. judges indicated figure of 1.03% cases 
where something actively on in both courts. 
A: Doesn't surprise me. experience as 1 as experience of 
a number of our family and juvenile departments is that 
overlaps do not exist in a substantial numbers. 
o Is a problem of coordination possibly problems of 
juvenile and fami court control and increasing 
diversion to probate court of cases that ought to be 
handled as dependency petitions. 
o But not a great number of cases should be handled by 
coordination mechanism rather restructure of 
courts. 
o our family law courts defer action when a dependency 
proceeding pending -- no in family law 
matter, permitting udication of dependency action to 
continue, take precedence. 
o Believe was only s last year 
consistent with L.A.'s 
Many reasons why maintaining the present 
it work better is a better 
o In juvenile, there 
and all at 
kind of 
Attorney 
handle all 
will lead to judge 
history and more 
include criminal matters 
Legislature prepared 
dollars into judicial pos 
most courts. Yearly filing 
dramatically. 
, confidentiality 
to 
should 
presumably 
icular case, 
that this might 
ly 
infusion of new 
, assumption simply wrong for 
figures demonstrate this 
o First six months 1989, Sacramento County, almost 7500 
family law petitions filed, 1500 involving custody, 
visitation issues, 1150 petitions for modification of 
prior custody and visitation orders or total of 2650 
referrals to family court services unit. 
o 2100 petitions in probate, about 180 involve 
guardianship. 
o Juvenile filing will total over 6,000 cases. 
o Approximately 2200 dependency petitions and almost 4,000 
delinquency petitions. 
o Equates to approximately 1,000 or 1,300 cases involving 
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due to speedy tr requirement. And this the proper 
priority. 
o Priority ought to exist for civil, juvenile and family 
cases as well. 
Real question is how can civil, fami and juvenile be given 
fair share of judicial resources in light of continuing and 
growing shortage of judicial positions, expanding criminal 
caseload. 
o Recommend substantial increase in judicial positions. 
o Recommend courts be divided to insure a fair allocation 
between criminal, civil cases including appellate and 
supreme courts. 
Question 5 seems to imply that court system's goal is to 
handle children and victims well. I would submit that function 
of court system is to process cases, both criminal and civil, as 
fairly and expeditiously as possible. It's important to 
structure system so you are responsive to needs of children, 
victims, however one should not lose sight of fact that main 
goal is to fairly and efficiently provide a forum for resolution 
of disputes and not to serve any particular group. 
Generalized need for education of the public as to court and 
procedures, policies. 
Assignment policy of court. {See Attachment F.) Rotating 
assignment policy. Utilize a rolling seniority system -- judges 
listed by seniority but each year three judges at top of list go 
to bottom. Judges select their assignments, state their 
preferences and preference 11 go to those from top of list. 
o Have a yearly assignment list, although some judges 
choose same assignment for more than one year. 
o Personal view that a two-year period of assignment is 
preferable. 
Have two referees juvenile court but are in process of 
converting those to full time judicial positions. 
o Feels strongly that all positions should be judicial 
positions and that public, litigants feel they get 
better treatment if handled by judges. 
o Closer judicial supervision in family law matters would 
facilitate their resolution but would demand more 
resources. 
Utilize a system of written orders for FCS to obtain 
confidential information from CPS and sometimes use to get 
information from juvenile authorities in probate matters. 
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treatment went well. Child would have been back with 
parent. But child is with neither parent, even though 
mother wants her back. Plan is to reunite but still a 
long way off. 
Coordination with 
o Child abuse -- will follow along and report to family 
law judges what's going on in juvenile court, in CPS so 
any orders from bench can take information into account. 
o Often will suspend all action in family court until 
resolved. 
o Sometimes an uneasy time where nothing is established 
either court and both courts have potential for making 
conflicting orders that are detrimental. 
o Share information freely with CPS, private therapists 
used releases for confidential information and also T & 
G ruling, which county counsel recommended and judge 
signed as policy -- can release information without 
parental consent. 
o Staff meetings with police, probation, welfare, private 
therapists all in one room most productive, reduces 
disharmony. 
Lassen County's program I CAN TEAM -- Inter-agency Child 
Abuse and Neglect Team. (See Attachment G.) Similar process to 
ours but more organized. 
o A retrieval le is kept copies reports and 
indexes to cross reference victims and suspects. 
o Anyone from I CAN TEAM can access 
Informal policy 
a legal 
in north 
Education --
given to parents. 
if 
chi 
're going to err 
Maybe a 1 
submitted our packet of information that's 
(See Attachment G.) 
o Mandated orientation process for all families referred 
to FCS for mediation. 
o Often 10-15 parents in a room, no children, shown video 
tapes. Given two-hours worth of written materials. 
o Want parents focused on best interests of child not on 
other disputes. Has pre-emptive value and alot of minor 
referrals resolved leaving us with tougher issues. 
o Use this to educate professionals in community and take 
it to CPS once a year -- bottom of conflicts is that CPS 
and FCS had no idea of each others struggles and we have 
tendency to say, "Why aren't they doing this?" They 
were doing same thing. 
Good educational program is Humboldt model, which we're 
considering using. More involved. 
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o Increasing number of cases where allegations are made 
that one parent has sexually abused child. 
o Family court judge faces complex psychological issues 
and has little or no training in abuse while juvenile 
court judge routinely handles such matters. 
o Combining family and dependency matters before one court 
would increase knowledge and sophistication of judges 
responsible for cases, permit judges to draw upon powers 
of juvenile court when child protection an issue, be 
natural focal point for training of judiciary and 
support staff. 
o Bolster sagging public confidence in legal system's 
ability. 
Need to educate judges assigned to family relations court, 
mostly in disciplines other than law -- psychiatry, social work, 
psychology, child development, medical and psychological 
literature. 
o Would take two years to acquire necessary expertise to 
operate at peak performance. 
o Recommend judges remain in court for a minimum of 5 
years. 
o Attorneys should receive special training in child 
development. 
Recommendations contained in final report of California 
Child Victim Witness Judicial Advisory Committee, of which I was 
a member, are important and should be implemented -- interview 
specialist: 
o Increasing tendency to concentrate defense in child 
abuse cases on professional who interviews child. 
o Specialist working in Domestic Relations Court would 
increase quality of training provided and would 
eliminate many concerns about quality of interview. 
As a teacher, I try and let students know that they can be 
helping professionals, just like doctors, social workers, 
psychologists. A number of students get very excited by idea 
that they could devote their professional lives to helping 
families and children. Many of these students are among most 
altruist students we have. It opens new possibilities for their 
professional lives. 
Then they ask ultimate question, "Well, how can I find that 
first job working with families and children." Law school 
career development offices have very little to offer and leaves 
them out in cold. 
o one thing Family Relations court would do would inspire 
students these students. Side effect of court would be 
allowing young lawyers to see that there really is a 
place that's concerned about families. 
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that person 
judge or 
settle it 
o Not j 
, but 
o Want 
leave 
0 
some j 
rotated 
o No question 
Sacramento 
become a 
Would not 1 
o Would be 
creativity staying 
o Maybe a bias so 
choose court 
o Several and 
yet still 
From viewpoint 
particularly of juveni 
o Different standards 
standards. 
o Very 1 
both j 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Maybe some other solut 
, we'll try and 
our hands and say, "We'll just 
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Overlap -- Over 200 cases I personally did last do not 
believe that had more ten cases overlap with juvenile 
court. 
o juveni court takes precedent. 
o Judges allowing mediator and 
CPS have one another. 
o Major di of criminal court our 
courts domestic violence cases and 
last year our caseload increased by 200 domestic 
violence cases, most in pro 
o Finding court and 
asking for 1 start our 
area and then takes criminal court and 
gets his attorney we find that criminal 
case lags 
o If there's any overlap potentially 
harmful and I think these remain separate. 
Judge who has an average 
is really coming into his own 
o Heard some say two years but 
with that. 
o Know its a 
has worked 
have some of same 
to see judges 
development. 
o Some 
testimony 
deciding 
more j 
o If more 
Certif 
Don't see 
particularly in 
o Have few 
cases 
bench 
strongly disagree 
at mediator who 
ask courts to 
o Mediators criticized recommendation but 
believe very -- don't make snap 
judgments but find that when recommendation is made same 
day or within a matter of three or four weeks people can 
get on with their lives. 
Issue of burnout -- years to to retirement. In 
superior court, mediator not allowed latitude to move away if 
gets tired. Are mediators and that's all we are -- have no 
where to go. 
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no 
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a wrong. 
0 
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don't 
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do see 
court, 
of 
these 
Do you f 
are deal 
don't have 
that's why 
that in the 
with cr 
attorneys 
your stat 
cases and you deal , 
publ defenders, or 
pro per and 
fferent? 
A: I don't who had, but our cl are 
poor and cannot afford own attorneys. Therefore, they 
must use defenders 
SYLVIA VELEZ: In civil cases where there's no public defender, 
are they going to court on their own? 
A: Sometimes they're ing on their own. Often in cases 
where there is overlap, do with j le court and 
dependency matters and criminal courts were they are prosecuting 
perpetrator. 
ANN CHONG: Is part 
a court system deal 
sees all members 
A: Yes. Our agency 
providing treatment, 
work with their families. 
others rely very heavi 
have resources, 
access support 
you would like to see 
, since agency 
most icient way 
and/or minority is to 
or minority people and 
1 because they don't 
out purchase or 
JERRY PLUMMER -- ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S SOCIAL SERVICES 
Ass Director 
Social Services 
Protective Services and 
out sheet of statistics 
understand perspective 
what's happened to our 
are in 
I) 
to talk 
years. 
Passed 
in order to 
numbers and 
Given you basic measurements our program activity: 
o Calls to 24-hour emergency response hotline cases 
where we do field investigation. 
o Immediate response cases are cases where we go 
immediately because children seem in imminent danger. 
o Dependent intake number of petitions that we file 
each 
o Number of referrals are number of families where their 
children have been brought custody. 
o Court investigation are dependency petitions that then 
go forward. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
us. 
o complexity 
combination. 
-- won't 
we can 
to 
so 
cover 
're 
it children by 
ing 
so that 
a 
that 
DR. DURYEE: One 
comply with reporting 
other. Seems like 
that you said was that you're not to 
A: I we 
Council where agenc 
real 1 together. 
community -- aren't 
put them -- 50-60 kids a 
' and agencies are fighting with each 
lying cry some kind of change. 
, not enough to 
month and that's j the newborns. 
KING: Do you think there is some legal impediment to 
exchange information? 
A: Don't really think I own informal 
understanding and then county counsel , "FCS is listed 
specifically the reporting law. Reporting law lists people 
you can exchange information , we don't think you can do 
it." I think we found a way legally it with judicial 
order because it was always our belief that we should exchange 
information, it's to benef of ients and everyone else. 
DIANE WASZNICKY: 
applied to an 
therapist or a 
s 
A: 
WAS 
an order 
therapist 
refusal. 
even 
I a 
't being 
over 
produce in 
or 
determine 
breached in 
1 the response is a 
A: Have you, I'm to hear that we are 
disobeying judicial orders. comes to my attention, I 
with that. If we have a court order to release 
information, no policy not to. I'm astounded that any 
supervisor confident to say, "I'm not going to 
it " Now they may not understand. Sometimes we have gotten 
orders what we haven't understood. 
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new 
us 
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KING: 
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low 
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Opportunity to see between 
o Have had an increasing number of attorneys call asking 
for help in whether or not a particular 
case is more appropriate juveni court or 
guardianship proceedings in probate court. 
o Struck by difference in attitude -- juveni court 
philosophy and purpose is to protect children, family 
court have two parents as adversaries regarding a 
particular minor. 
Making the domestic re 
like juvenile court system 
improvement in system. 
court systems more 
respects would be an 
o Juvenile court has 1-trained, 1-seasoned judicial 
officials who are there for a long time, know law, have 
experience and training regarding family and individual 
dysfunctions and how relates legislative purposes 
behind juvenile law. 
o Leads to better, more cons decision making. 
o Every parent has right court-appointed attorney upon 
request in juveni court threat to 
constitutional r 
sacramento has two and 
juvenile court. Only perceived 
referee may be reheard by judge so in 
entire case over but believe that a 
o Don't think parents 
opinions 
o Attorneys know 
feel it's necessary. 
Disadvantage juvenile court: 
0 Lack of calendar due 
statutes. 
0 Means have in juveni 
to 
deal of cases and periods when 
0 Juvenile court ill-equipped to 
rights. 
judges 
that decision of 
situation can hear 
cases. 
as less capable or 
11 use that they 
time limits under 
court where there's great 
there's slack. 
deal with property 
Advantages of superior court system over juvenile: 
o If child's custodian can't afford attorney, go to 
probate court where guardianship probably more 
efficient because of j le court requirement 
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are 
, legal 
simple 
over and 
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come into court 
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llows a jail term. 
to act 
1 
come in 
lified 
a simple 
avai to 
so to 
-- doesn't 
inst an 
as process , I'm sure that a 
volunteer attorneys 
would not completely 
in bucket. 
JUSTICE KING: You're talking about an for domestic 
cases or beyond 
1 
A: Beyond that. Several issues that clients need to address in 
court and generally domestic violence is most common case where 
sides are not balanced -- tendency for court to believe that 
once you're before a court that things are equal and they're 
not. 
Judges and attorneys should have special training. Judges 
and attorneys tend see parties as equal once they come before 
court and that just does not happen. 
o A great deal of loss of control, power when a women is 
battered -- especially when she is battered for a long 
period of time. 
o Once she finally does come into court system, she still 
has a great deal of inability to exert any type of 
control or any way to address what she needs and hard 
for her to express that to a court. 
o Very intimidating, especially with calendar being so 
crowded, hard for judge or attorney to spend time with 
her that she needs. 
o Recommend that at least if judges and attorneys were 
well-aware and well-read would trickle down into ways of 
dealing with caseload, especially where restraining 
orders are concerned. 
With regards to children -- long after children leave a 
violent environment they are still being traumatized. A sense 
of fear. I don't mind saying I was a child who grew up a 
violent environment. Being taken out of that environment and 
living in a safe place, I still had a great deal of fear, 
apprehension that would happen aga 
o A lot of times judges, attorneys don't understand that 
just pushing family back together in terms of vis ion 
or custody is not as healthy, helpful to children as it 
may seem. 
o A lot of times parent extremely violent and giving 
visitation that's unsupervised to me seems very 
detrimental because child still has no idea that they 1 re 
safe. 
Restraining orders -- feel that with training and awareness 
of domestic violence experience, think judges would be better 
equipped to deal with violence and should be more apt to enforce 
restraining orders. 
o Civil Code Section 545 allows judges to make orders of 
protection but there's no standard as to what type of 
activity or violence must have occurred. 
o No standard as to how long violence should have occurred 
before victim comes before court for protection. 
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o So seeing some restraining orders being denied and 
others granted -- shocking to see number of women who 
come before for restraining order and are denied 
because there has been no real phys violence while 
Code clearly states that a threat is sufficient. 
o Not extending restraining orders for 3 year statutory 
period -- very arbitrary imposition of these restraining 
orders. 
o Know of one judge that requests a plaintiff come before 
him and articulate her reason for wanting a 3 year 
restraining order -- doesn't seem necessary. 
o Other judges al years declaration. 
o Recommends that should be clearly laid out in 
legislation and would be clearer for all involved 
plaintiff who apply for restraining order and judges who 
implement them. 
JIJSTICE KING: Is the problem with extended period restraining 
more related to cases where have children? 
A: No. What we're seeing is there's just one if court 
prefers one year restraining and that's a blanket 
No consideration to whether or not there are 
involved. 
JUSTICE KING: You're talking about an educational process, I 
Yes absolutely. 
that th certain 
If that's going to be a problem, I 
can be added to legislation. 
JUSTICE KING: Most courts -- Sacramento has peculiar problems 
because they tend to have a lot turnover -- but most courts 
determined effort to have a level consistency. sounds 
a lack of communication among three judges in that family 
law assignment. I'm not sure how you correct that problem, 
the other two can talk to him. 
don't know. Just think that if 're going to have a 
system that gives protective orders then it should be 
consistent in terms of how long for restraining orders. 
WASZNICKY: Are restraining orders being denied at hearing 
or when someone goes in for an Ex Parte Restraining Order? 
During Ex Parte. Not usually denied at extension phase. 
DIANE WASZNICKY: In Sacramento, we have a family law fi 
who has a great responsibility for giving first 
clearance to any domestic violence pro per filings and she is 
one who takes them to judge for signature. Are these being 
initially by File Examiner. 
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A: We've talked about that. She's told me that she 't 
have power to deny restraining orders. She has to submit 
one them judge. 
WASZNICKY: She has power to say certain things j 
A: Right. She has power to say certain things to pla i 
gets discouraged and leaves. 
DIANE WASZNICKY: In Sacramento, our judges are constantly 
reminded by our incoming presiding judges that unless 
blood on the floor, there is absolutely no reason to grant an Ex 
Parte Restraining Order and that's probably why you're having 
problems. 
JUSTICE KING: Legislation passed which will provide automatic 
restraining orders upon initiation of action. And if does not 
apply to non-marital cases, to pure domestic violence cases, 
then next step would be to get Legislature to extend it and then 
that will take care of initial one. Try and enlist help 
Family Law Section of County Bar to develop level of 
consistency. 
ANN CHONG: Your role at WEAVE is legal advocate -- you are 
ing on behalf of agency to provide information? 
A: No. General , our contact is with clients through 
Witness TRO Workshop. We contact them and 
ion about services that WEAVE offers. 
refers clients to us and women will actual 
informat about where to get a restraining 
and what they need to get one. Alot them don't 
and have no idea where to get an attorney. We 
a or something of nature. 
If there is a recommendation by FCS to maintain 
order at hearing, would judge still deny extens 
order? 
Generally referred to FCS after hearing. FCS actual 
't role in restraining order hearing process. 
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Birth by teenagers 
65.2'1,. One out every 18 
teenage girls age 15 to 19 had a 
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crease in JUvenile crime. In 
. almost 8.000 young 
were arrested. 
thousand, nine hundred 
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officers responsible for super· 
vising them have an average 
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\VHAT CAN WE DO? 
are no magJCal solu-
tions. If there were, the prob-
lems would not exist as they do 
We know that no single 
agency or individual can solve 
problems facing our 
and our future. We 
can begin to reshape our com-
munity by working together. 
We can participate in the 
Children's Agenda. Attend 
meetings and community plan-
ning forums to ensure that our 
and ideas are 
considered. 
We can take responsibil-
ity for advocating issues and 
services which will improve 
rhe situation. 
We can learn more about 
the status of our community 
by requesting information 
from the Children's Agenda 
and other agencies. 
We can volunteer our time 
and talents to assist with those 
issues we can effect personally. 
The solution to every human 
problem begins with one person. 
\Ve can communicate 'JUr 
concerns to local. state. and 
federal offic1als t · 
ing to them and attending thetr 
meetmgs. We can let them knuw 
that children are a pnonty. 
We can cail or write 
Children ·s Agenda for more 
information. 
Children's Agenda 
2335 American River Drive 
Suite 400 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
(916) 920-1765 
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' 
"California is not so 
'golden' for its 
children." 
- Child Advocate 
The Children's ~~genda 
C/O Child .~buse Council 
of Sacramento. Inc. 
2335 American River Drive 
Suite ~00 
Sacramento, CA 95H23 






Summary 
Recommendations 
Establish a group health insurance program for small businesses, which will allow small business 
cies to offer employer-provided benefits. 
non-profit 
Implement a three year pilot project to reduce barriers to adequate prenatal care by: 1) providing subsidized transporta-
tion; 2) reducing delays in obtaining Medi-Cal coverage; 3) implementing a patient-physician referral and follow-up 
system; 4) providing community education and outreach; 5) and providing individual case management and patient 
education. 
Fund County Mental Health services for children at the lev~l required by law, allocating 50% of all new monies until the 
total level of funding reaches at least 25% of the total mental health budget. 
Establish a Child Care Fund for the purposes of meeting new and existing needs for child care in the county. 
Implement a comprehensive, multi-faceted continuum of care to address the problems of perinatal substance abuse. 
the adoption a Housing Trust Fund Ordinance by both the City and County. 
intensive, in-home prevention services parents and children high risk for child abuse or 
and for infants born drug addicted, to prevent family breakups. 
multi-disciplinary service centers to provided a range of services to children and families available 
Establish a multi-disciplinary interview center to reduce the traumatic aspects of the investigative procedures upon 
abuse victims and to improve the operations of the criminal justice and protective systems regarding children. 
Provide alternatives to status offenders and delinquent youths by expanding the Neighborhood Alternative Center and 
other community-based alternatives to incarceration/custody. 

Advocacy 
Sacramento County elected officials, professionals and community 
leaders must join together to advocate for the needs of children. 
Children cannot speak for themselves; they are forced to rely on the 
commitment of adults to protect their well-being. To this end: 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate and lobby 
the State Legislature and Governor to support legislation to encourage 
and provide incentives to counties statewide to undertake local 
children's agendas. 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate and lobby 
the State Legislature and Governor for enhancements to the AFDC, 
GAIN and other economic assistance programs to begin to alleviate the 
conditions of poverty which permeate all other social problems. 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate and lobby 
State Legislature to broaden health insurance coverage for all 
Californians. 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate and lobby 
the State Legislature and Governor for full funding of the mental health 
portion of the state budget, including the funding derived from the 
newly enacted cigarette tax approved by the citizens. 
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IOLJCJ DIUCfiOII 
The Sacramento Children's Agenda Coalition concluded that, 
throughout the various topical concerns, three general themes or 
problems permeated every issue and overrode every previous attempt 
at solutions: 
Sacraaento county should emphasize prevention and early 
intervention services for its children. We do too little 
too late. so many cases deaand so much of service 
providers' attention they can only focus on problems 
which have reached crisis stages, when intervention is 
least effective at resolving them. 
Existing service agencies are overburdened with case loads and 
demands they cannot meet. This is true in every human service 
category and is steadily worsening. More distressing is the fact 
that the intensity of the problems agencies face has increased. 
The system so overcome with the magnitude and severity of demand 
that it has developed a triage approach which caters to the most 
extreme dangerous symptoms and cases. While there is no 
arguing against the strength of the demand or our obligation to 
serve a child whose life in danger or who 
threat to others, that ld is least likely to 
be a serious 
"saved" and made 
a productive, healthy member of society. Hisjher chances were 
much greater when the problem first emerged; but then the child was 
considered a lesser priority by the service system. By 
discontinuing and de-emphasizing prevention and early intervention 
efforts, Sacramento now faces a deluge of hardened, intransigent 
young people, the flood of which will never be slowed by "last 
resort" measures. Today' s abused child is tomorrow • s abuser: 
today•s truant student may be tomorrow's criminal. It is more cost 
effective to pay for prenatal services than to provide life-long 
support to a person born with preventable birth defects; it is less 
4 
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These recommendat coalesced from the ideas of over 200 
makers, community leaders and professionals, including line staff 
who work with families and children on a daily basis. These 
participants were asked to submit an unlimited list of 
recommendations and proposals for general consideration. The 
resulting list of almost 100 recommendations were reviewed and 
screened by the entire Coalition and the Steering Committee and 
ultimately synthesized into the recommendations presented in this 
report. They represent a starting point for action, a focus for 
community mobilization. The Coalition will continue to work on the 
other issues and new concerns as they emerge, and expects to issue 
subsequent reports and recommendations. 
The report is divided into these nine topics for simplicity and 
presentation, not because there is a perception that the problems 
of children and families are neatly ~compartmentalized. To the 
contrary, there is clear evidence that each issue and concern is 
related to all the others. For example, substance abuse may have 
the following related effects: 
-The abuser has mental and physical 
-There are health ri to unborn 
problems, 
abusers, 
-The education system faced with providing spec 
education services to the baby born drug addicted, 
-The justice system deals with the youth gang members 
who commit crimes to support their habits, 
-The lack of economic alternatives entices young people 
to sell drugs instead of unemployment or minimum wage, 
-social and human service programs assist all the family 
members financially if they are unable to care for 
themselves. 
There are no simple problems, just as there are no easy answers. 
Every issue addressed affects all the others, because these are 
8 
concerns 
PBOILIK 
Sacramento a 
New jobs are expected to 
unemployment rate 
87. Sacramento's 
to other i 
Cost of 
Source: 
10 
a 
1985 and 1995. 
9.6% in 1 3 to 5 5% 
of 1 
implied by the foregoing statistics 
of the Sacramento community. The bas 
not shared 
economic 
of food, shelter, and clothing are not available to 
children. Deprivation of these necessities often leads to 
problems: poor health, inability to learn, and attraction to 
Sacramento County is not rising as fast as it is in the 
as a whole. 
Capita Income 
l0Ul1)1io Rate of Increase 1977·1986 
l00.50'1L 
100.~ 
Source: California Department of r~N.~~Ce 
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A significant portion of Sacramento's children are living in 
poverty: 
In January 1988, 26.4% of children in Sacramento County 
received AFDC assistance, compared to 16.1% of the children 
in the state as a whole. (Ca. Dept. of Social Services, Public 
Welfare in California) 
Sacramento County's Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
Family Group caseload increased by 102.9% between January 1977 
and January 1988 compared to an increase of 47.8% statewide. 
(Ca. Dept. of Social Services, Public Welfare in California) 
Sacramento County, with 3.43% of the State's population, has 
5.12% of State's total AFDC single parent caseload. (Ca. Dept. 
of Social Services, Public Welfare in California) 
One out of three Sacramento county public school children 
received free or reduced price lunches as of June 1988; 37,254 
public school students were receiving AFDC. (Sacramento 
Employment and Training Agency) 
In October 1988, the unemployment rate for all age groups in the 
county was 4.7%. Among youth, ages 16-21, the rate was 9.6%. When 
this is broken down by ethnic group, ack youth have the highest 
rate of unemployment. After American Indians, this is also the 
group with the highest drop out rates from high school. Asians, 
on the other hand, have the lowest unemployment rate and the lowest 
drop out rates. 
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s 
are 
created 
1 
not 
were uninsured. (California Policy Seminar) 
Wages for unskilled and semi-skilled workers in the Sacramento 
area are 8-10% lower than those in the largest metropolitan 
areas on the West Coast. (Targeted Industry Study for the City 
of Sacramento, 1987) 
To qualify for most federally funded services, a family of 
three may not earn more than $11,260 per year. (Sacramento 
Employment and Training Agency) 
In the four year period between 1980 and 1984 the average 
selling price of a home rose 23.9%, from $69,880 to $86,595. 
{Sacramento, General Plan) 
The Hunger Study Group of the Community Services Planning council 
reported, in May, 1989, that almost half of those receiving food 
assistance in Sacramento County are children. Half of the adults 
who received this assistance have jobs: they are the working poor. 
During 1988, 79,359 people received monthly bags of food, a 26% 
increase in one year. The demand continues to increase and the 
nearly 3,000 volunteers who deliver food are not sufficient to meet 
the need. 
CONSEQUENCES 
Sacramento County, despite its expanding economy, has a high 
portion of its population which is unable to provide its children 
with adequate shelter and support. The structure of the labor 
market and predictions for new job creation indicate that this 
situation will not substantially change. 
Without intervention, parents at the low end of the wage scale will 
be increasingly unable to pay for the costs of daily living. 
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1 care 
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Paso 
Heights, south Sacramento and downtown) where the impact of 
inadequate prenatal care appears to be particularly significant 
as evidenced by low birthweight babies and high infant mortality. 
These same geographical areas have a high concentration of ethnic 
minorities, especially blacks. In sacramento County, the incidence 
of black infant mortality is almost twice that of the white 
population. 
In 1986, 501 women received no or late prenatal care. Of these 119 
or 24%, were teens. In Sacramento county 1 out of every 18 teenage 
girls (age 15-19) had a baby in 1986. In the high risk areas of 
Sacramento County, the percentage of teenage births dramatically 
exceeds the state average of 10.93% For example, the percentage 
of teenage births in North Sacramento is 23.80%, 23.07% in Oak 
Park, 21.31% in Rio Linda, 19.8% in Del Paso Heights, and 16.85% 
in South Sacramento. Infants born to teenage mothers are twice as 
1 ikely as others to be of low birth weight, and subsequent 
pregnancies during adolescence are at even higher risk for 
complications. The percent of all teen mothers rece 
inadequate prenatal care was 12.9\ for the under 15 age group and 
6.4% for the 15-19 age group. 
CONSBOOBNCBS 
Unless the number of women receiving early ongoing prenatal 
care can be increased, the number of low birth weight infants will 
not be reduced. Care for premature low birth weight infants costs 
$21,477 for an average 19 day stay in a Neonatal Intensive Care 
Unit; then someone, usually the public, must pay for the care and 
treatment of life-long disabilities such as cerebral palsy and 
mental retardation. Without intervention, Sacramento can expect 
to pay more public dollars to care for more babies and children 
with preventable birth defects, from birth through special 
education classes through life-long disability services. 
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OBJECTIVES: 
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success. 
total first year 
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ive range of services of 
a team of health care profess s. 
for a 
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ect and to ensure 
would $250,000. 
ADVOCACY RECOMMENDATION 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate 
and lobby the State Legislature to broaden health insurance 
coverage for 1 
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PROBLEM 
Children and families 
innocent victims in the 
need of he a serv are 
battles 
generated by the deinst i During the past 
three decades, hundreds of thousands of severely mentally ill 
people have been from state s. However, 
adequate ic funding for cont care has not followed those 
pat to the As a result, who need assistance 
do not get any. 
Since all available resources are spent on those cases deemed most 
crit to pat 1 s is not left for 
people who are 
to mental health The s 
must become 11 11 for them to For 
a child who been abused or molested may be assessed 
as counsel to recover from the 
no resources are ava lable the must wa 
more severe effects of the 
In s 
mandates. 
mental 
, but because 
The 
below state 
local 
Although 
th represents a sl over the last few 
level inadequate to meet the current 
There are 
the school 
gaps the of 
who could 
More than half 
health 
as education pupils receive no such services. In fiscal 
year 1987/88, 200 special ls were for 
The rece state to serve only 
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100. During the course of the year, agencies were forced to 
implement a slow down on referrals. Had the slow down not 
occurred, the county would have faced an additional $2.68 million 
dollar expenditure to serve the additional pupils. It is expected 
that the special education pupil referrals will continue to 
increase in the future at a level indicated below: 
PROJECTED REFERRALS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 
FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
FISCAL YEAR PUPILS REFERRED 
(projected) 
1988/89 500 
1989/90 800 
1990/91 1,100 
I 
1991/92 1,400 I 
1992/93 I 1,700 I 
Source: Sacramento County Health Department 
CONSEQUENCES 
Only those children whose families can afford to send them to 
private practitioners have the opportunity to receive the family 
and individual therapy which they may need to avert escalation of 
mental illness. The others are forced to join the masses already 
on seemingly endless waiting lists. The marginal individuals will 
worsen and remain in the community untreated; the symptoms of those 
with beginning problems will escalate until they are of sufficient 
crisis to require attention, long-term care, and significant cost. 
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RICOM.MBNPATIONS 
Fund county mental health •e~u:vicea for children at the level 
required by law, allocating 50% of all new monies until the total 
level of funding reaches at least 25% of the mental health 
budget. 
OBJECTIVES: 
1 - To bring the county 
mental 
2 - To increase 
to children. 
funding for 
level and range of 
3 - To provide a continuum of serv 
their families. 
4 .. To an 
to 
1 
5 - To decrease the wa 1 for 
as AB 3 
the 1 
offered 
ldren and 
ems 
health 
Statutes of 978 State law, 
WIC5704.6) that l counties allocate 50% of new non-
categorical Short-Doyle money to children s services, until the 
ion of money going to children is equivalent to the r 
percentage of the county population. currently, Sacramento 
Mental Health ion estimates that only 14% of these funds are 
allocated for children's services, to a 
of 25.8%. Therefore, the county has been for 
some time, below rate the legally prescribed 
impact of this difficiency is that children are underserved. 
direct from subsequent state legislation (AB 2541 , an 
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interagency work group has designed an ideal continuum 
model. That continuum requires integration among all the major 
service elements: mental health, education, probation and social 
services. 
MENTAL EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
SOCIAL PROBATION 
SERVICES 
requires that the be available in suffic 
quantities and quality meet the needs of children and their 
families: 
1. Community Outreach 
2. Community support 
24 
3. Case Management 
4. Outpatient 
5. Day Treatment 
6. Crisis Treatment 
7. Mental Health 
8. 24-Hour Trans 
In order to beg to meet these needs, 
to correct the in 
and to with state law. 
must immediate 
mental health funding 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate 
and th• State Legislature and Governor tor full funding 
of the mental health portion of the state budget, including the 
funding derived from the enacted tax 
the cit ::ens. 
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There is insufficient child care available at affordable costs to 
meet an ever-increasinq demand. Demand for child care has been 
increasinq becayse of the qrowth in population, and chanqes in the 
economy, in the workforce and in family structure. Requests for 
child care referrals received by Child Action, Inc. increased from 
4, 800 in 1980 to over 14, 000 in 1987. The trend can only be 
expected to continue. At this rate, over 26,000 referrals will be 
needed in 1994. These referrals represent the experience of only 
one agency; the actual demand in Sacramento County is actually 
higher. 
Child Care Referrals 
!tf'l ,,. 
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Parents are also to work earl after the birth of a 
child sometimes as early as two weeks after b ly 
50% of the for ld care referrals are for children under 
age two. 
necess A 198 New T poll Mothers work out of 
reported that "for 71 of mothers who work 
reason was not to do 
1 It 
between 1973 decrease would 
have been more than three mothers not 
the work force. 
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Older school age children are without services. Traditional chi 
care services serve children under the age of 10. The GAIN Chi 
care Program will not pay for child care for children twelve and 
older, although this program mandates participation of women with 
children over six years of age who receive AFDC. 
The cost of child care has risen; it is one of the largest expenses 
in a working family's budget. Ten years ago child care be 
purchased for as little as 5 In 1987, the 
costs of child care range from $50 to $75 per week. A single 
mother with a three-year old and a seven-year old, working full 
time for $5 per hour, will spend 30% to 50% of her income on child 
care. Rates for children with special needs, such as physical or 
learning disabilities, are higher than standard rates. 
At the same time that costs have gone up for the famil , the 
child care workers' wages have remained relatively low. A survey 
in Alameda County states the average wage for child care teachers 
is just above $6 per hour. The annual turnover rate is 57%. 
Availability and cost of insurance have adversely affected chi 
care over 1985 Care 
Insurance Survey indicated that only 27% of family day care 
providers had care insurance 
child care insurance 
find. care Insurance has increased 
$8 1984 $600/year today. Some day care center 
durinq the same period. have expanded from $2,000 to $ 
COiSIOUIBcll 
are 
1990, there will be an additional 40,000 children in the County 
birth and age increase of almost 31\. Child care 
will fall even farther behind the demand. Fewer children 
11 continue to have a parent at home to care for them and more 
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will be left unattended. 
The demand for quality 
unmet. 11 
ld care 1 be 
11 raise 
beyond the reach of It wil ingly 
the diff to attract ls 
child care f to help devel our most resource as long 
as the wages and ative status of the jobs rema low. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Establish a d Care Fun4 which could be composed of public 
funds, private fees and donations for the purposes of meeting new 
and existing nee4s for child care the 
1 To construct new ld care facil 
2 -To 
for 
3 - To 
- To 
5 - To 
could 
funds, 
care 
the 1 of af 
care act 
as 
s 
for cross tra 
providing 
be created from 
, donations, 
fee 
and 
be a joint effort 
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e ch ld care 
benef the 
f and 
could be establ 
The most 
the County. 
sacraaento county elected official• ehoul4 actively a4vocate 
and lobby the State Legi•lature an4 Governor for additional 
funding to •upport the proviDion of child care to all faailie•. 
JO 
abuse 
state 
occurred. 
25.5% 
Juvenile drug-related arrests rose between 1982 and 1986 125.5% 
in the county compared to only 49.5% statewide. This increase is 
out proportion 10 4% increase 
by the county. 
Deaths due to drugs increased 70.5% in Sacramento county and 23% 
in ifornia during this same period. 
one reason for this increase influx of gangs whose 
trade and motivation is based on drug trafficking and sales 
Juveniles with little or education and few employment 
opportunities are easily enticed by the reality that some young 
gang members make up to $5,000 per month selling drugs. 
Particularly when ir are 1 in poverty, this a 
hard temptation to resist. Once have become affiliated with 
the gang it is even harder for them 
Besides heroin and cocaine trafficking and abuse which plague our 
county, we also have a worsening record with alcohol abuse. In the 
past six years, persons kill in alcohol ated ace 
increased 40% in sacramento County compared to a 5% increase 
State as a whole. 
of care 
involve drug addiction as a compared to 2 
During the past five , the incidence of substance 
during pregnancy has increased alarmingly. It is est 
7-12% pregnant women Cali are addicted to drugs 
alcohol. In Sacramento county in 1985, 42 infants were 
from their families by Children's Protective Services (CPS) 
maternal drug addiction. In 1988, an average of 40 infants 
month were referred to CPS of maternal drug addiction 
Dr. Elaine M. Johnson, Director of the Federal Office of Substance 
Abuse Prevention, sa drug use in pregnancy "cuts across racial 
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dependent population of children whose needs could cripple an 
already overburdened service system. 
RICOQINDATIOHS 
Implement a comprehensive, multi-faceted continuum-of-care systea 
to address the problems of perinatal substance abuse. 
08JICTIYIS; 
1 - To assess 100% of the mothers referred to the project 
to determine need for public health services. 
2 - To provide case management services to a minimum of 
130 families per month. 
3 - To provide a minimum of 2, 640 outreach home 
visits. 
4 - To improve pregnancy outcomes based on 
birthweight, prematurity rate and other health status 
indicators of newborns over 1988-89 health data. 
5 - To establish a residential 20 bed treatment 
program for chemically dependent mothers and infants. 
6 - To increase the number of methadone treatment slots 
for pregnant women over the 1988-89 level. 
7 - To ensure that a minimum of 50% of 
participants of the Recovery/Day Treatment program will 
maintain a sober lifestyle while participating in the 
program. 
Specifically, the proposed program would include the following 
components: 
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Although Sacramento is widely known as one of the few remaining 
"affordable" cities in California, a large number of its households 
are still inadequately housed or pay a burdensome proportion of 
the incomes on housing costs. Especially when these households 
consist of families with children, such housing pressures 
contribute to overall poverty and stress and increase the 
likelihood that child abuse and neglect will occur. 
In addition, Sacramento is growing rapidly. An ever increasing 
number of :businesses and individuals are migrating to Sacramento, 
drawn :by relatively inexpensive land and labor costs, pleasing 
climate, good accessibility to transportation and, at least until 
recently, a relative lack of the "big city" problems of crime, 
traffic and smog. The supply of fordable housing is already far 
below the need, and this gap will be widened :by pressures caused 
by population growth 
In the last decade, federal funds housing have :been cut 
drastically. State funds fluctuate widely placing an ever greater 
burden upon local governments provide their own funding for 
affordable housing. 
otherwise noted, this section have :been 
provided by the Sacramento Housing Redevelopment Agency and 
the Sacramento county Department of Social Services, or have been 
derived from 1980 u.s census data. 
Increases in home prices and monthly homeownership payments 
far exceeded increases in median family income in Sacramento county 
over the last decade. 
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Only 10% of renter households can afford ownership of a 
median-priced home. Likewise, roughly 72% of households with 
incomes below median are renters. 
60, ooo renter households earn less than 50% of the area's 
median income. These are considered very low income 
households by prevailing standards for federal, state and 
local housing programs. 
24,000 of these very low income households pay over 50% of 
their incomes in rent. Prevailing standards assume that 
households should pay no more than 30% of their income in 
rent. 
Only about 5% of appropriately-s-ized rental units have 
monthly rents which are within 30% of the average monthly 
income for very low income families. (Divine MIS Multifamily 
Marketing Information Service, October 1987) 
The current supply of assisted housing in Sacramento falls 
short of the need. 
Since 1980, new commitments for housing assistance the 
federal government have declined by 75% 
On the first day it reopened its waiting lists for assisted 
housing, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency 
received 760,000 attempted phone calls from prospective 
applicants. 
In Sacramento, only 12, 000 of the 60, 000 very low income 
households eligible can receive direct housing assistance 
through all current local, state and federal programs. 
Several thousand more are indirectly benefitting from 
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non-profit agencies can provide such families. Lack of education, 
in particular, only serves to contribute to the ongoing cycle of 
poverty. 
Statistics are not available regarding how many children 
registered in the County's school districts are homeless or 
how many homeless are without educational services. Specific 
examples, however, are telling. One school in North Sacramento 
which has a 400 student capacity reported that in the 1987/88 
school year, approximately 1000 separate students were 
enrolled at some point throughout the year, representing a 
turnover of 250% This high turnover rate may well be 
indicative of inadequate housing factors. 
School districts within Sacramento County are struggling to 
devise workable solutions to the problem of educating children 
of homeless families. A pilot program in the Sacramento City 
Unified School District includes an emergency housing shelter 
for children and their families which will accommodate up to 
15 kids and an on-site teacher 3 Another school district h 
personnel to go to areas where there are high concentrat 
homeless 1 to to 1 
children in school , such programs are costly and 
to 
core problem of inadequate housing. 
COISIOtliiCIS 
sacramento's explosive growth will mean that the need for assisted 
housing will increase. 
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7th in state population, ranked 4th in the State as of July, 
1988, in families receiving AFDC. The County ranked Jrd in 
the state in funds expended in July, 1988, for this program, 
behind only San Bernardino County and Los Angeles County. 
In 1987, City/County homeless shelters provided emergency aid 
to approximately 6000 families. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Support the adoption of a Housing Trust Fund Ordinance by both the 
city and county. 
OBJECTIVES: 
1 - To provide safe, sanitary and affordable housing 
critical to the welfare of children. 
2 - To provide up to 1000 very low income housing units 
annually: at least 55% of which would be targeted to 
assist families. 
3 - To provide a cost-effective program for the working 
poor to prevent future homelessness. 
In June, 1988, the City/County Housing Finance Task Force 
recommended a five year plan to address the need for affordable 
housing in Sacramento County. The Plan recommended the formation 
of a Housing Finance Partnership consisting of businesses, lenders, 
government agencies and housing providers. A key local financing 
component of the Plan is the establishment of a county wide housing 
trust fund (HTF) to generate $7.2 million per year from commercial 
development fees and employee or other taxes. 
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Memories of childhood bring warm for many of us, but 
not for everyone. In this country of promise and opportunity, 
thousands of young lives are short-changed by abuse and neglect. 
Children deserve to be cherished, yet they are hurt by the very 
people who are supposed to protect and care for them. 
Protecting of children from abuse became public policy in 
California in 1963, when the child abuse reporting law was enacted. 
Public awareness campaigns were launched in the mid 1970's to 
prevent child maltreatment, and have gained momentum throughout the 
1980 s. As the public became more aware, they identified and 
reported more and more cases of abuse, severely taxing public 
protective service system's abil to respond. Although major 
efforts have been undertaken to prevent child victimization, the 
challenge has not yet been fully met. 
lowing statistics, 
the prevalence of 
community: 
Referrals to Sacramento 
(CPS) by more 
also reflect 
's Chi 
national picture, 
Sacramento 
Services 
150% between 1982 and 198 . 
same fing increased by 
46%. This has forced to tighten its criteria 
for intervening in abuse situations. A case that would have 
been opened to protect a years may not be today. 
Despite this tightened number of child abuse 
cases in which CPS intervened quadrupled from 3,131 in 1980, 
to 13,105 in 1987, a 420% increase. In 1987, 60% of these 
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Emergency child abuse reports (which require response within two 
hours because of their severity) increased 155%, from 532 in 1980, 
to 1,360 in 1987. 
Since 1982, the average overall monthly foster care caseload 
in Sacramento County went from 928 in 1982 to 1868 in 1987, 
up more than 100%. The average monthly cost per child was 
$1033 in 1988, which means that foster care in Sacramento is 
currently costing more than $23 million yearly. Foster care 
is only available to children in the more serious cases. 
In 1980, 367 children received medical examinations from the 
University Medical Center to assess abuse. By 1987, this 
number had increased 290%, to 1,434. Sixty percent of these 
children were girls: 69% of the total were under the age 
of 5. 
over sixty percent of the 90 children residing in the 
Sacramento Children's Home Residential Treatment Program in 
1988 were victims of physical or sexual abuse. The average 
annual cost providing treatment to each of these children is 
slightly more than $40,000. 
CONSEQUENCES 
If we do nothing, and if these trends continue at current paces, 
the future will indeed be bleak: 
-By 1994, 14,239 children will require protective services if 
the current trend continues. 
-By 1994, 3000 Sacramento children will be in foster care, at 
a cost of more than $37 million a year. 
(Based on the current 15% annual increase) 
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UCOMMINJ)ATION 
Provide intensive, in-hom.a prevention services for parents and 
ldren in risk situations for ld abuse or neglect, and 
for infants born druq addicted, to prevent family breakups. 
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4 - To reduce the number of infants born drug addicted 
through available prenatal medical care and drug 
counseling for the parent(s). 
5 - To prov alternate resources for temporary child 
care for parents are substance abusers and have 
developed a pattern of use that occasionally prevents 
them from providing care for their children. 
currently, efforts to prevent foster care placement and keep 
families together are dependent upon the availability of home 
based, family-centered services. However, the major public 
financial resources are appropriated to the last resort of the 
system, the foster care programs. There is no strong financial 
investment in prevention services to reduce the need for foster 
care. As child abuse reporting grows, more money is spent on 
emergency response and foster care programs, and less remains for 
family maintenance or prevention services. we need additional 
funds appropriated for high risk families and children to bring 
services into the home and prevent the need for out-of-home 
placement. 
source of funds to low the county to utilize up to 
10% of foster care appropriation in-home services to 
ildren and families, in lieu of foster care. Three California 
counties are now such a lot program; State 
legislation would be required to expand the program for all 
counties. For Sacramento county, this would amount to $3.4 million 
annually. Services would be provided by public and private 
ies, contracted through the county Department of Social 
Services. 
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There are four primary functions assigned to the institutio of 
education: (1) to provide a free and appropriate education, (2) 
to care for children during the work day, (3} to prepare future 
workers, and (4) to prepare good citizens. The public educational 
agencies within Sacramento County are falling short of fulfilling 
all these expectations in the community. 
THE COST OF EDUCATION 
Education is not free. While education per se may not have a 
monetary cost to a student's family, there are many expenses 
associated with education. Perhaps the biggest one is 
transportation. In Sacramento City Unified School District, for 
example, middle school and high school students must pay for their 
own transportation, using designated buses provided by RT Metro at 
the cost of $22 per month - even more if students lose their bus 
passes, as they are prone to do. This is a tremendous hardship for 
poor families, who may have more than one child. For example, a 
family with two secondary students would have to pay $440 per year 
just for transportation. 
Children bring many problems to school from their home environment, 
and the most pervasive one is poverty. Almost 1/4 of the students' 
families receive AFDC. Poor children tend to be concentrated in 
particular schools: 95 schools (34%) have 25% or more of their 
students on AFDC: 34 schools have 50% or more on AFDC (Sacramento 
County Office of Education, October 1987). 
Full participation in all school activities, especially extra-
curricular activities, is not available to some students because 
of their associated costs: uniforms, instrument rental, field 
trips, gift exchanges, special projects, etc. High school students 
often must work during the school year to augment their family's 
income, and are unable to participate in some school activities. 
In a 1986 survey of seniors at two large Sacramento County high 
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CHILD CARll 
students 
Some elementary schools 
students from one year to 
While we think of child care for young children, this function of 
education applies to high school students as well. The schools in 
which we care for students are ically crowded and not safe. 
While Sacramento is 8th among the 58 California counties in student 
enrollment, it is 2nd assaults and attacks in schools, Jrd in 
assaults with a deadly weapon and in sex offenses, and 7th in 
incidences of substance abuse reported at school sites. Some of 
the offenders are non-students who have come on to a school campus, 
but the vast majority are students themselves (1986-87 Standard 
School Crime Report, SDE). 
1 enrolled students have access to a on a ily bas 
however, students seldom get see a nurse, psychologist, soc 
worker, or counselor if they have problems. In high schools, a 
nurse and an academic counselor are usual present in the school, 
but their caseloads are very students are discouraged 
going to of the "waiting period" 
dictated by policies and which may require referrals 
from school staff rather than the student. In elementary schools, 
nurses and psychologists are typically itinerant and spread their 
across several schools. counselors and social workers are 
available in elementary schools. 
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ATTRITIOM RATBS 
GRADUATION CLASS 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
Source: CBEDS 
ATTRITION RATE 
(non-graduates) 
32% 
32 
27 
33 
31 
The above figures are county-wide and are not af students 
moving from one school to another the county. These f 
are also conservative; Sacramento County has experienced continuous 
growth in K-12 students enrollments since 1982, and who 
left may have been backfilled by students moving 
If these figures could be corrected for in-migration, 
would reflect an even greater loss. The 1988 class had a 32.4% 
attrition for males and 29.0% females. 
disaggregated ethnicity for the class of 1988, are 
even more disturbing among the minority students: 
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integrated with essential skills like reading, writing, and math, 
and are therefore not alternatives to academic subjects in these 
areas. 
CITIZENSHIP 
Two early measures of zenship are attending school and 
being on time. SARB (School Attendance and Review Board) hearings 
for truancy and behavior problems rose 38% in the last year. There 
were 226 expulsions in 1987-88 of students whose disciplinary 
andjor criminal infractions were so great that they were prohibited 
from returning to school (and sometimes the district) for several 
weeks or the rest of the school year (Ortiz, SCOE). 
School safety is affected by the increased presence on campuses of 
students who have been and are involved crime. Because of legal 
codes which protect youthful offenders' records, there are no 
procedures in place to inform school administrators about the 
behaviors of their students which have brought them into the 
juvenile justice system. 
school hours and may be released 
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COMSIO!]IJCIS 
The continued growth the will ·increase our school 
population. What the students face is a more violent environment. 
importantly, the trends indicate that we are increasingly 
to educate all our children. At the current rates of 
provision of preschool, there will be two populations of students 
beginning kindergarten: one had access to preschool and 
is fully prepared to benefit from the curriculum and another that 
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OIJICTIYIS: 
1 - To improve the condition of life for children in the 
schools. 
2 - To improve the access to services by children and their 
families. 
3 - To increase the level of coordination among all service 
agencies. 
4 - To reduce the costs for services. 
5 - To reduce the drop out rate of students. 
6 - To provide for cross cultural training. 
The project would cluster staff representing various human service 
agencies at school-based centers to enable them to take their 
services to the communities in which their clients live and to 
coordinate services between agencies to better meet the needs of 
Sacramento's youth and their families. 
Examples of this type of program have begun to grow in Sacramento 
County. The Grant Joint Union High School District and North 
Sacramento School District have become partner agencies in the 
Cities in Schools project, along with other human service agencies. 
This project has formed a corporation to enable the member agencies 
to have a Board of Directors that provides an umbrella organization 
for the various jurisdictions involved and that raises funds for 
the program's implementation. Space for the out-stationing of 
member agency caseworkers will be provided by the school districts. 
With a common location for meeting with clients, the opportunity 
for multi-disciplinary handling of cases will be tremendously 
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PBOILIK 
The justice system substantially fects the lives of our children 
our children as victims and our children as offenders. 
Many aspects of the justice system seem to operate separately and 
apart from the remainder of our child welfare/protection system and 
often are either unaware or inattentive to the special needs and 
concerns of our children. 
The justice system deals with our children on two different levels: 
as juvenile victims and as juvenile offenders. This week's 
abused/neglected child may well be next week's juvenile offender; 
this year's juvenile delinquent can easily become next year's adult 
offender. 
OUR CBILDRIM AS VICTIMS 
There is a clear lack of coordination among law enforcement and 
other child service agencies that investigate cases involving child 
welfare/safety issues For example, in a case of abusejneglect, 
a child victim must deal with a variety of professionals, each with 
his/her own special purpose and corresponding interview. These 
multiple interviews potentially re-victimize children and can 
detract from the credibility of their reports by requiring them to 
report their story numerous times to strangers. These children and 
their famil have needs and problems that could be identified and 
addressed earlier if we had better coordination among the child 
protection agencies. 
In 1988, the Department of social services reported that 2, 333 
children were taken into protective custody as a result of abuse 
and neglect and that there were 1, 336 children for which that 
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OUR CBILDUM AS OI'J':IWBU 
There has been a marked increase in juvenile crime. 
almost 8,000 young people were arrested. 
In 1987, 
JtJVI:IIL:I CRID 
JUVENILE CRIME 1978 1987 % CHANGE 
Vehicle Theft 354 461 +JO% 
Drug Violation 113 254 +112 
Assault and Battery 285 535 + 88 
Malicious Mischief 188 234 + 24 I 
Source: Sacramento County Probation Department I 
Gang activity has increased considerably in the last two years: 
GANG CRID 
GANG CRIME 1986/87 1987/88 
Gang Arrests 268 433 
Gang Homicides 7 15 
Gang Related Arrests; 
Aggravated Assaults 161 248 
Source: Human Services Information System, CSPC I 
In 1989, 1,974 juveniles have been placed on probation. The 
probation officers responsible for supervising them have an average 
caseload of 80 juveniles. 
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The staffing policies of Sacramento County during the last decade 
have ignored the relationship between the criminal justice 
agencies, setting the stage for system dysfunction. During this 
period, staffing increases in the courts have more than doubled 
that of any other segment of the system. However, the probation 
department has fallen significantly below the levels of all other 
agencies. 
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Staff increase in each agency (91 - 1989) 
l:l011o 
!03'!1. 
CQUIOVIJICII 
The justice system is to deal with the social, economic and 
human problems not been solved earlier by all the other 
existing agencies and systems. When children and families are not 
mentally and , when they are uneducated and 
unemployed, when 
then the potential 
assistance is 
abuse drugs, when their options are closed; 
violence and crime increase. Unless earlier 
to these people, a continuing escalation of 
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demand on the criminal justice system can be expected. 
The procedures of the justice system are not coordinated. Without 
change, child victims will continue to face numerous duplicative 
and humiliating interviews and processes. The result will be fewer 
successful interventions on behalf of the child and more children 
will continue to live in danger. 
If the growth patterns continue among the various criminal justice 
agencies, the probation department will slip further behind, at 
some point becoming an internal research unit of the courts. There 
will be no option for supervising offenders in the community; this 
responsibility will fall into the hands of the public and law 
enforcement. Consequently probation violations will go undetected 
and the violators will remain in the community,); the border-line 
probationer will not receive assistance and may commit additional 
crimes. The assignment of offenders to probation may be, at best, 
a gesture. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Establish a multi-disciplinary interview center to reduce the 
traumatic aspects of the investigative procedures upon child abuse 
victims and to improve the operations of the criminal justice and 
protective systems regarding children. 
OBJECTIVES: 
1 - To improve the quality of information obtained from 
children, 
2 - To reduce the number of interviews of children, 
3 - To limit the number of persons interviewing children, and 
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4 - To reduce the of court 
ish center at a projected cost 
of $817,557, using county and and private 
donations. The center would coordinate all interactions with 
protective services medical 
achieved by 
following process. 
field investigations by law enforcement and child 
services in response to allegations of child abuse would 
be performed in a coordinated manner to determine whether a crime 
had been committed and whether the child needs protection. If a 
determination was made that a criminal or dependency investigation 
was warranted, one comprehensive interview of the child would be 
performed. To ensure a consistent , interagency protocols 
would be developed regarding 
criteria would be establ to 
nterv at the 
procedures and selection 
which children would be 
The 
also contain alternate methods to achieve the 
s would 
of the multi-
d inary center for 
would drawn 
Child 
Office and the medical treatment 
access on a 24-hour basis 
in Sacramento, preferably at or 
i at Center. 
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not referred there. 
1 s Department, Police 
Attorney's 
The center would have 
should be centrally located 
acent to the University of 
2. Provide alternatives to status offenders an4 delinquent youth 
by ezpandinq service• . provided by the lleiqhJ:)orhoo4 Alternative 
ce:at•r (DC) and coaauni ty-baao4 aqenciea which provide 
alternatives to incaroerationtcuato4y. 
OBJICliYIS; 
1 - To increase the alternatives to incarceration for 
juveniles, 
2 - To reduce the number of non-delinquent juveniles 
detained who are exposed to juvenile offenders, 
3 - To increase the level of supervision and service 
offered to status offenders, 
4 - To reduce the recidivism and probation violations 
among juveniles served in the NAC program and other 
community based alternative programs. 
Since Proposition 13, the community diversion and corrections 
programs have had increasing difficulty finding solid and reliable 
to in the juvenile 
justice system. Many of these programs serve as the last resort 
or final hope of troubled children and their families. They are 
frequently the only available services for children who have failed 
in educational system and have dysfunctional families. Unless 
are available, children will likely end up incarcerated and 
a of criminal justice Most of the programs are 
community-based non-profit organizations. 
Neighborhood Alternative Center has served as a primary service 
juvenile status offenders within county government 
The NAC has, since 1984, averaged more than 3,000 annual referrals, 
10% of whom were repeat intakes. Six deputy probation officers 
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provide the basic family counseling portion of proqram. The 
intakes are carefully screened for appropriate referrals and the 
officers attempt to provide emergency level response. The cases 
handled by the NAC during the last few years have escalated in 
intensity and severity creating an additional workload for the 
program. Currently, 100 to 150 persons attend the family 
counseling sessions each week. 
In December, 1988, the Family Reunification Program housed in 
Juvenile Hall was moved to the NAC and the residential capacity of 
NAC was increased to 27 beds, with one additional deputy probation 
officer position transferred with the program. 
This has damaged the NAC program because the non-delinquent 
children are placed in residence with minors who have been 
adjudicated for serious offenses and who have exhibited criminal 
behavior. In the majority of situations the non-delinquent child 
is actually exposed and introduced into criminal attitudes of the 
far more sophisticated ward. The NAC staff is now more careful 
about allowing the non-delinquent children to take residence at NAC 
but this denies them the needed service. By design, the very 
contamination and exposure the original program was designed to 
stop is now being facilitated. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the current NAC facility be 
converted into the Family Reunification Program for delinquent 
wards and for other non-secure detention wards as needed. The 
program for non-delinquent youth will· be moved to an office 
arrangement. Residence when necessary could be provided by use of 
one six-bed group home attached to the status offender program at 
AFDC expense. An outreach program is needed to inform the 
community of the counseling resource available to it, especially 
to single parents with minimal family resources. The deputy 
probation officer staff should be increased from the current 7 to 
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12 deputy probation officers over the next 3 years. Two deputy 
probation offiGPrs should be assigned to the Family Reunificatipn 
Program in combination with the existing probation assistant staff. 
This expansion of the Neighborhood Alternative Center would 
initially cost an additional $134,196 per year. The source of 
funds for the Neighborhood Alternative center would be a 
combination of County general funds and State subvention funds 
under SB 789, should sufficient funds be available to allow for 
this without jeopardizing the other juvenile offender programs. 
The processing of minors through the Neighborhood Alternative 
Center, rather than referring them to the Juvenile Court, 
represents potential tax savings. community-based agencies may 
need to increase services to the status offender population due to 
the conversion of the NAC and the reduction of beds for status 
offenders, which will require an undetermined amount of increased 
funding. 
ADVOCACY RBCOMHBNDATIONS 
Sacramento County elected officials should actively advocate 
and lobby the State Legislature and Governor to continue the 
county Justice System Subvention Fund at a level equal or 
greater than the previous budget year. 
It is further recommended that the process leading to the 
establishment of a Child and Family court in Sacramento be 
undertaken. 
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-The Children's Agenda for Sacramento County was founded with the 
conviction that we can do something; that it is not too late. The 
response of the public to the media's coverage of the plight of 
individual children understandably is overwhelming, but we need to 
respond to all our children now. In the face of frightening 
statistics and headlines about drug addicted babies, school dropout 
rates, teenage pregnancy, homelessness, and youth gangs, it is easy 
to see that the approaches of the past have failed. The good, 
intentions and hard work by professionals and community leaders, 
each working in one area of expertise, have not solved the 
problems. We need the renewed commitment of the entire community 
to save our children and preserve our future. The quality of life 
in Sacramento County is only as good as the life of each child 
within our borders. IT IS TIME FOR ACTION. 
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"Each of these children represents either a 
potential addition to the productive capacity and the 
enlightened citizenship of the nation, or, if allowed to 
suffer from neglect, a potential addition to the 
destructive forces of the community. The ranks of 
criminals and other enemies of society are recruited in 
an altogether undue proportion from children bereft of 
their natural homes and left without sufficient care. 
"The interests of the nation are involved in the 
welfare of this army of children no less than in our 
great material affairs." 
Theodore Roosevelt 
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The following individuals have contributed directly to the 
production of this report and deserve a special note of 
appreciation for their diligence and commitment. 
Marie E. Marsh, Executive Director 
Sheila B. Anderson, Consultant 
Stephanie Benedict, Administrative Assistant 
Lynne Ohlsen, Administrative Services Coordinator 
Michael Petit, Consultant 
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ATTACHMENT D 
I. PARTIES: 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
FOR THE 
SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE ASSESSMENT 
AND REFERRAL TEAM 
This agreement, establishing the SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE 
ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM (S.M.A.R.T. ), is entered into 
between the Placer County Probation and Welfare Departments, the 
Mental Health Division of the Health Department and the Placer 
County Superior Court. 
II. PURPOSE: 
A. SMART is being created (1) to encourage and direct 
families to use their own or private resources in the resolution 
of family problems; (2) to effectively assist in solving the 
problems of children who are in trouble with themselves, the 
schools, law enforcement agencies, or social agencies; (3) to 
intercede in the chain of events which often lead children into 
the court system; and (4) .to identify community needs to assist 
problem youngsters where programs or services are not currently 
available, but probably needed. 
B. SMART is not created to solve routine departmental case 
problems. Referrals generally will be made for children with 
complex personai, family or social problems who are or may be 
i olved with several service or enforcement agencies. The 
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typical referral will concern the child with multiple problems; 
for example, school, family, peer, emotional/behavioral or legal 
problems where the solution to the problems is beyond the scope 
of a single agency and will require multi~discipline considera-
tion. 
C. The participating departments agree that they will 
abide by the decision of SMART in directing referrals of cases 
for management and disposition. 
D. The participating partments agree to morally support 
the representatives to SMART such that department politics will 
not eliminate the free participation of a representative during 
the deliberation of team issues. 
E. All materials and information received by SMART shall 
be confidential and shall not be disclosed to any person or 
entity except as authorized by or by Rule 50.1 of the Local 
s of the P r un S rior t. 
III. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: 
SMART shall consist of a Resource Team and an Assessment 
and Referral Team. 
IV. RESOURCE TEAM: 
A. Composition: The Resource Team shall consist of the 
department heads of the Placer County Probation and Welfare 
partments, the director of the Mental Health Division of the 
Health Departments, and the Placer County Juvenile Court Judge. 
B. Duties: The Resource Team shall: 
1. Es·tablish policy for implementing the objectives of 
SMART , i n c l u d i n g p o 1 i c i e s , s t a n.d a r d s and procedure s for 
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screening, reviewing and resolving cases referred to SMART. 
2. Render full support to the departmental 
representative on SMART as a priority responsibility. 
3. Appoint a Facilitator who, in addition to other 
duties, shall record actions of the Resource Team. 
4. Establish appropriate in-service training regarding 
SMART referrals. 
5. Establish appropriate meetings for the Resource and 
Assessment and Referral Teams. 
6. Consider financial needs of SMART and establish a 
budget based on available funding. 
7. Resolve interdepartmental case management problems 
not resolved by the Assessment and Referral Team. 
8. Dedicate staff and departmental resources 
appropriate to the proper operation of SMART, including any 
clerical needs. 
9. Develop appropriate procedures for the efficient 
gathering and exchange of case information between participating 
departments, through SMART. 
10. Establish an appropriate means of case tracking to 
assure that directives of SMART have been met. 
11. The Juvenile Court Judge member of the Resource 
Team shall not hear any discussion nor participate in any 
decisions regarding specific cases referred to SMART, but shall 
only participate in policy discussions and decisions. 
C. Quorum: Decisions by the Resource Team shall be made 
by majority vote, with at least three members of the Resources 
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Team eligible to vote being in attendance. 
V. ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM: 
A. Composition: The Assessment and Referral Team shall be 
composed of the Facilitator and representatives appointed by each 
of the department heads from the Probation and Welfare 
Departments and the Director of the Mental Health Division of the 
Health Department. 
B. Duties: The Assessment and Referral Team shall: 
l. Receive referrals from the participating 
departments. 
2. Review case histories, deliberate the proper 
allocation of resources and to assign cases to a lead agency for 
management and disposition. 
3. Establish and maintain a current list of all 
available public and private youth services and resources. 
C Operational Outline: 
1. The Assessment and Referral Team shall designate a 
lead agency for each case for general case management and may 
assign any specific case responsibilities to other appropriate 
agencies and/or persons, including the child's family or other 
private resources. 
2. The Facilitator shall act as chairperson of the 
meetings; shall record actions taken by the Assessment and 
Referral Team; shall be able to call special meetings of the 
team; and shall act as liason with the Resource Team, reporting 
to the Resource· Team as directed. 
3 . The As s e s s men t and Re fer r a 1 Team s ha 11 me e t a t 
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least once a week at a regularly scheduled meeting and shall meet 
as directed by the Facilitator for emergency situations. 
4. The Assessment and Referral Team may require the 
appearance of and participation by parents and other persons 
employed by the participating departments and may request the 
appearance of and participation by private agencies or 
individuals. 
5. The designated member of the Assessment and 
Referral Team shall act as the source of referrals from other 
individuals in the member's department and any other source. The 
member shall initially screen potential referrals for 
appropriateness and to assure completion of the referring 
material. 
6. The Assessment and Referral Team may refer any case 
back to the department of origin for further action deemed 
appropriate. 
7. Decisions of the Assessment and Referral Team shall 
be made by majority vote, with at least three of the members of 
the team in attendance. 
8. In the event of an unresolved dispute in the 
resolution of a case, the Facilitator shall promptly refer the 
case, and all case materials, to the Resource Team for final 
resolution. 
9. Appeal from decisions of the Assessment and 
Referral Team may be made to the Resource Team by any Resource 
Team member. 
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This memorandum of Understanding has been executed on 
January ll_, 1988, at Auburn, California. 
Placer County Probation 
Department 
~E~~ 
Chief Probation Officer 
Placer County Welfare 
Department 
Director 
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Mental Health Division of the 
Placer County Health Department 
By:~/ ~o -
Dir tor 
Placer County Superior Court 
SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM 
REFERRAL PACKAGE 
The Special Multi-Discipline Assessment and Referral 
Team is not created to solve routine departmental case 
problems. Referrals will generally be made for children 
with complex personal, family, or social problems who are 
usually known by or actively involved with other service or 
enforcement agencies. It is assumed that each department 
would carefully screen referrals to the Special Multi-
Discipline Assessment and Referral Team. 
The goals of the Assessment Team are: (1) to effectively 
assist in solving the problems of children who are in trouble 
with themselves, the schools, law enforcement agencies, or social 
agencies; (2) to intercede in the chain of events which often 
lead children into the court system; and (3) to identify 
community needs to assist problem youngsters where programs or 
services are not currently available, but probably needed. 
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION 
Special Multi-Discipline Assessment and Referral Team 
Mental Health Probation Courts 
.__ __ s_c_h_o_o_l_s _ ...,J,, 
District 
Attorney 
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(Policy) 
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Department 
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Case 
S MART 
REFERRAL PROCESS 
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Case 
Agency Review 
(A&R Teai!l Mbr) Policy Body 
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I 
Refer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Refer Back 
I 
I 
Assessment and 
Referral Team 
1' 'i' 
lDecision: 
I I 
I I 
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Report Report 
I 
I 
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I 
Assign Lead Agency for 
General Case Management 
and 
(Resource Team) 
No Decision 
or Appeal 
Assign Agency(s) with Specific 
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SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM 
REFERRAL CHECKLIST 
Name: Date: 
Date of' Birth: Referring Agency: 
Case Carrier: 
The following documents must be submitted with any referral to the Multi-
Discipline Assessment and Referral Team. 
1. 
---------------------- Signed Referral Form 
2. Signed Release of Information Form 
The following information, if at all possible, should be submitted with the 
Referral and Release of Information Forms. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
---------------------------- Psychological and/or Psychiatric Assessment 
School Individual Educational Program Form {I.E.P.) 
Court Report(s) 
a. Original Disposition Report 
b. Current Report(s) 
Case Notes 
Other Assessments 
------------------------Other Agency Reports (e.g., Health, School, Regional 
Center, S.A.R.B. Referral) 
SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM 
REFERRING FORM 
Referring Agency: Referral Date: 
Child Name: Date of Birth: 
Current Address: Child's Home Phone: 
School: District: 
Living with: Natural Home ______ ; Foster Home ____ __ Other ----------------------
Family Members in the Home by Name: 
Others in the Home by Name: 
Relationships: 
A. REASON(S) FOR REFERRAL (Significant factors that make this an interdepartmental 
referral. } : 
B. PREVIOUSLY OFFERED SERVICES WITHIN REFERRING DEPARTMENT: 
C. PREVIOUSLY OFFERED SERVICES OUTSIDE REFERRING DEPARTMENT: 
D. SUGGESTED SERVICE NEEDS BEYOND THE SCOPE OF REFERRING AGENCY: 
Signature: 
(For Special Multi-Discipline Assessment and Referral Team Use Only) 
Date of S.M.A.R.T. Meeting: 
A. CASE PLAN: 
CASE MANAGER: REVIEW DATE: 
'. 
·Sto~e·o~ Cali~ornia- Health and Wel~are Agency Deportment 
SPECIAL MULTI-DISCIPLINE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL TEAM 
INSTRUCTIONS: Use this ~arm to obtain the required authorization when a request is 
~or patient in~ormation, unless the request received is a ~acaimile 
or contains all a~ the required in~ormation. Obtain signature o~ pat 
porent/guardian/conservotor. I~ patient signs, obtain witness si 
Designated Physician, Licensed Psychologist or Social Worker with 
Degree in Social Work must sign ~or patient access to record. Li 
in~ormotion released per this authorization on the back a~ this ~arm. 
Patient's Nome Birth Dote 
I, and/or 
Name a~ Patient 
hereby authorize 
Name a~ Agency/Person/Organization Address (Street, City, State & Zi 
to release to 
Name of Agency/Person/Organization Address (Street, City, State & Zi 
the following in~ormation with the knowledge that such contact discloses the fact that 
health services have been/ore being provided. 
This disclosure of in~ormatian is required ~or the fallowing purpose(s): 
( ] Evaluation [X) Treatment Planning/Course [X) Other S.M.A.R.T. Re~erral 
and shall be limited to (requesting) (releasing) the ~allowing in~ormation: 
[ ) 
( ] 
Entire Record 
Diagnosis 
[ ] Medical, Neurological 
Assessment, Lob Tests, 
e.g., EEG, EKG, etc. 
[X] Results of 
Vocational 
[ ] Conferences 
[X) Psychiatric Evaluation [X) Other Evaluations/Assessments 
[ 1 Discharge Summary 
] Social History 
( ] Individual Treatment 
Plan 
] Legal Information 
This consent becomes e~~ective This consent may 
Month Day Veor 
undersigned at anytime except to the extent that action has already been token. 
revoked, it shall terminate at the end o~ (check one): [ ] 6 months [ ] one 
( ] other date I understand that I am to receive a copy 
authorization. 
Signature a~ Patient 
Signature of Parent, Guardian or Conservator, 
if Applicable 
Witness Signature 
Signature of Professional• 
Dote: 
Dote: 
Date: 
Professional for this authorization refers only to a physician, licensed psychologist 
social worker with o master degree in social work who approves patient access to 
records. 
AUTHORIZATION FOR 
RELEASE OF PATIENT INFORMATION 
Confidential Patient Information 
See W&I Code, Section 5328 
Code) 
ATTACHMENT E 
COUNSELING OFF IC£S Of 
ICHt\LL STRE l C ~ 
700 SUNRISL SC!TE H 
ROSEVILLE. CA 95661 
(916) 783 ·5003 
October 3, 1989 
California State Senate 
Senate Office of Research 
1100 - J Street, Suite 650 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
RE: Task Force on Family Relations Court 
Dear Committee Members: 
Thank you for inviting me to take part in the committee's 
mission of exploring avenues of improving the court system 
with regard to family law matters. We agree that dramatic 
changes are needed to deal with both the overload the courts 
are facing, and the complex issues relating to family law. 
In an effort to assist the committee ~n evaluating this 
matter, I submit the following thoughts, all of which will be 
elaborated on at the time of my appearance on October 6, 1989. 
With regard to question number 1 of the guideline submitted to 
me, I submit the following analysis. 
The issue of combining two or more divisions of the court so 
that all matters arising out of one cause of action or one 
particular family situation are coordinated before one judge, 
was a concept unanimously approved of by the judges in Placer 
County. 
The concept of issues relating to 
single domestic department makes 
enefits of this concept include: 
families falling under a 
a great deal of sense. The 
1. Courts would not overlap as they do now. 
2. The judge woul have access to more information and 
the total family issues. 
3. Those judges particularly interested or expert at 
s ch matters could be assigned those positions. 
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However, in a small cou 
how to accomplish this 
roblems faced are: 
ch as Placer, the lo t c o 
appear insurmountable. Some of the 
1. In counties, like Placer County, there are few 
Superior Court judges. Assignment must therefore be judged to 
meet pressing needs. The work load has to be divided in the 
most expeditious manner, and the luxury of having a separate 
department for domestic issues is not realistic. 
2. The best judge for such a position may 
assigned to such a position due to seniori , burn out, 
e case of Placer Coun , the rotational system 
assignments are traded annually. 
not be 
or in 
where 
3. , The vi ili in a small county of having one expert 
is tenuous, as it relies on that person always being available 
and functional. 
With respect to question r 5 of e guideline, the 
ollowing sets o some my thoughts regarding the 
organization of the court system and how it serves children. 
e organizat o e y i dre as b s 
t can. However, there s a reat to do in is 
area. As a C ild Protective Services rker, and a custody 
mediator, e advers r al nature of the court system almost 
er serves e well being of the child. In my opinion, the 
child doe not belong in e court system at all. 
oo often e ild is loc d into an adversarial position 
aga nst a parent. It would be my sincere hope that some day 
children would ot be subjected to a system that positions 
em tween their parents. Mediation, as I was taught, 
sought to mitigate some of the effects of the system. 
fortunately, the latest research by the AOC shows that low 
income, substance abusive, sometimes abusive cases are 
becoming the norm in family court services, while attorneys 
syphon off lucrati e, well paying cl ents and, by definition, 
involve them even deeper into unwanted and unnecessary 
litigation. 
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In cases where there is unsubstantiated or situational 
problems, agencies outside the court system should deal with 
such issues. To rely on the court, which is not trained or 
des gned for such problems, to issue solutions as to the best 
interest of such children is a disservice to the minor and the 
court adjudicating the matter. 
Often times in these cases, opposing therapeutic agents enter 
the arena and further confuse the issue before the court. To 
that end, it should be the policy of the court to have 
agencies involved with children, such as Child Protective 
Services, Family Courts, Juvenile Units, Mental Health 
Departments, Public Defenders, and even the District 
Attorney's office working more as a team to assist the best 
interest of children. Confidentiality, meant to protect 
children, has turned out to be detrimental in many instances. 
Question number 16 asks "Does your court have a written policy 
or protocol which facilitates the movement of information from 
one of these courts to the other?" In response to that 
question, the following is submitted. 
The court in Placer County, while preserving the integrity of 
the Welfare and In~titution Code, considers the verbal 
exchange between a mediator and other agencies as being 
crucial to the welfare and well being of children. 
Informally, such information is routinely traded if the 
agencies are concurrently working on a particular case. The 
need for confidentiality is clear in many instances, but 
specific material for the protection of children is responded 
to by Placer County's court, by minute order if necessary, in 
almost all instances. 
Coordination has become, by necessity, a must to avoid 
injustice to a parent or a child. Usually there is 
interagency consensus in cases when there is open 
communication. It is a problem when an outside agent comes 
into the case, wither as an adversary or advocate. When this 
occurs, the matter usually ends up mired in conflic~ing moot 
situations. Psychological evaluations rarely clear the 
picture as they almost always hedge and, rightfully, do not 
make definitive statements which may further cloud the issues. 
In the more complicated cases, psychological testing must be 
seen only as a predictive tool and not an instrument of crazy 
or not crazy, or quilt or innocence. 
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Finally, with respect to question number 20 of the guideline 
which elicits comments respecting the Attorney General's 
report recommending that after a determination is made that a 
criminal or dependency investigation is warranted, a 
comprehensive interview of the child should be conducted by a 
Child Interview Specialist, the following comments are 
submitted. 
In my opinion, the interviewing of children is the most 
sensitive issue that this Task Force, under the heading of 
Child Witness Task Force, has to deal with. Never, in my 
experience, could a child's testimony be used as proof 
positive to adjudicate a case. There are too many variables 
to consider in the information garnered from interviews to use 
a child's testimony to prove as the definitive statement in a 
case. 
Cases, especially those cases relating to molest, where a 
child's testimony is used as the basis of a prosecution or 
legal defense, have wound up with the parties involved being 
in two polarized camps. Children have become the victims of 
the system designed to protect them, and are further 
victimized by their own testimony which places them, again, 
squarely in the middle of their fighting parents. A child's 
testimony must be looked at contextually and only as one 
element in the investigation of such matters, rather than the 
heart of the case itself. Questions like "Why would a parent 
hurt this child?", "Why would another parent program a child 
to say such things about an opposite parent?" are as 
significant, or more so, in the context of determining the 
outcome of such cases. 
Children are notoriously unreliable in their testimony, and 
only become more entrenched with more insistent investigation. 
Therefore, I must applaud the Task Force's efforts with the 
stated proposals in working with children who may have been 
victimized. I might even take it one step further and get 
these children out of the legal system altogether, except 
where absolutely necessary. 
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I hope this short analysis is of some help to the committee, 
and I look forward to going over these issues with you in more 
depth and detail on October 6, 1989. 
Respectfully, ~£! 
----- (, ( ~· f, ,~\,1_ \· ""-\~ ~, ~ l\..AC~~· , '-....)v · 
MICHAEL A. STREIT, M.S.W., L.C.S.W. 
Supervising Custody Mediator, Placer County 
MAS/jmp 
ATTACHMENT F 
JUDGE CECILY BOND 
SACRAMEN'IO SUPERIOR OJURI' ASSIGNMENT POLICY 
"The Presiding Judge shall each of the 
to conduct all of the of the Superior Court each 
calendar accordance with Rule 205 of the Judicial 
Council Rules for the Court. The Presiding JUdge 
shall designate the judges to preside in said departments 
subject to the following annual rotation policy. All 
assig11I'OOI1ts shall be rotated annually anongst the judges 
of the Superior Court, giving each judge his or her choice 
of assignment in the order of seniority in on the Bench. 
Said rotation policy to commence in the month of 
1977 Each year thereafter the three judges at the top of 
the of seniority the prior year shall be at the 
bottom of the list in order of seniority that all ne~Nly 
elected or appointed judges during the year shall be placed 
following all of the judges 1 na:rres from the prior year in the 
order of their dates of appointment or election to the Bench. 
It understood that a declaration of 
~'1d is not hn"YT;:!t-.o the 
by the to make ~a~,~=r•t-~ 
in accordance with judgrrent." 
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3. During first 
release 
iation 
idential i 
session, all parents 
rmation forms. 
sign 
4. Shasta rs Family Court 
Services is of W & I Code 
Section 827 i on Court by the 
decision of the California Supreme Court in T.N.G. v 
Sucerior Court (1971) #4 CAL 3d 767 [94 CAL.RPTR. 813] 
regarding release of confi ial information. 
5. Staff from ily Court Services to participate on 
Shasta County Multi-Disciplinary Team to review and 
advise on cases involvi W & I Code Section 300. 
As a result of the above policies, Family Court Services has 
been effectively interfacing with various agencies in this 
county regarding child victims of parental abuse. Most 
productive have been meetings he d with all parties (both 
private and publ c sector) professionally involved in 
investigating and treating cases of suspected abuse that are 
currently in ily Court rvices revaluation of custo-
dy/visitation. There is no addit ona1 cost for these 
policies; time nvol coordi ing with other agencies and 
professionals typically reduces each party's workload. 
I submit to the Task Force ram in Lassen County, our 
neighbor to rates a ible mode of 
coordination in these nteragency ild Abuse 
and Neglect Team (also ICAN ) ncludes 
staff from Probation, i1d ive rvices, Sheriff. 
Police, District Atto , and the Child Abuse Prevention 
Program (per AB 1733). Policies ICAN include: 
1. Staff invol w ild igation have 
specialized training, currently completion of 40-hour 
POST Child Abuse Investigation Course. 
2. In cases of physical/sexual abuse and severe neglect 
there will be: 
a. immediate cross reports to agencies involved; 
b. police officer and social worker to interview 
together whenever possible; 
c. agencies involved to communicate regarding refer-
ral; 
d. retrieval file to be kept with copies of reports 
and card i to cross reference victims and 
suspects (anyone from ICAN Team has access to this 
information). 
For further information regarding the Lassen County program, 
contact Barbara Malone, M.S. at 916-257-8311, X212. 
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r example of a mandatory educational program r 
parents refer to mediation is Humboldt County's 
ildren of Divorce Workshop. The Parenting Subcommit-
of 1 County Juvenile Justice Delin-
quency Prevention ssion put this program together 
and secured judicial support to require all 
divorcing parents complete the workshop prior to 
receiving their Final Judgment of Dissolution. r 
parents who have child custody or visitation disputes 
may be required by the Court to attend the monthly 
workshop, and it is available to anyone on a voluntary 
basis. There is a $20 fee, but it may be waived if 
there is no abili to pay. Licensed counselors who 
have attended at 1 one the workshops and is 
familiar with the materials used in the program serve 
as leaders. Two leaders are used for each wor 
receiving $100 for their services. 
Please refer to Exhibit B: Humboldt Coun i dren 
Divorce Workshop. For further information, contact 
Eric Olson, M.F.C.C., Child Custody Mediator, at 
707-445-7401 or James Riis, Director of Humboldt Family 
Service Center, at 707-443-7358. 
1558 West Street, Suite 
o-<R<Ymr•n CA 9600i 
Telephone: 6) 225-5707 
The p investi ion of ild abuse 
dency and criminal proceedings (Exhibi A of the Child 
Victim Witness Advisory Committee) and the p 
Court restructuring Exhibit B) present as so id 
r serve ildren and families in our Court s 
Some ions have evolved as policy in most 
of the north state counties in one form or most 
common is ross reporting between agenc es joint 
ews ica11y with police social worker) 
to numbe of parties ild with, and 
multi~disciplinary team meetings. 
While many par would ify as be ng Child Interview 
Specialists", is a range of expertise and back-
g in the ies serve in th capaci now. 
P ly most distressing ing w tness i 
turnover in personnel interv ew the children. The pay 
r this ing task is not d fferent ated rom other 
police officers or social wo rs, resulting in little 
reward to become specia ized in this area of their JOb 
funct on. Of socia rkers w th the ski s to do th1s 
job well move on to private practice and fi their incomes 
ble the first year. 
Committee ons regarding use a Child Interview 
15) would solve many ialist (Recommendations t3, #4 
p 1ems ranting child victi itnesses. 
lowing suggestions are made re ing this position: 
** Until there is some uniformit in the laws af ing 
children, a Ch ld Interview ialist should be fluent 
n areas W & I Code, Civ 1 Code Pena Code, and 
Evidence Code app y to children and fam lies. 
A Child Interv 
i 
allegations 
ree of 
requires. 
ew ialist should 
local agenc es invol 
paid at a level that wou d 
ionalism and continuity 
position, 
d abuse 
antee a 
the job 
AND MANY FAULTS BUT OUR WORST CRIME IS ABANDONING CHILDREN MANY OF THE THINGS WE NEED CAN WAIT. THE CHILDREN CANNOT 
CANNOT ANSWER 'TOMORROW' HIS Ni'ME IS "TODAY" -GABRIELA MISTRAL 
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In reviewing the entire text of the Child Victim/Witness 
Judicial Advisory Committee report, I find all of the recom-
mendations valuable. The Huntsville model could probably 
serve as a cornerstone to the justice system in all states. 
A serious problem affecting implementation in rural Califor-
nia, however, is the shrinking tax base and the prioritiza-
tion away of these possibilities. In talking with other 
mediators and child protective service workers in the north 
state regarding these issues, I find a common fear that the 
legislature will mandate specific programs and standards 
without offering a means to finance same. 
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The Honorable Donald B. 
Dr. Judith S. Wall 
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San rancisco 
Director of the Center for th~ Family in 
I am 
Relations 
Court Donald 
for my Court and have been for several years and I want 
you to lo:u:rw that who handle cases of parent3 who are 
believe that when there are 
their 
about cus 
or visi 
through the 
that the wont: WlllY to to resolve those 
to focus on what 
our courtrooms. The 
contends 13 bad about the ther 
very little of any positive nature is hhed. In ifomia now, w. 
have a system. can have a court or 
vhi the a mediation proces3, with 
a trained and family co your 
own solutions in what's be.!Jt your 
te l or wi no tel inter· 
IUJ 
the bes ts f , and I think 
' the t .. 
own best interests. 
re very to be h to a moments with Dr. Judith 
lerstein .. Almas all of the we have avai in our 
as to the of divorce on children comes from research which 
Wallerstein has carried out. So it discuss, Dr. 
your ra~earch has consi~ted of? 
Well, in order to real unders children 
you have to look them not at 
the time o the divorce, but also later down the road And in the children 
twe fo lowed, we with them at some length over 
t the time of the rce, and wi their p<n:ents. We saw them tw 
years ter and then them back 
' 
all ther children and 
the ••• chi three to age e at the 0 the ivorce . 
we them. l years later to find out what's 
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going on, and we learned a great deal that we hadn't known. 
KING: How do children feel at the t~ of their parents' divorce? 
wALLERSTEIN: well, you know,my hunch is that if parents knew how their 
children felt at the time of the divorce, would their behav-
tor very much. They would act very differently and think very differentLy. 
I guess what's most striking about how children and adolescents feel at 
the time that their parents decide to separate and file for divorce is 
that they're very worried about what's going to happen to them. In this 
society, the family serves a very protective function, and the children 
feel that that protection that they've had - the scaffolding, that support~ 
their growing-up years- has in some way become unstable 9 it isn't going 
to hold and they're very worried about what's going to happen to them. 
The little ones, I was surprised to learn, my colleagues and I were sur• 
prised to learn, worry about whether they'll be fed and who's going to 
take care of them, and if they're going to have a house over their heads, 
and older youngsters worry very much about whether ll have an oppor· 
tunity to go to col t and what's going to 
A second, considerable worry to the children is about their parents. 
This also surprises parents, because it's somehow very hard for parents 
to think of children as very worried about them. But our children were 
very worried about fathers who left the house what had happened to 
them? They were concerned about who was daddy, did daddy have a 
place to sleep. ~ a matter of fact, we discovered that at the children's 
first visit to the father's new of residence- or the mother 1 s new 
place of residence, depending on who left the household - as if they had 
consulted together, they all went to look at the bedroom to look at the 
bed, and they all went to the refrigerator and they opened it to see if 
there was enough food in the refrigerator. They were worried about where 
daddy was, they didn't quite understand. There was one little six-year-old 
who was told that his father was in Oakland and he went around for weeks 
saying "where is Oakland" and "is Oakland in Mexico" and "where is Mexico". 
The children really have some sense of the father having vanished or the 
mother having vanished, or whoever left the household, and being very 
concerned about what the remaining parent would be able to manage. 
3-
s the central concern of the ch ld t i 
to and "what's going to and 
frightened 
~e know from our own observations 
t some children do 
ther children seem to do very well the di 
whether a child is go to do well or do poor 
guess that's the most important ques 
makes the difference;' because that 1 s what 
know any concerned about 
time of the divorce but I also don't know any 
about his or her own probl~ at that 
to face all the questions 
angers at each other, the 
were attached to that 
the economic 
in the 
, and also to think about 
I don t 
at the 
aLso concerned 
their 
be he ful and useful to their chi Nevertheless ! gues this is 
t 
i 
have to know because the mos 
for the chi tha wi 1 d 
ime of the divorce when the stress on the 
s that is one of the of being a parent, i jus not easy at 
and especial in a crises. 
children first of all and is in the best ts 
is if the can t like an easy 
Itlls very hard for ~WmY peop as a matter of fac 
is that 1f aren't able come to some kind 
th the divorce and the s d the 
that it can for a t I 
both in and out of the Courts, as know you have 
years and when you talk 
The anger t 
has gone on for five and s 
almost as if it was yes 
was. So the first that he children is if people are 
make use of the divorce to settle 
resolve the that 
lose the door on the issues that were 
0 
to 
And that's an area where the mediator should be able to hel 
as part of this process 
ty for parents 
California is an and real a revo 
forward, in te~ of the society or the state or the communi 
let's really have a chance to settle these differences", 
behalf of yourselves and your own future as well as on behalf of the 
ldren. 
to 
What else was there that you found that enables the kids to 
do well, or cause them to do poorly as a result of the divorce? 
WALLERS":'EIN: What we 
e to runy of the 
tn the COt:mll.ml 
--
is 
continued re 
found very s 
I :S and runy 
that it s very 
with bo 
of 
and this also came as a 
laton and runy 
for a child to have a 
With the 
continue to live with and with the who vis its, and that 
vis it with the was t a had a close relation-
the parent and for that ld 
divorce ~second chance and sometimes children and adults who didn't 
get a that well the marriage are able to make use this 
econd chance to real do lot be and to t to have much more 
lov and close and more 
than they did 
with a parent where the ld re 
the 
ldren who had a 
is 
fami 
tionship 
ted -- where 
the father doesn' maintain contact with the child -- often suffer very 
in post-divorce years and often these are the children who real 
don't recover the momentum that 
don't do well and appear 
years following the divorce. 
at the time of the 
and even children in the 
What do you mean when you us the term do well? 
I mean that peop are real concerned about. I 
mean that these children who weren't doing well after the divorce weren t 
learning well at school. weren't doing well with friends. Some of 
them were getting into trouble with a range of minor or more serious 
delinquencies. were ch ldren, some of these kids sat around 
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walLin~ tor their daddy to appear. and spent their whol tif~ waiting for 
their daddy to appear -- at least a lot the years of their childhood. 
wnereas the children who did well, where the parents come 
together on their behalf, showed sometime3 a spec bonus of extra 
~easure of understand of compassion or empa , sympa for 
people so that it mattered very much in the difference be~en do 
and do poorly and gets as time goes on. 
ther 
well 
KI~G: We find that so~ parents tend to think that once the divorce 
occurs that changes the relationship that each of them have wi 
child and that's the worst that can is to have that relation-
ship change any more than has to happen because now the parents may be 
living in ~ separate homes instead of just one. At the time of the 
d how can parents be the most helpful to their children? 
Well, a lot depends on how act and a o on 
what they tell the child. I will take on both of those s because 
this is really important and ! really think the parents should know this. 
That the child needs to think of his as rational, as reasonable, 
as having taken this act decision to divorce in a carefu and 
way, and to think of his as people who he can real y emulate and 
admire. That they made a mistake about the but that they are 
deal with their mistakes in an adult and mature way. That are 
putt 
what 
aside their angers and that 
to their children. 
are serious concerned about 
That's hard for grown-ups to do. It's hard for us always to be at our 
best, but it's most useful to the children if the parents can behave and 
look to their children as people who are and reasonab 
who are sorry that the marriage didn't work out, and are able to say 
to the child. 
t the child needs to hear from the parents is a lot of 
! should list them. What the child needs to hear first of al is what s 
go to happen in the future, because are so worried about what's 
going to happen. The child needs to know where they are going to live, 
who is going to take care of that the parent-chi relationship isn't 
rc it's the who are divorc each other. The child needs 
to know where each of the parents is go to be, and what s to 
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i~ the immediate future. The child doesn't need to be told these sugar 
coated fairy tales about everything in the future is going to be just 
wonderful from here on out. It is much more helpful to say to the child 
"look, for the next couple of months, or the next year, things are going 
to be pretty chaotic around here but we are trying to put together a really 
good post~divorce family. We are trying to make things better, that's 
the point of the divorce- to make things better". 
The child needs to be told clearly that he or she is going to be taken 
care of, and that he or she won't be forgotten. Children are terribly 
afraid that they are going to be forgotten, especially when they see 
their parents going to each other hammer and tongs, and they are terribly 
afraid that no one is going to listen to them. Children need some moments 
of intimacy and quiet with the parents 
-- with both parents separately --
at the time of the divorce. They need special care when they are being 
put to bed. A lot of parents would avoid a lot of the problf!lll3 they are 
having at bedtime with the children if they could a little bit of 
extra time at the time of the crisis/the divorce with the child. And they 
need to know when daddy is coming or when mommy is coming if mommy is 
visiting -- cause otherwise the visiting parent appears like a jack-in-the-
box, and the kids never know when he or she is going to be coming again, 
and they figure that maybe this is going to be the last time I see them. 
So they need to have some sense that when they are go back and forth 
between mother and father that it's not a no-mao's land or a no-child's 
land where it's dangerous to cross, and they need to feel that know 
when daddy or mommy is visiting so they won't feel that maybe this is the 
ast time and I'd better be good or I'd better behave or daddy or mommy 
won't come again. They also need to understand in the ways that are 
appropriate to the age of the child why the parents divorced. They don't 
need to know details but they need to know, or they need to be told, that 
the parent3 loved each other, they thought it would be a good ~rriage, 
they hoped it would work out, and they have discovered they made a mistake 
and they are sorry, and they are going to try and do better from here on 
out by themselves and by the children. 
KING: How important is it for the parents to be supportive of the child's 
relationship with the other parent? 
It's very 
th• one paren • 1f he o 
thac puts the child in a great 
child really needs to be told -- and 
to do when they are unhappy with each other 
the own concerns and I real 
do a lot for 
what a parent needs to he able to tel 
your father don't get along it does no 
father, because he is your father 
be my husband. and this kind f 
from a father to a chi 
that child than any single 
l 
that that 
Then you would ~gree that the 
and say they don't want their child have 
are really doing a disservice to their chi 
Yes, and ! want to say that 
the feelings. Parents are peop and 
t we are saying to at this time 
zone, a sort of a miniature DMZ between 
that you will be very about it because 
parents to involve children on their side 
this more often boomerangs than no • 
down the road the child will remember that with 
inally allied with against the other t. 
1, Dr Wallerstein, behd of 
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r - - - a child is 
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ANY CHILD CAN HAVE 
AND 
WHETHER HIS PARENTS ARE TOGETHER 
(r 
Brothers and sisters, a new house, a different 
school or new grade 1, s friends and what's 
happening to them, his physical health, mom going to 
work, just getting older --- all these things af t 
every child and can, at times, cause you to worry. 
g you feel the problem is getting out of hand, 
whatever the cause, ask for professional help. You 
are not alone. 
-
UNDERSTAND YOUR CHILDREN ---
The children will naturally be affected by the 
rce --- especially your feelings about it 
affect can be permanently disabling, unless you work 
hard to that. 
Explain situation as best you can, even to 
very young children. re are booklets signed 
e ially to help you through this important talk. 
A CHILD FEELS WHAT HE FEELS 
even if you wish he wouldn't 
r, resentment, sadness these strong 
alarm the parent who sees them in his 
Accepting the child's feelings for what they 
is the first step to helping him. Kids can and 
do adjust to new situations. 
2 
Kids also need to know the rules in the new ~,. ...... 1/[1//11/111111 
situation -~- what ways they can and can't exprfjss 
these feelings. It is , to real-
ize that accepting the child's 1 s is not the 
same as accepting the way se s ~ be Q 
acted out. Johnny may be because s to 
share a bedroom with his brother r new house 
--- that's one thing. But for him to make you give 
up your room for him? That's another. Keep in mind 
that no matter how bossy a child can try to be, he 
still needs the assurance that there is a grown-up 
around who's really in control .•. for a child, that's 
security. 
Your child will be making a transition from an 
of life to a new one. 
t --- or what's happening 
you may not 1 A child 
by being babyish, moping, f 
You can't ignore the 
the present that 
react to the new li 
ting, or having p 
lems at school. These are symptoms of distress, and 
rents separate 
and deal with them. 
need to recognize symptoms 
You can expect your to succe sfully 
ete a major adj ustmen in about six months. 
demands major adjustments of children. 
use a l the help they can get --- and preferably 
t comes rs ing and car lng of 
adults parents, grand rents, aunts, uncles, 
teachers, min ster, etc. 
3 
/ 
The six-month adjustment period is, of course, 
a generaliz Your child may need more or less 
time. Some ·factors to keep in mind are: 
can 
- the age of the child 
- the emotional state of the child 
- the quality of adult assistance given to the 
child 
- the stability of physical and emotional 
support for the child 
- the attitude of the adults closely associat-
ing with the child 
- the degree to ich parents (and others) 
support each other's relationship with the 
child 
Many of the are factors wh parents 
and must control. 
) ) 
These fol items, however, often 
cannot be controlled following a divorce: 
- changing homes 
- changing schools 
- losing friends 
- losing pets 
- distance from extended family 
- financial deprivation 
loss of privacy (own room, etc.) 
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Be alert to the more serious 
tress in your child, s as disturbance 
disturbance of appetite, regress 
habits. 
As you know, any child will experience se 
things occasionally, and/or for short periods of 
time. At a certain age, usually up to age eight, a 
child will also experience "night terror" the 
really bad nightmares that send them s and 
running to your bed for a great deal of comfort. 
But, "ser symptoms of distress" are dist 
guishable in their nature and duration. The child 
also realizes 
ightened ly 
is 
se 
relief. Seek immediate he a 
when you see these serious symptoms. 
's 
's no 
i s st 
Back to lder forms of toms --- these 
s ls serve a wonderful se. 
know something is troubling your child. Remember 
there is a reason why you have to re on these 
s 1 signals from you child it's au 
your child can't tell you 's troubled. Some s 
because he's too young and hasn't t verbal 
5 
skills somet s it s a use he's le to 
identi somet s it's be-
cause he's not com 
s s it's s so 
torn up wi lt /or a r 
that he s deserves 1 
In the overall p of r sons, it is 
potentially lth to some 
mild symptoms sts sig-
nificant number of "well-adju II chi 
, real en route to 1 
Take a child who's s parents' di-
vorce, following time just be 
their tion. is t s mom 
cries a was sent to lter, 
and mom are 
strict, 
Ci 
s 
day, 
1 
just di moved to 
? 
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And, how does one get on with life 
tally responsible manner? 
WHICH IS BETTER FOR YOUR CHILD? 
A parent getting what she/he needs from many 
sources? 
or 
A parent who "lives only for the kids"? 
You may wonder --- "Am I doing what's best?" 
"Am I handling this right?" 
The best way a single parent should a 
child --- is the best any parent should 
By giving the child support, understanding, 
freedom to feel what he feels, but th control over 
the way the chi is allowed to act g 
him the security of 11 a 
s. 
UNDERSTAND YOURSELF --- AS A NEW "SINGLE PARENT" ---
Your lifestyle has changed --- you've had, and 
will have, some losses, some gains. 
As a single person you can bring new joys 
satisfactions into your life ..•. if that is the 
circumstances seem to be beyond your 
on those circumstances can 
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WHAT WILL BE YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD YOUR NEW 
How do you pull yourself together from your 
most devastating experience to lp yourself and 
your child? It isn 1 t easy, and will 
even increases your own pain for awhile. 
Talk to a helper. Talk honestly to a helper, a 
kind and calming helper who will talk honestly back 
to you. Talk with and listen to your chi Ask 
the other parent to talk with and listen to the 
child. Have fun with your child. Heal, recuperate, 
get on with your life, and provide your chi with 
ways to do the same. Expand his life, encourage 
other caring and fun people into his life. 
IF YOU'RE THE PRIMARY PARENT: 
Encourage visitation --- it's for children 
they really need contact th 
that the contact with 
is more important to ldren 
not they are "your 
ent's way is real ok th the 
Your children need a brief 
r parent 
whether or 
other par-
justment period 
If they act out a bit or seem 
necessarily mean something has 
wrong at the other house. 
The ~nd of every visitation is another hurt of 
for the child at first. It will get 
on all of you in time, and if you all work at 
Q 
IF YOU'RE NOT THE PRIMARY PARENT: 
Visits should be regular --- try to 
the kids down. Don't feel you have to entertain 
them, but let them know what to expect. No need for 
expensive presents. Be who and how you are. You 
might as well, because kids see right through an act 
anyway. ~ 
Try to remember that visitation is a "right" 
for the children more than for yourselves. And when 
the children reach an age that their own social and 
recreational needs are more important to them, it 
isn't something that you have to take personally or 
take as a rejection --- they simply have different 
priorities than yours. They still love you. They'll 
still find room for you in their lives. 
/ 
Find your own creative ways for being involved 
with your child's life in addition to your actual 
"visitation" times. Send cards, remember special 
days and occasions, go to the school, attend their 
events, stay informed about them, ask the other 
parent how the child is doing, .offer to help by 
talking with the child during bad times. And, 
your life in order, if it isn't already. 
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The children will always have a relat s 
both parents ---
And it can be such a good one! 
Try your best to give 
enter adulthood with the best footing 
This task has to fall to you, the parents. 
to 
possible. 
Who else is there, after all is said and done? 
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YOU MAY FIND THESE BOOKS HELPFUL: 
CREATIVE DIVORCE - Krantzler (Especially the chapter 
on "Seeing the Person in the Child") 
TALKING ABOUT DIVORCE - A DIALOGUE BETWEEN PARENT & 
CHILD - Grollman 
YOUR CHILD'S SELF-ESTEEM - Briggs 
THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' BOOK ABOUT DIVORCE - Gardner 
CHILDREN OF DIVORCE - Despert 
THE PARENTS' BOOK ABOUT DIVORCE - Gardner 
SURVIVING THE BREAKUP - Wallerstein and Kelly 
MOM'S HOUSE - DAD'S HOUSE - Ricci 
ll 

FAMILI Dl 
MAKING IT BETTER FOR THE CHILDREN 
DESIGNED FOR PARENTS 
WHO WANT TO MAKE 
JOINT CUSTODY 
WORK 
FOR THEIR CHILDREN 
TEXT 
Joan Lewis & Ann Hoffman 
c lewis & Ann Hoffman 1981 
............... 1985 
Joan lewis 
Court lnvestlptor/Medlltor 
1558 West St .. Suite I 
Reddin& CA 96001 
Ann Hoffm&n 
M.A.· M.f.C. 
SW' Route, Glenburn 
fall River Mills. CA 96023 
And a woman who held a babe against 
her bosom said, Speak to us of Children. 
And he said: 
Your children are not your children. 
They are the sons and daughters of Life's 
longing for itself. 
They come through you but not from 
you, 
And though they are with you, yet they 
belong not to you. 
You may give them your love but not. 
your thoughts, 
For they have their own thoughts. 
You may house their bodies but not 
their souls 
For their souls dwell in the house of 
tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not 
even in your dreams. 
You may strive to be 1 ike them, but seek 
not to make them 1 ike you. 
For 1 ife goes backward nor tarries 
with yesterday. 
You are the bows from which your chil-
dren as 1 iving arrows are sent forth. 
The archer sees the mark upon the path 
of the infinite, and He bends you with His 
might that His arrows may go swift and far. 
let your bending in the archer's hand be 
for gladness; 
For even as He loves the arrow that fl i~s. 
so He loves also the bow that is stable. 
KAHLIL GIBRAN, The Proohet 
1 
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IN CALIFORNIA, THERE IS NO LONGER A LEGAL 
BATTLE OVER DIVORCE ITSELF. YOU DO HOT 
HAVE TO PROVE YOUR SPOUSE 1.,/AS "UNFAITH-
FUL" OR "MENTAllY CRUEL." EVEN PROPERTY 
SETTLEMENTS ARE PRETTY WELL COVERED BY 
COMMUNITY PROPERTY RULES. 
CUSTODY OF THE CHILDREN, HOWEVER, STILL 
BRIUGS ·oN HORRIBLE LEGAL AND EMOTIONAL 
FIGHTS BETWEEN DIVORCING PEOPLE. 
THIS BOOKLET IS TO TELL YOU THERE ARE 
VARIOUS WAYS CUSTODY CAN BE ARRANGED, 
HOW THESE THINGS CAN AFFECT YOU AND THE 
CKILDREN, AND SOME ISSUES TO KEEP IN 
M I ~!0 WHEN PLANNING FOR YOUR CHI LOREN • -
DURING AND AFTER DIVORCE. 
PLEASE REMEMBER, THIS BOOKLET REPRESENTS 
OPINIONS AND MAY BE HELPFUL TO YOU, 
BUT IT IS NOT LEGAL ADVICE. 
NOTE: THIS BOOKLET INFORMATION ALSO APPLIES 
TO PARENTS WHO WERE NEVER MARRIED TO 
EACH OTHER - - BECAUSE THE CHILDREN HAVE 
RIGHTS REGARDLESS OF THE MARITAl STATUS 
OF THEIR PARENTS. 
HI MOST S I TIJATI ONS, THERE IS flO ARGUt1ENT 
BETI-IEEN THE PARENTS ABOUT \.JHO Will HAVE 
PHYSICAL CUSTODY OF THE CHILDREN. 
IN THESE CASES, THE COURT SIMPLY ACCEPTS. 
AND ORDERS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PAR-
ENTS' ARRANGEMENT. 
IF THE PARENTS DISAGREE OVER CUSTOOY, 
THE COURT THEN MUST DECIDE FOR THEM. 
SOMETIMES, EVEN MONTHS OR EARS lATER, 
PARENTS DISAGREE OVER CUSTODY OF THEIR 
CHILDREN. IF THEY RETURN TO COURT FOR 
RESOLUTION OF THIS DISAGREEMENT, THE 
PARENTS ARE REQUESTING A MODIFICATION 
OF AN EXISTING CUSTODY ORDER. 
VISITATION BETWEEN CHILDREN AND THE 
~WN-CUSTODI AL PARENT IS SOHET IMES A 
DISPUTED ISSUE WHICH THE COURT MUST 
RULE ON. AGAIN, THIS HAY HAPPEN 
ANY TIME. 
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CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE SECTION 4 
WITH THESE VERY IMPRESSIVE WORDS: 
11THE LEGISLATURE FINDS AND DECLARES 
THAT IT IS THE PUBLIC POLICY OF THIS 
STATE TO ASSURE MINOR CHILDREN OF 
FREQUENT AND CONTINUING CONTACT WITH 
BOTH PARENTS AFTER THE PARENTS HAVE 
SEPARATED OR DISSOLVED THEIR MARRIAGE, 
AND TO ENCOURAGE PARENTS TO SHARE THE 
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITI OF CHILD 
REARING IN ORDER TO EFFECT THIS PO !CY. 11 
BEG I t~S 
FOR NANY YEARS, CALIFORNIA HAS STEADILY 
MOVED CLO MID CLOSER TO FAMilY lAW 
WHICH PLACES THE NEEDS OF THE CHILDREN 
UPPERMOSTINTHE SCHEME OF THit~GS, WHEN 
DISPUTE OR VISITATION. 
THE MOST RECENT Sl Fl D 
ONSTRATION THIS IS WHAT'S COMMONLY 
CAL 'JOINT CUSTODY •11 THIS S 
DEFINITION. 
THE PHRAS 1 I NT CUSTOOY 11 IS Ml SLEADI NG, 
THEREFORE OFTEN MISUNDERSTOOD. MANY 
PEOPLE DEDUCE THAT IT EANS 11 SIX MONTHS 
WITH MOM AND SIX MO S WITH DAD 11 
NOT AlTHOUGH rT ~MEAN THAT, IT 
DOESN'T USUALLY MEAN THAT. 
START BY RECOGNIZING CUSTODY IN TWO SEP-
ARATE AND DISTI~ICT CATEGORIES --LEGAL 
CUSTODY, AND PHYSICAL CUSTODY. 
5 
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IN 19A4, CAll FORNI A CIVIL COCE GAVE US A 
CLEAR DEFitliTlON OF JOINT CUSTODY, LEGAL 
CUSTODY AND PHYSICAL CUSTODY .. 
SECTION 4600.5 READS, IN PART, AS 
FOLLO'..JS: 
(1} JOPlT CUSTODY- MEANS JOINT PHYS-
ICAL CUSTODY AND JOINT LEGAL CUSTODY. 
(2) SOLE PHYS l CAL CUSTODY- MEA~lS THAT 
A CHILD SHALL RESIDE WITH AND UNDER THE 
SUPERVISION OF ONE PARENT, SUBJECT TO 
THE POWER OF THE COURT TO ORDER VlSI-
TATi ON. 
(3) JOINT Pl-IYS!CAL CUSTQI)V- MEANS THAT 
EACH OF THE PARENTS SHAll HAVE SIGNIFICANT 
PERl ODS OF PHYSICAL CUSTODY. JOI ~IT 
PHYSICAL CUSTODY SHALL BE SHARED BY THE 
PARENTS IN SUCH A WAY SO AS TO ASSURE A 
CH llD OF FREQUErlT At!D CONTI I r~G CONTACT 
WITH BOTH PARENTS. 
THAT ONE 
PAREtlT THE RESP-
ONSIBILITY TO MAKE THE DECISIONS RELATING 
TO THE HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE OF 
A CHILO. 
(5) JOINT LEGAL C~STODY- MEANS THAT 
BOTH PARENTS SHALL SHARE THE RIGHT AND 
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE THE DECISIOtiS 
RELATING TO THE HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND 
WELFARE OF THE CHILD. 
AN EXAMPLE OF A MAJOR OECI SION WHICH I 
CONTROLLED BY JOINT LEG~L CUSTODY IS THAT 
OF GEOGRAPHiCAL MOVES OF TH CHILD 
THAT IS, ~EITHER PARE HAY E A CHILD 
TO ANOTHER Cl CO WITHO THE 
OTHER PARENT'S wR! ITEN SE~lT OR A COURT 
ORDER. TO DO SO WITHOUT A CONSENT OR A 
COURT ORDER VERY KElY BRING A 
CHANGE IN PHYSICAL CUSTODY. OTHER 
THniGS. 
JOINT LEGAL CUSTODY IS INTENDED TO 
GUARAHTEE CHILDREN EQUAL ESS TO, 
AND GUIDANCE FROM, AND CTION BY 
BOTH PARENTS DURING E S OF 
MINORITY. THAT' THE BER ONE 
SENTENCE TO KEEP IN HIND. 
ANOTHER PART OF 
R S: 
10 4 
''NOTIJI ~lG ANY S ON 0 LAW, 
ACCESS RECORDS AND ION PERTAINI~G 
TO A MitiOR CHILD. INCLUD!f~G BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND SCHOOL 
NOT BE DEMIED TO A PARENT BE 
ECORDS, SHALL 
E SUCH PAR-
ENT IS NOT THE CHILD' CUSTODIAL PARENT." 
JOINT LEGAL CUSTODY RECOGNIZES THAT 
CHILDREN HAVE TWO PARENTS, HAVE A 
RELATIOtlSHI P \~ITH E/\CH PARE!iT. HAV 
A NEED FOR EACH PARENT • MJD HAVE AN 
IDENTITY WITH EACH PAREtlT. 
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JO t~T LEGAL CUSTODY IS I NTEtiDED TO 
ZE THE POWER BETWEEN PARENTS, SO AS 
TO E THE CHI SOME HARMONY IN 
H HER l FE. 
JOINT LEGAL BASICALLY MEANS 
THAT EACH PAR AND RE-
SPONSIBILITIES, 
l I UTI 
IT IS I THAT PARENTS ARRIVE AT 
MAJOR DECISIONS lNG ILDREN 
BY USI THE SAME STANDARDS AS WOULD 
OECISI 
FOR 
I 
s 
L HAD MARRIAGE REMAI 
E ECIALLY RELATES TO 
WHICH E FORMED BY 
, WHI MARRI E WAS 
E OF 
LD 
tl 
LEGAL MEANS THAT PARENTS 
r ANY REGARDING THEIR 
CHil EN WITHO RETURNING TO COURT, AT 
ANY TIME AND AS 0 AS NEEDED, SIMPLY 
EEME (SOMETIMES IN WRIT NG). 
IT Is CLEAR TH.l\T JO I ~!T L::Gi\l c DY 
AB SOL UT V REO.U I RES THAT THE P ilRE 
BE ABLE TO PUT THE R CH LD EN FIRST. 
THAT'S SOMETIMES D FFICUL , E P CALLY 
AT THE INNING OF THE DIVORCE WHEN EHO-
TI ONS ARE SO RAW AND UNCO LLED. {BUT 
THIS iS ALSO THE Tl t-IE 1..JHE1l CHI LDRE~l GET 
THE LEAST OF WHAT THEY NEED HOST). 
UNDER JOINT LEGAL CUSTODY, THE 
ADVANTAGES FOR THE CHILDREN ARE 
NUMEROUS -- AND, \.JE BEL I EVE, All 
POSITIVE. 
PHYSICAL CUSTODY HEMlS WHERE THE CHILD 
LIVES -- OBV OUSLY. SINCE HOST PARENTS 
AND PROFESSIONALS AGREE THAT STABILITY 
AND SECURITY ARE AS IMPORTANT TO CHilDREN 
AS ARE FOOD, CLOTHI~!G •. ArlO SHELTER THE 
HOST OFTEN APPLIED ORDERS FOR PHYSICAL 
CUSTODY ARE THAT ONE PARENT IDE 
THE PRIMARY HOME. THE OTHER PARENT 
PROVIDES THE SECONDARY E. "SECONDARY" 
SIMPLY MEANS LESSER I TV 0 F Tl HE NOT 
. 
LESSER QUALITY OF CHILD-PARENT RELATIONSHIP. 
EACH PARENT SHOULD MEET THE PHYSICAL 
NEEDS OF THE CHILD IN HIS/HER OWN 
HOME. 
THE CHILD D HAVE H HER SED AND 
CLOTHES, AND TOYS, AND PRIVACY. ANY-
THniG ELSE THAT MAKES THE CHILD E l LOVED 
AND IMPORTANT AT RESIDENCE FOR 
'.JHATEIJER I"EP.l OD OF Tl t1E HE/SHE S AT T~AT 
RESIDENCE. 
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THE SPECIFIC BREAKOQI.,fN OF TillE A CHILD 
SPEtJDS AT THE "SECOtJDARY HOME" IS OFTEN 
CALLED "VISITAT ON,' AND DEPENDS ON AGAIN. 
WHAT WORKS FOR THE CHILD AND GOOD COMMON 
SENSE. 
VISITATION PLANS ARE DESIGNED FOR 
EACH INDIVIDUAL CHILD DEPEND NG ON 
HIS/HER AGE, AND A WHOLE LOT OF 
OTHER ISSUES. 
FOR EXAMPLE. THE VERY YOUNG CHILD (INFANT 
TO THREE YEARS OLD) NEEDS FREQUENT IF 
BRIEF CONTACTS WITH THE NON-CUSTODIAl 
PAR 0 ER CHI LOREN (FOUR TO SEVEtl) 
CAN HANDLE ABOUT FOURTEEN DAYS BET\./EEN 
VISITS. 
FROM ABOUT AGES S 
CHILDREN DEVELOP A NEED TO BE 
PRIMARILY WITH THEIR SAME-S 
PARENT. 
BY ES TO THIRTEEN, CHILDREN 
BEGIN 'BREAK! AWAY" A LITTLE BIT---
SOCIALIZING t~ORE AND MORE WITH THEIR PEERS 
AND BECOH I NG ACQUAINTED \JI TH THEIR "POWERS" 
AND LIHITATIONS, "F'INDif!G OUT THE HARD WAY" 
A80UT SOHE TH1NGS IN LIFE, PREPARING FOR 
THE TOUGH YEARS AHEAD, LEARNI~G ABOUT RE-
SPONSIBILITIES THAT FEEL SO GOOD ONE MINUTE 
AND SO LONELY THE NEXT. 
IS IT ANY WONDER THAT CHILDREN NEED ALL THE 
HELP THEY CAN GET? AND THAT i HOPEF'ULl 
COMiNG FROM ALL UPPORT SYSTEMS ---PARENTS 
- I 
ED FAMILIES, SIBLINGS, FRIENDS, ETC. 
IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
PARENTS TO SEE THAT VISITATIO~~ IS 
CONSISTENT, REGULAR, TROUBLE-FR 
AND SATISFYING FOR THE CHILDREN. 
CHILORE CAN AN OCCASIONAL 'BROKEN 
PHYSICAL 
PROMISE," BUT SHORT OF EMERGENCIES, DON'T 
HISS A VISITATION WITH THEM. SUP EMENT 
VISITS WITH PHONE AND LETTERS 
ESPECIAL IF THERE s A LOT OF ILEAGE 
YOUR HOME AND THE CHILD'S. PHONE 
AND lETTERS NE BE SHORT, AND 
L 0., ,AN EXPRES ION 0 F' "HI 
YO RE ' s OFTE~l A 
SPOT N CH LD AND ID 
TOO 0 
DY IS NEVER REALLY PERMANENT. 
CHI N CHANG AND PARENTS E. 
CHILDREN SOMETIMES DESPERATELY NEED 
TO SPEND A LONG TIME WITH THE PARENT 
WHO HAS BEEN THE NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT. 
ANY 1JON-CUSTO DIAL PAR niT C\~ TEl YO HOW 
THEY SOMETIMES DESPERATELY r!EED TO SP':t!D 
TIME WITH THE HlLDREN. 
E 
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CUSTODIAL PARWTS CAll ALSO TELL YOU OF THEIR 
PER ODIC NEEDS TO BE A\.JAY FROM THE CH LOREn. 
LET THE CHIL~ LEARN FROM ALL THE RS IN 
HIS LIFE -- IT IS GOOD FOR H M OR HER. 
SOMETIMES, THE EAKDOWN OF !ME A 
CHILD SPENDS WITH EACH PARENT IS 
CALLED "SHARED PHYSICAl CUSTODY 11 OR 
"SPll T PHYSICAL 
THAN "VISITATION"). 
ER 
RDS CHOSEN HAVE ABSOLUTELY 
~!0 IMPACT ON THE PRACTICE OF THE 
CH L ONSHIP, ESPECIAllY 
!LDREN CAN 
• AND 
THEM. 
LESS. TH 
FROM THE 
MAY 
ES 
C Al 
D D 
E 
A 
N' 
CERTAIN QUANTITIES TO 
!LD'S POINT OF VIEW. PARENTS 
0 
IN 
PAR-
IN 
FOLKS. 
UT THE WORDING -
OR SOC Al OR FINAN-
AND RUN SHORT OF LOVE FOR . TH 
JUST LOVE. 
AND THEY EED TWO PARENTS, EVEN IF DIVORCED. 
THIS S THE BECI :m NG OF YOUR 
DIVORCE. OR I 'S N Fl 
IF YOU AND THE 0 R PAR 
FO YEAR -
;\RE IN 
DISPUTE OVER THE CUSTODY OF OR VIS!-
TATIO~ \JITH THE CHILDRFtl, ?LEASE Ti\Y 
TO NEGOTIATE W TH EACH OT ER AND ARR VE 
AT A GOOD DEC SION FOR THESE YOUNGSTERS. 
ONCE THEY REACH AGE 18, PARENTS CAN IS-
R EACH OTHER. BUT JUST NOW, THAT'S 
NOT THE ANSWER. 
REMEMBER -YOU DON' HAVE TO MAKE 
THESE DECIS ONS N , OR THROUGH 
AN ATTORNEY. YOU CAN, AND SHOULD, 
MAKE THESE DECISIONS OUTSIDE THE COURT. 
THE COURT, OF COURSE, WILL ASSIST WHEN 
ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. ELY, 
THIS SE S "NECESSARY' All TOO OFTEr~. 
WHEN COURT IS ASKED TO MAKE 
FAMILY DECISIONS, THERE IS THE NFER CE 
THAT THE PARENTS DO NOT AGR ON WHAT'S 
BEST FOR THEIR CHILDREN. 
1 
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SO -WHAT GUID~LINES DO YOU NEED TO COMPLETE 
YOUR O'.JN PACKAGE OF "CHILDREN FIRST?" 
REMEMBER THAT YOU - THE PARENTS -
ARE THE ONLY ONES ADEQUATELY EQUIPPED 
TO MAKE DECISIONS FOR YOUR CHILDREN. 
YOU KNO\J THEM, YOU'RE AWARE OF THEIR 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES, YOU KNOW OF 
. THEIR WAYS OF SHOWING JOY AND SADNESS 
AND FEAR AND LOVE. AND YOU K~OW WHAT 
RESPONSES THEY NEED TO ALL OF THESE. 
YOU KNOW WHICH CHILO REQUIRES MORE OR 
LESS DISCIPLINE, AND WHAT KINO FOR 
WHAT OFFENSE, AND WHICH IS THE SHY 
CHILD, AND WHICH IS THE OUTGOING CHILD. 
TAKING ALL OF THAT, PLUS A MILLION OTHER 
THINGS PARENTS KNOW ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN, 
THEN TAKING INTO ACCOUNT WHAT THE SPECIAL 
CHILD OF DIVORCE NEEDS, DOES A "GOOD 
DEC SION. 11 \.JE ARENT TALKING ABOUT "GREAT" 
OR ''PERFECT" DEC! SIONS - 9UT JUST GOOD, 
SOUND O~lES. 
MAJOR DEC! S IONS IN WHiCH PAREtJTS 
DISAGREE, NEED RESOLUTION BASED ON 
"HOH WOULD WE HAVE DECIDED THIS IF 
' • .JE WERE STILL ONE FM11 L Y?" 
A. 
ST 
!L p 
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THERS ARE, OF COURSE, /lAilY OTHER AREAS 
\JHICH ARE TAKE~! lt!TO COtlSIDERATIOIJ, \iHICH 
SIMPLY CAN'T ALL BE LISTED HERE. 
WHEN PARENTS ARE REFERRED TO THIS 
COUNTY'S FAMILY COURT SERVICES OF 
MEDIATION, PARENTS ARE REQUIRED TO 
MEET TOGETHER WITH THE COURT'S PER-
SONNEL, AND FOCUS ON THE CHILDREN. 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO IDENTIFY THE NEEDS OF 
YOUR CHILDREN, YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM, 
WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER THEM, WHY THAT'S THE 
BEST FOR THE.~-! ~ THIS ~. AND IN GENERAL, 
ACCEPT AND COMPLETE THE TASK OF MAKING DE-
CISIONS --TOGETHER -- FOR YOUR CHILDREN. 
AS INDIVIDUALS IN TH S ''EGOTIATION 
BUSINESS, EACH OF YOU WILL HAVE TO 
WI ri SOME AND LOSE sam: - AS YOU 
IN AtiY PART OF L1 FE. BUT AS PAR-
' DON'T PLAY WltJ-LOSE GAHES 
WITH YOUR CHILDREN. 
WHATE THE CUSTODY Sl ION, YOUR CHILD-
REN ST ll ~JEED TO KNOW OF YOUR COt!CEfUI FOR 
THE~1. 
STAY HONEST. TRY TO DO \!HAT'S BEST 
FOR THE CHILD!'\EN ~l0\1, MJD IT ',JILL 
C0t1E OACK TO YOU TE:l-FOLD LATER. 
NO 
WH 
VOR E R 
OF 
AND IT U1 R 
E R 
s 
0 
l 
EW S 
0 
PR 
AO WHO 
ROUGH, 
EATH, FOR CHILDREN. 
L 
DANGER 
S MID 
0 ECT V 
TH R 
ONS. 
E 
E 
TO 
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Speak gently to the 1 ittle child 
Its love be sure to gain. 
Teach it in accents soft and mild. 
It may not long remain. 
- David Bates. 
t 
20 
A BOY TO TRAIN 
man who has a boy to train, 
Has work to keep him nig and day. 
There's much to him he must explain, 
And many a doubt to clear away; 
His task is one whi calls for tact 
And friendship of t 
Because, with every wo 
He molds the little 
finest kind, 
and act, 
low s mind. 
He must be careful of his speech, 
~or careless wo s are qu 1y learned; 
He must wise enough to teach 
Yhat corners may be sa ly turned. 
A. 
1 
A BOTANY If we had 
paid no more attention to 
our plants than we to 
our i 1 dren, we wou I d now 
be I iving In a jungle of 
weeds. 
-luther Burbank. 
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IT MAY 
SEE ONE IF 
AWAY TO 
YOU CAN 
EACH 
VISITS. 
YOU CERTAINLY BE 
SEE AND BE WITH BOTH PARENTS, 
BUT NOT AT THE SAME TIME. 
MOVES 
TOWN, 
IN 
OTHER IN BETWEEN 
5 

NEW STEP·P ARENT 
THEM. 

YOU MAY FEEL ANGRY OR SAD ABOUT THE 
MISS YOUR MOTHER OR FATHER A LOT 
WORRY ABOUT THEM. YOU MAY VERY 
MIGHT BE SCARED ABOUT WHAT'S GOING TO 
YOU MAY GET MAD AT YOUR PARENTS 
HAPPEN SO THAT YOU FEEL S 
DON'T BE ASHAMED OF YOUR FEELINGS. NOBODY 
THROUGH A DIVORCE, BUT WHEN HAPPENS YOU 
TO "RIDE IT OUT''. 
9 
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FULL LEGAL NAME: 
YOUR ADDRESS: 
FAMILY COURT SERVICES 
MEDIATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
TELEPHONE NUMBER(S): 
(EX) SPOUSE'S NAME: 
CHILDREN'S NAMES: BIRTHDATE. 
BIRTHDATE: 
BIRTHOATE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
Please answer a11 of the follow1ng Questions as como1ete1y as 
poss1ble. Should you need ad01tiona1 space, cont1nue your 
answers on a separate sheet of paper w th the appropr1ate 
number. Type or write 1eg1b y. 
1. What have you told your ch1ldren about your seoarat1on and 
d1vorce of this custody/v1s tation d spute? 
2. What do you think your ch dren's feel ngs are regard1n 
the breakup of their fam11y or thi custody/vl 1tat1 
dispute? 
3. How have you dealt with your ch ldren's feel ngs regard1ng 
the breakup of the1r fam11y or th1s custody/v1s1tat1on 
dlspute? 
4. What changes have you not1ced 1n your ch11dren's oehav1or 
~ ~ seoaration, or s1nce th1s custody!vis1tat1on 
act1on was in1t1ated? 
5. Since your separation, how much time have your cn1ldren 
spent w1th the other parent? State frequency and ength 
of time. 
6. Is there an ex1st1ng Child custody/v1s1tat on order? 
so, what 1s t? 
If 
7. what custody/v1s1tat1on arrangements would you l1ke to see 
naooen? 
8 re there any reasons you believe the other parent should 
not have custody or v1s1tat1on? Exp1a1n. 
9. Describe your re1at1onship w1th each of your children. 
Oeser be the activit1es you share w1th each of your 
i i dren. 
1. What are the POSITIVE and NEGATIVE results for your 
ch1ldren of spending t1me w1th the other parent? 
What the POSITIVe and NeGATIVE results for your 
1dren soend1ng t1 w1 you? 
presents the bigger orob em for you and the other 
Sharing your children's phya 1 custody; or 
Sharing major decision-making regard1ng the children; 
14. what could do to encourage a coooerat1ve ano acceotab'e 
resolut1on the custody/v1S1tat1on 01spute? Be scec1f~c. 
pos 1 t 1 ve, and real 1st c. 
15. What could the other parent do to encourage a coccerat1ve 
and acceptable resolut1on of the custody/v1s1tat1on 
d1SPute? Be spec1f1c, pos1t1ve, and rea11st1c. 
16. What plans do 
pr1mary care? 
you have for the ch1ldren 1f you 
Include ch1ld care arrangements. 
rece1ve 
17. Will you be making any changes in your lifestyle and 
living arrangements (new job, home address, educat1on, 
personal relat1onship, maJOr move out of the area, etc.)? 
18. What are your main strengths? Weaknesses? 
19. What are the other parent's ma;n strengths? Weaknesses? 
20. Do any of the parents or children 1n th1s act1on have any 
health or medical problems? Expla1n. 
2 . For what reasons, in your opinion, is the other parent 
seeking custody and/or v1s1tat1on? 
22. What do you consider reasonable v1sitat on regardless of 
wh1ch parent is awarded custody? 
I 
THE LEGAL AND PHYSICAL CUSTODY OE~INITIONS SET FORTH BELOW ARE 
TO ASSIST YOU IN COMPLETrNG THE LAST TWO QUESTIONS. 
LEGAL CUSTODY- Legal ~ustoay cef1nes the dec1s1on-mak1ng 
r1ghts ana resoons101l1t1es relat1ve to your 
cn1laren. 
a. Sc1e Legal Custody means that one parent shall have 
the r1 ght and responsib1l1ty to maKe the major 
aec1sions relat1ng to the health, educat1on, and 
welfare of a ch 11 d. 
o. Jolnt Legal Custody means that parents shall share 
the r1ghtS and resoons1b1l1ty to make the major 
d9C1S10r1S relat1ng to the health, education, and 
wei fare of a Chlld. 
23. Cons1cer1ng the def1n1t1on, which do you favor? 
______ Sole Legal Custody or ______ Jo1nt Legal Custody 
Expla1n br1efly: 
PHYSICAL CUSTODY - Phys1cal custody def1nes the amount of t1me 
ch1laren w111 spend w1th each parent. 
a. Sole Physical Custody means that a ch1ld shall res1de 
w1th and under the superv1s1on of one parent, subJect 
to the power of the Court to order v1s1tat1on for the 
otner parent, 
b. Jo1nt Physical Custody means that each of the parents 
sra 1 have s1gn f1cant per1ods of pnys1cal custody. 
Jo1nc Pnys1cal Custody sha11 be shared by the parents 
1n such a way as to assure a ch1ld of freQuent and 
cont1nu1n9 contact w1th both parents. 
24. Cons aering the def1n1t1on, which do you favor? 
______ Sole Physical Custody or _____ Joint Physical Custody 
Explain briefly: 
SIGNATURE DATE 
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L. HOW CH FE!L 
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out at 
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time together .. 
paretlt ould 
relationship vi 
mental heal 
do. 
each parent must be a 
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with him or 
CHILD 
AT IN COUNTY 
arents r una e to resolve their 
and visitat on i sues, Californi 
pate media on in an attem t to de el 
the ch ren close continui 
s over h 
ires them to 
an agre ment 
contact w 
" Code Sect 4607) 
In ldt Coun ·mediation is 
prof s ional sts, one of w 
y a team of t o 
an e p ee f the 
P tion Parents are re 
when they a r t with a cus 
Mediat n is also available privately 
avoid Court proceedi s. The fees for 
dispute. 
wish to 
Co rt, t may wai if one or 
to 
ators meet parents on the set iat 
and interv aged five iat 
is a confidential proceedi a nothi is transm tt to the 
Court unless the parents reach an agreement or if the a e 
prev sly unr ted allegations of i se. 
eement s r , it will speci si 1 
cus y are to distributed between the rents and 
time shari rr ement will be. Families with ial 
are given re rrals to appropriate s in the communi 
to reach an agreement i ediation the 
a hearing before the judge. At any time pr or 
reement submitted to the t would 
once the aring is held, the issues of 
•subaitted• and the Court will r 
must followed both parents 
a 
he 
cu:ding chi 
to Eric 
tment. 
mediat 
, child cus 
n t Coun 
ia tor, Humbo t 
44 7401. 
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P.'i.O. c.s.-:c!:.da::1!t :.:'l 
:s .":cnz:. d be of bel P .L"l 
o~ ~:e~:s a~ d~vor:e. 
11 Yau: :r:u ::.:.al 
eo c:::ear::e " 
f::::m Hdr:::ie~ ~h:.:~n ~e, •::::~=~~~, ;rcfessor of 1 3 ~ d~ci 
.r4::til·.; ~"' C:;:.znsel.i..-:g Se:•.l'i.c~s, 3e::.<:eley, C.a!.:.::::::~:..:S., 
at p4.:~n:;...-.g p.ar-ene::sr:.f.; so c:~ :.:.c.1l !:;)r C~"'=~ ·:::,: 
eo mA~nc4:.~ • business ::ela 
c~ you: chi~d:::en. Make a conscicus decisicn 
e.L:e ;;:o;ec: .. 
ike w:f.:~ your to~e: 
w~s I businesslike? D:.d 
Tes::: <~ll fiou::: 
I follow these guidelines? 
" Tes: r.;our er-spouses beh11.v:f.o: 
r:::.>:ei::: ber.Avior businessl.!.ke? 
how you !eel; bue by the same stand4rd: w45 
11 your child:en s relationshi w:f. your ex-spouse. Your d.!.d no::: 
divcrce e.:.:."ler parent: dor: : ~crce t.":e.m e.::> - tind do encourage e:.iem eo gee over any 
of astrar:gemene tr~m :~e ot~er parer:t. 
• .'fdket appoir:e:.~enes eo ealk abcue: J::us:f..·usss 
business hours or agre~d upon times; always ask 
.~ke an a~poin~~enc tor a time eha.e is. 
for emergencies, call only 
i~ the timing is cor:veniene, ~~.nd if noe 
Be polite. Do not use bad name call. Oo r:oe try to conduce busL~ess 
e~e influer:ce of alcohol or It ~ou feel geet1ng unbus1ness-
so and agree eo resume the conversation at a later e~. 
4• 
• Give ehe benefit o~ e~e 
assume based on 
tor behavior, what ~our 
a. st::r.u:ger. Do not: 
now, at ehis t~, reasons 
p..u't."'ier r .. u dec:idlltd. 
1ft Do not e~;ece: from ~our Have your and emotionAl needs 
ott~rs. On ebe other <if y=~ are &ble to ac~owled~e 
cr deed ot your ~ar:ner do not wi:.\hold ie. The reward of 
a eion, no mAt:er hew small, cone:ibuees eo t.~e gre~~.eer succeuzs ot t1'le 
~~~.r.:::ersh.i.p. 
your ;.a.r':ner 
not seek to ~~cw t~e de:11.ils 
follow u~ with wr!t:en c~r~i~tion when possible 
Be clea: and in your co~nicae:icns; 
will be fed or not:, what: c:J.oe.":es need, ee:: • 
• .~~ the cr~ldren to do your bus~ess. 
on whee 'iOU 
'e: you can 1 t and say why. 
~ke unilat::eral consult your and t~e children so t.~e 
~s: workable decision can be made 
insist en what does r:ot work. 
•$ you <~ze abl eo and 
On the other hand, be flexible; co~t your-
eo see what does ~rx. 
e Al:x.we all, ::ivaee will in 
of your inves~~ene and cbe 
eo do for ~our c:~ild:en's ha 
co~:o~ a~d se~~:i:~ f~r you: children, and 
:o ~ake li:e work. You can make a 
Keep in ~nd always the 
reeurns. The L~ves~ene is wrAt you 
and success in li£e. The returns are 
e~e ~~owledge that their parents care 
li~e tor yourself ;e:sonallW ~r.d for 
l mmec ~ ~ 
an so you 
I 
your 
tile 
lSl ion 
l l s · or 
separ ted 
Regarding Visitation--Do ~0t: 
a. use vis1ts as an ex~use to continue arguments or contact ~~: 
your ex. 
b. vislt your children if you have been drJnking. 
c. fail to notify your ~x as soon as possible if you cannot keeo 
your Vl5itarJon, as your children w1ll be cxoectinq you at 
the agreed upon time and date. Be adults, and work out 
another agreeable visitation time. 
d. cto not involve your childr~n in your dating relationships. 
Oatinq and sexual relationships should be for and between 
adults. ChildrPn who qet emotionally involved with the1r 
parents dates may end up having to experience even more 
s~paration and loss. 
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a number of students get very excited with the idea that 
ible to devote their professional energies to helping chi 
families. For these students--who are among our most 
altruistic--the notion of law as a helping profession up 
completely new horizons that had never occurred to before. 
question these students always have is, "How can I find a job 
working with children or families?" Most law school career 
development offices have very little to offer these students, 
because the firms that conduct on campus interviews are 
predominantly focused on corporate and commercial matters. The 
student interested in family and children's issues must go knocking 
on doors to find that first job. The creation of a Family 
Relations Court would inspire the type of student I have been 
describing. As a teacher, I could point to the court as the place 
where these valuable young lawyers can set their sights. 
Attached you 11 find the manuscript an 
published in the Journal of Family Law. The article discusses the 
issues that arise when allegations of child sexual abuse 
are the context of custody and visitation litigation. 
V of the article, beginning on page 33, discusses methods 
to the response of the courts to these complex cases Most 
recommendations discussed in the article could be easily and 
effectively implemented in a Family Relations Court. 
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a used for 10,000 enrolled" in day care.14 Thus, while t 
percentage of children abused in day care is small, 15 the number 
of incidents and victims is cause for concern. 
Age offers no protection from sexual abuse. 16 Victims range 
from infants 17 to adolescents. 18 One pedophile organization has 
a slogan, "Sex by year eight or else it's too late. 111 9 
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Adults sometimes assume that young ildren are less 
observant than older children and adults. Psychological research 
discloses, however, that children are not necessarily less 
d cerning observers. Even young preschool children possess the 
sensory capacity to observe the world around them and register 
accurate perceptions.38 
Do young children have the ability to remember what they 
observe? The answer is yes for the great majority of 
ildren.39 While older children and ults are better at some 
memory tasks than young children, psychological research 
discloses that "given simple, supportive questions, even young 
ch 1 generally have sufficient memory skills to respond to 
recall demands of testimony."40 Children are ic arly 
at remembering the central details of relatively simple 
ents that have s meaning for them. 
Children generally possess the capacity to communicate with 
s ficient clarity to make themselves understood.4 1 The fact 
t a youngster uses childlike language does not render the 
ild incompetent.42 Furthermore, a child is not incompetent 
cause she hesitates to answer questions.43 Even total refusal 
answer some questions does not automatically lead to a finding 
incompetence. In one case, for example, a six-year-old took 
the stanct. 44 "Towards the end of her cross-examination, she 
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the state interest in protecting children from the rigors of 
testifying ever outwei the defendant's constitutional right to 
a face-to-face encounter with the child? With its 1988 decision 
in Coy v. Iowa62 the U.S. Supreme Court made clear that face-to-
face confrontation is the rule, and any exceptions must be based 
on an individualized showing of necessity. 
Post-~ decisions hold that the right to face-to-face 
confrontation is not absolute, and that in selected cases the 
Constitution permits children to testify outside the physical 
presence of the defendant.63 Courts agree, however, that before 
face-to-face confrontation may be abridged, the state must make a 
convincing showing that the child requires the special 
accommodation of video testimony.6 4 Courts take several views on 
the showing required for video testimony. Some hold that 
confrontation may be curtailed only when a face-to-face encounter 
would render the child unavailable as a witness. 65 A second 
a li use of vi testimony to a finding that face-to-
ce confrontation would impair the child's ability to testify 
a curat y.66 Courts adopting the second approach hold that the 
most important consideration must be accuracy of the child's 
testimony, not the psychological trauma of testifying.67 A third 
approach focuses primary attention on the trauma to the 
child.68 If the court is convinced testifying would be 
sufficiently traumatic, it may dispense with face-to-face 
confrontation.69 
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proof outlined above reject it.78 Across the board rejection is 
unwar , however. vidence offered under this theory passes 
he test of relevance because presence of behaviors commonly 
o erved n sexually abused children increases the likelihood 
t t a ild was abused.79 Furthermore, the clinical 
scientific literature supports cautious reliance on such 
evidence.8° Rejection is particularly inappropriate in ch 
trials, where the possibility of jury confusion is eliminated. 
When the probative value of evidence offered under this theory is 
considered in light of the difficulty of proving sexual abuse of 
young ildren, the argument for admission persuades. 
T theory of proof discussed above is based on assessment 
of behaviors commonly observed in sexually abused children. It 
i important to realize that this theory is not ed on a 
ogical At this int in time, a ssional 
nsus not exist on whether there is a og 
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confus with the child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome 
described by Dr. Roland Summit.8 1 The accommodation syndrome was 
not i as a diagnostic device, and the fact that a child 
trates characteristics seen in the accommodation syndrome 
prove abuse. By contrast, the fact that a child 
demonstrates behaviors commonly observed in sexually abused 
children can be probative of sexual abuse. To reiterate, the 
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0 the sit nclusion. 85 The 
Or'S e so div 86 In view of t current 
versy surr i e ert gical testi on whet r 
a i was se it may appropriate at the present 
s in cri na j trials. 
ro eedi in ily uvenile are another ma er, 
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In ild e e case the pers accused of 
abuse i t ild's edibility pointing out 
t t t ld over time or re ed 
g A common mo of i nt to establish 
t t t ild re t t abuse. s rnpeachment is 
legiti However, t fense once es i attack on 
ay, inconsistency, and recant ion, the party tempti to 
rove abuse a legiti e need to re bilitate t child's 
cred bility. s rehabilit ion often t s the form of expert 
test t majorit of co rts approve such 
testimony90 to e sex y a bus children delay 
re orting t r recant, 92 why children's 
i i f ometi s st 93 , 
ren are 94 some co inue 
w t s s ly 95 
b) 0 Te a in 
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A h Witness s 
t s e s des to 
re credibility following impeachment which 
s ess c i e T thrust 
ildren s velopment immaturity 
t i torney 
ee to ra e a ildren's ability resist 
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suggestive questioning or distinguish fact from fantasy. In 
light of psychological research indicating that some adul view 
c ildren as less credible witness than adults,96 such impeachment 
may be effective. In the face of such impeachment, it is fair to 
it expert testimony which informs fact finders of 
sychological research indicating that children are not 
necessarily less reliable witnesses than adults.97 For example, 
recent research indicates that children are less suggestible than 
many adults think.98 When the defense seeks to capitalize on 
commonly held misconceptions about the testimonial ability of 
il , expert rebuttal testimony is sometimes appropriate.99 
(c) Psychological Testimony Regarding Credibility 
of Children. 
In child sexual abuse litigation the 
most i ortant witness. Thus, the child's c 
ild is ten the 
ibility is 
critical. Is it proper_for the proponent of a child's testimony 
to offer expert testimony regarding the truthf ness of sexually 
a children as a ass, or the truthf ness of a particular 
hil U ike some aspects of expert testimony on sexual abuse, 
courts approach unanimity when it comes to expert testimony on 
credibility. The great majority of courts reject testimony which 
comments directly on the credibility of individual children or 
sexually abused children as a class. 100 The Oregon Supreme Court 
did not mince words in its condemnation of such testimony: 
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victims child s e concluded that four of the 
a le ions were ( %). 1 ene k s tky were 
unable to ten of e een cases (55%) • 112 
Commenting on t e st ies nn wri es that "t e are very 
1 clinical s les wi a s ective ttern of 
ref s. n113 Berliner s t these similar studies 
scribe a limi ed er of cases referre f evaluation. 
In most t cases described, t e were multiple 
e ions conflic ing opinions among ofessionals. 
Ultimately, t re is no of knowing that the authors' 
assessments are accu e."1 4 
ones Se g 
. 
st i y cases in i s abuse 
n es* 115 y (J/ f' p k 
i were fict ious. The researchers 
t t t se ing of t divorce a cust dis e 
ra s t likeli c s wi l find an 
ed number f ficti us le tions. However, in his 
y y 3/4 0%) wer gui stron y against 
p ice ismissing al tions n cus y dis es 
s as most likely f se. u117 
F cated le ions sexual abuse occur in custody and 
t on lit ion t is reason pro iously 
in such cases. As Jones Seig point out, however, the higher 
icat ions sho d lead 
exa t s icism ut s allegations. Many are true. 
2 
Part of the confusion over false allegations of sexual a e 
comes from misunderstanding of data generated through state child 
abuse and neglect reporting statutes. In 1986, more than 
2,000,000 reports of suspected abuse and neglect were registered 
in the United States. 11 8 The American Humane Association 
i icates, however, that only forty to forty-two percent of the 
reports were substantiated. 11 9 One might conclude from this low 
substantiation rate that more than half of all reports were 
fabricated. But this is not so. There is an important 
distinction between unsubstantiated reports and fabricated 
reports. A fabricated report is a deliberate falsehood. An 
unsubstantiated report, by contrast, is one where there is 
enough evidence to determine whether or not abuse occurred. 
T re are innumerable reasons why an accurate report 
nevertheless find its way into the "unsubstantiated" c umn. n 
some cases no investigation is conducted of a report case. n 
others an investigation _is conducted but there is insufficient 
v dence to substantiate abuse. Perhaps the child is too ung 
0 scribe t happened, or witnesses move away or refuse to 
cooperate. The fact that a majority of child abuse rep s are 
uns tantiated says little about the incidence of child sexual 
a e, and less about the rate of fabricated allegations. 
Deliberately fabricated allegations of child sexual abuse 
should be distinguished from what may be called mispercepti_op. 
allegations'. In some cases, parents acting in good faith 
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abuse n their parents di orce. Corw n and his colleagues 
write: 
T re are sever reasons children may 
more ike isclose a 
to lieved other llowing 
separation or divorce With the break of the 
ents comes di nis d opportuni y for an 
abusi ent to enforce secrecy as there is 
increas tunity for the child to disclose 
a e se y the ot De reased 
pendency increased distrust tween parents 
increases w llin ss suspect child .abuse by 
t her 
ly ses st ses 
verall ne ve t of se tion and divorce 
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as ct f the i ion lem deserves 
mention s icism regarding allegations arising in custody 
li re isons 
b nal liti 
, in cri nal cases seems ~ 
' 
stronger t the evidence offered in custody cases. One might 
concl e that the paucity of evidence in family court resul 
from a hi rate of fabricated allegations. A moment's 
reflection oses t error of this reasoning. In cri 
litigation, charges are s filed when the evidence is weak. 
By contrast, a parent who suspects sexual abuse ta s whatever 
evidence there is, no matter how thin, attempts to protect 
the child. Unlike t prosecutor, parents cannot decline to 
press charges. Thus, the disparity between evidence presented in 
crimi and family court bears little relation to tr h of 
alle tions. 
In the final ysis, the alle ion most likely to 
f se is the one a erting t re is a "wave of icated 
allegations." The 
but distorting t 
oblem of bricated le tions is serious, 
issue t sirable effect of casting a 
p e of unwarr ske icism 0'/er 1 t ons o chi d 
sex a e. 
No scholar 
t n John Henry Wigmore 
er impact on the law of evidence 
Wigmore's monumental treatise on 
evidence, first published in 1904, remains an important and 
v able work. 123 Like many others of his time, Wigmore was 
i uenced by the emergi discipline of psychiatry, and in 
icular by Sigmund Freud. Through his 0 ipus Complex, Freud 
theorized that adult neurosis was linked to childhood sexual 
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allegations are ma 
ld se 
woman 
abuse, especially when such 
In addition to distrust arising from Fre ian theory, other 
tors in uence gender bias. For example, w dening suspicion 
that legations are fabricated sparks the lief that no male is 
immune from suspicion, and that it is not safe to hug or touch a 
ild of bei re to the authorities 131 For some 
men, this very pe sense of jeo y engender undue 
ske icism le ions sexual abuse. Other men may 
unconsciously identify with the pli of their accused 
F 
ch 
t 
reser 
of s 
consi r the cat d women raise t 
se e. A her is id ized as her 
p sess of 11 women's intuition" about 
lf 0 s When 1 ions of sexual e 
first time d vorce, some wonder, "How could 
y fail to notice that your ild was being sexually 
own nose? cent her wo d know 
T , even if the legation is established, there may be 
ions t woman's ernal competence. And if the 
ion is not ished, the woman is stigmatized as a 
accuser. There seems no safe way to raise the possibility 
abuse. 
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C. Society's Blind Spot. 
Psychiatrist Roland Summit observes that society has a blind 
spot for child sexual abuse, a powerful desire to deny t 
oblem. Summit writes: 
Anyone proclai ng [the re ity of child 
sexual abuse] imposes a di flaw in our hope 
for a just and fair society. All our systems of 
justice, reason and power have been adjusted to 
ignore the possibility of such a fat flaw. Our 
very sense of ghtenment insists that an hing 
that important co not escape our attention. 
Where could it hid Parents would find t out. 
Doctors would see it. The co s wo d sto it. 
Victims wo d tell t ir ychiatris It wo d 
be obvious n hological tests. Our best mi s 
wo d know it. It is more reasonable to argue 
that yo upstarts are making trouble. You can't 
trust kids. Untrained experts are creating a wave 
of hysteria. They ask leading question. No 
family is safe from the invasion of the child 
savers. It's time to get back to common sense. 132 
Translation? It is time to suppress the ugly reali of 
child sexual abuse. One avenue to suppression lies in disbelief. 
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Re ions for I rov ng Res e of 
Famil s Allegat ons 
C d Se A e 
This section off s stions for i oving t judici l 
le io ild sex abuse in child custody 
ion i ection A summari~es t 
tions of a i resear project on a legations of 
s in custody and visitation cases. Subsection B 
sts ive evidentiary app s to resolving 
i cases 
Concerned about le ions chi d sexual abuse in custody 
ion liti ion, t vernment's N ional 
enter Child e Ne ect 133 s a i 
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increases rst i o res ctive " tes, options and 
vo It 1 F liaisons should es lis d between 
family law courts 
communi cat on. 13 F d establis to 
ili e communication family co and CPS. 139 
Professi s t 
i e in i er interdis~ipli ttees which 
meet discuss e cases. I40 Training on child sexual 
e d vi to ly court pers nnel t family 
aw b bar. 141 
2. Rel onship Between 
Family C Juvenile Court. 
It is ear t t ily co and juvenile court must 
communi T inal Report suggests that formal licies be 
i 1 to ensure s communication. 142 T Report also 
re t ild es be used in family court as well 
as in juvenile court " help promote e editious and efficient 
case ssi n143 
th Pro s in 
Fami 
health professionals an important role in 
e ions ild sexual abuse. The Fi Report 
offers se tions regarding consulting 
professionals. The Report points to the possible benefits of 
court appoi ed clinicians, noti g t t 
court-appointed professionals have a better 
likelihood of obtaining access to all the parties 
in a case--an important prerequisite for a useful 
evaluation. The use of court-appointed experts 
may also discoura each side from "shopping" for 
experts until someone is located who supports the 
client's sition. These "shoppi trips" are 
costly to the parent, stress for the child who 
is repeatedly interviewed, a increase the risk 
that the 6ourt will be subjected to " ttles of 
the experts." 144 
The e rt ests t j s and ot prof s ona s 
receive training on the eme of a roper i 
e uation of sus cted child sexual abuse. 1 5 Since t degree 
of relevant e ertise varies cons derably among professionals, 
the judge must know eno about t ycholog cal literature to 
differentia e the real from imagined expert. 
The Report suggests that prosecutors provide traini for 
me al health professionals to acquaint them with the forensic 
. ~-"'~....-----·-:.-~-· ~~"7~~..-·-.-~~~~--, 
implications of thei~; nteraction·.~wLth children. For example, 
mental health workers benefit from training on interview 
techniques that avoid overly leading and suggestive 
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of 
interfers with the accused 's right to custody or 
visitation. 155 This res t may leave the child in jeopardy, 
however, because the accused ent may i eed be the 
perpetrator. It is so ue, of course, that the accuser, or 
someone associated with the accuser, may be the perpetrator. 156 
In a narrow range of cases, an alternative approach to the 
traditional allocation of burden of proof seems warranted. When 
abuse is established, but proof of identity is lacking, the court 
may require each parent--accuser and accused alike--to prove that 
they are not the perpetrator. 
This approach was employed by the Appellate Division of the 
New Jersey Superior.Court in a juvenile court protective 
proceeding. In In re D.T. 157 there was medical proof that the 
four-mont old child had been sexually abused. However, there 
was insufficient evidence to establish t i ity of the 
perpetrator. Turning to principles of tort law, the court wrote: 
Were this a tort suit brought against a 
limited number of persons, each having access or 
custody of a baby during t time frame when a 
sexual abuse concededly occurred, no one else 
having such contact and the baby being then and 
now helpless to identify abuser, would we not 
recognize an occasion for invocation of [the 
doctrine requiring defendants to exculpate 
themselves from liabili ]? The burden wo d then 
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be shift , a such defendants would be required 
to come forward and give t ir evidence to 
establish non- pability. 
Shifting t burden is no less appro ate 
here, partie arly as neither itive relief nor 
damages are sought, but only continued limited 
monitorship of an ittedly abused child. 158 
The New Jersey court's allocation oft burden of proof 
f s support in the overridi public policy of protecting 
children from abuse. A similar approach is appropr ate in child 
custod and visi ion lit tion inci nt divorce 
(1) there is convinci ev dence of sex a e, (2) b h 
# 
ents the rtunity to a e t ild, and 3) the 
keli of a e s s f cant. If either both 
parents fail to carry t n of proof, the court er 
appropriate orders to ensure the child's s ety. 
T a oach s not immune from 
criticism. In a partial disse , Judge Shebell argued against 
shifting the burden of proof, writing that t court's solution 
mi ustly serve to place guilt upon a parent for the 
he nous o ense of~sexual abuse merely because of t parent's 
- I 
inability ·prove- i·nnocence-:" 159 
parents may refrain from____ sing legitimate claims of. sexual 
abuse due to fear that the burden of provi innocence will 
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them if t y fa 0 ince t he us 
nt s il 
ailure t a C as Jus if cation 
T S ervision of Cust or Visitation. 
In cases re sexual e is es lis d but proof of 
ntify is lacking, t e is an alternative to shifting the 
burden of proof. Parents ve a duty to protect their children 
from When parents il to protect their child from sexual 
se, the may pro ly s ject both ents to temporary 
upervision or monitori to ensure t s ety of the child. 160 
u r t s approach, neither ent is stigmatized as a child 
er. While it is undoubte y true that stigma accompanies a 
fa lure t e t, s i is f a lesser 
ma i e t sti d a findi of 
e. 
The S e of Mi Exce on o the Hearsay R e. 
s mi exce ion r e a 
e in cri nal ild a ion. 16 In custody and 
ion litigat on, ver, t exce ion o ies an 
!tion. 162 T e of ion izes 
of :out-of'..:.:aourt_ n Of~- the -declarant! S- then 
of memory or i to prove the fact remembered or 
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s exce ion to 
illus rates 
s care 
st 
s 
hears 
nso ar 
he 
ned that Jennifer 
was sexually abused her fat r. 169 Over the father's 
objection, t ud relied on t state of m e ception to 
admit testimony from teachers, social workers, psychologists, and 
others regarding Jennifer's statements describing the sexual 
e. 170 T Massachusetts Appeals Court ruled that the trial 
judge misapplied the state of mind exception. The appellate 
co wrote: 
Under the state of mind exception to the 
arsay rule an out-of-court statement of a 
declarant's then existing (i.e., at the time the 
statement is made) state of mind is admissible if 
his mental condition is relevant a material 
issue in the case. . However, "[a]n 
e rajudici st ement of a declarant is not 
ordinarily issible if it is a statement of 
memory or belief to ve the fact remembered or 
lieved. 11 We have no question hat a 
ild's st e of mind be a material issue in a 
care protection proceeding. T problem here 
is t the judge's findings rna clear that he 
s t ly relied on evidence as f of 
critical past events which he, on admission, 
limit to state of mind (and used apparently at 
least to some extent on that question). The 
evidence was inadmissible for the former 
purpose. This is no less so because of the nature 
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of the proceedings. 17 
In child cust y and visitation cases i volvi allegations 
of sex abuse, the state of mi exception is particularly 
i tant. 172 For example, in some cases there is substantial 
v dence of sexual abuse, but it is impossible to etermine who 
molested the chi d. 173 In other cases the evidence creates a 
strong suspicion of sexual abuse by a ent, but falls short of 
a preponderance of the evidence. In both scenarios the child is 
at risk of further sexual abuse, yet, under traditional notions 
of burden of proof, there is not enough evidence to justify a 
custody or visitation order t 
likely perpetrator.}74 The co 
would protect the ild from the 
may fear that ing nothi 
consigns the child to furt 
do an hing else. In a 
sex a e t feel powerless to 
s admissible under ca e, 
t st e of mi ex tion can be reli on to teet he child 
spite t fact that sex a e or i ntit cannot 
s anti ed. For tance, child's out-o court statements 
e ressi fear or d slike of t ent accus 
can constit e sufficie evidence to s 
visi ion order. 175 Similarly, if the child 
of sexual abuse 
a custody or 
ieves she has 
been molested by the accused parent, the child's t interest 
may served by placing limits on interaction with the 
176 This use state mind evidence is not an end run 
around the requirement that allegations s abuse be 
esta is R her, evidence of a child's feelings, beliefs, 
and fears constitutes an independent and sufficient source of 
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ding a s ts. 
4. Temporary Cust 
Every state aut rizes t ary child custody during the 
of divorce proceedi gs. a petition for temporary 
custody alleges sexual e, s ci consi rations arise. Most 
importantly, the psychological literature convincingly 
est lishes that a child who is sexually abused is at risk of 
serious The harm is sufficiently ve that courts should 
t ary custody to the ing ent whenever there 
reason to believe sex e or is li y to, occur. 
ile t evidence e to e t blish reasonable belief 
s from sources t i 0 er t ch 1 
ex a of en very d fie t pro ecause a 
pet tion t ary cust comes e y in the ceeding, 
e complete e uation is possible, courts should not place a 
den of proof on the petitioner. t t to the 
ld's fare is so hi if e is occurring that temporary 
t should be granted w t petitioner raises "questions 
0 t merits so serious, s tantial, diffic t and 
ubt , as to make a ir ground for litigation and thus for 
e liberate i igation.n1 
In most cases, t s correct decision on a 
p ition for tempor cus However, courts cannot ignore 
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admissible. Parent acter is in issue in child custody 
litigation because the custody decision turns on parental 
fitness. 180 
When character evidence is offered in custody litigation 
inv lving allegations of child sexual abuse~ the logical 
relevance of the evidence is predicated on the following 
inferences: ( 1) The accused pare has a history of sexual 
abuse of children. (2) Based on this history, an inference is 
drawn t t accused parent has a propens ty for child sexual 
abuse. (3) Bas on t intermedi e i erence of propensity, a 
fu her i erence is drawn t the accused parent bly acted 
in ormity with that propensity, and sexually abused the 
child. 
T ter evidence scribed above is not the only 
e use of par al misconduct. Evidence of a parent's 
crimes, wrongs, or acts is admissible for non-character 
poses as well. In particular, evidence of uncharged 
mis 
acci 
c 
f 
visi 
Couns 
t may itted to prove motive, opportunity, intent, 
on, plan, knowledge, identify, or absence of mistake or 
181 of these 
ild abuse liti 
poses plays an important role in 
ion. 182 At the present time, one 
ttle use of ged mis 
ion litigation involving 
t evidence in custody 
gations of sexual abuse. 
seeking ve sexual abuse may want to consider 
use of uncharged misconduct evidence. 
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6. Misinterpretation of Parental Behavior. 
It is important to guard against misinterpreting the 
behavior of parents who make accusations of child sexual abuse. 
S rents are under extraordinary, sometimes disabli 
stress. At the outset, many ents believe the court will 
quickly come to their child's rescue. When the accused parent 
denies the allegation, however, accus ng parents soon realize 
they carry a diffic t burden of 
convince the judge, they may be 
f, and that if they fail to 
anded mentally unst le se 
accusers who are unfit for cust y. Desperate to teet t ir 
children, such parents may act in ways t appear irrational. 
For example, a parent searching for evidence of sexual abuse may 
take a child to one ofessional ter another n pe that 
someone somewhere will sup y t miss 
of a heated custody tt 
underst ble. Unfort 
such parent 
ely, a rare 
proof. n he context 
behavior s 
iv m sinterprets 
such behavior, concluding that a parent who would shop aro for 
evidence probably has none. Even worse, an extreme skeptic may 
conclude that a parent who ta s a child to several professionals 
is herself guilty of child abuse for s 
unnecessary" examinations. 183 
The supercharged atmosphere surro 
ecting the child to 
ing legations of child 
sexual abuse sometimes breeds unusual and even bizarre behavior 
in parents. The professionals involved in such cases must step 
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evaluate par 
re ure experienced 
acti with an 
both parents. 
Modifica ion of Custody Awards. 
rs i 
All jurisdictions permit ification of cust y and 
of the 
vi ation awar on a s i of substantial ged 
rc ances. When an allegation of ild sex abuse is made 
at the initial custody trial, the court's determination becomes 
res judi 
parent 
a regarding facts litigated at that time. If the 
leging sexual abuse ils to establish the allegation, 
t parent cannot reliti e the issue on the basis of the same 
e idence. However,-if further evidence regarding sexual abuse 
comes to light, t matter s uld reopened. In other words, a 
ing of additional evidence sho d constitute the substanti 
changed circumstances required to reliti e custody or 
vis ion. the matter is reopened, t sho d 
consider the additional evidence as well as the evidence 
esent at the earlier trial. This is not to say that earlier 
e dence is reliti Rather, viewing new evidence in light 
0 d lows the court to see the entire picture. Oftentimes 
evi is meaningless unless it is e uated along with 
ever hing else that is known about the ild, including facts 
ped in earlier proceedings. 1 
Transfer S ect 
Court. 
Cases from Family Court to Juvenile 
49 
n some cases i vo e t s ild sexual a e 
ily s d transf r t mat er to t uven 
co relat onsh wee juvenile court 
y yzed in an ex e le law review le 
d E ds, a res te C i ornia jurist who s s ved 
85 
co rts. J ge E s s t in some cases~ 
r sfer from one co to o her i ro ate. E ds 
r tes: 
am 0 was de l i s 
th 
c J ect 
i 
n ia t 
u 
* I 
ild prote t on is the issue, the 
co s be e ed to work to t to 
insure t quate resources are available 
t chi d. In most cases this means t 
juvenile d ve an opp unity to 
ci if it wi i ervene. If i chooses not to 
intervene, the family court must use all of its 
resources to meet t child's needs. T family 
court should also be prepared to turn to the 
juvenile court for help in extraordinary cases in 
which the parties are in such conflict that the 
h 'ld . . 1 ff . 188 c 1 1s ser1ous y su er1ng. 
CONCLUSION 
Decision making in custody and visitation litigation is 
always difficult, but when allegations of child sexual abuse 
arise, the task assumes Herculean proportions. Clear cut 
evidence of is seldom available. Some children cannot or will 
not testify. Others are inconsistent, ambivalent, and 
used. The possibility of coaching and fab~icated allegations 
cannot be ignored. And the perception of parental credibility is 
i luenced t very nature of the proceedi But paucity of 
evi ce questionable credibility are not all. Added to 
these is the ps ogical dimension, including a legacy of 
ske icism of women who allege sexual offenses, distrust of 
children, unwillingness to believe that parents could seek sexual 
gratification from their children, disgust that some do. The 
le and psychological complexity of litigation involving 
allegations of child sexual abuse places extraordinary demands on 
bench and bar. Each professional must come to terms with the 
feelings generated by such cases, including the possibility of 
gender bias. As rumors circulate of a "wave" of false 
51 
allegations, it is increasingly tempting to dismiss alle tions 
of child sexual abuse as the work of false accusers. Disbe ief 
is one way to shut out t unpalatable reality of ild abuse. 
Yet, t scientific and clinical lite ure refutes the rumors. 
The task is not to shut our eyes, but to respond with measured 
objectivity and neutrality, tempered with compassion. 
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1. For information on the Morgan case see Lewis, The Limits of 
the Law, New York Times, Dec. 22, 1988, at A23; Lewis, 
Judgment of Solomon, New York Times, Dec. 15, 1988, at 
A39; McGrory, -Morgan's Choice, Washington Post, December 
15, 1988, at A2; A Mother's Tale: Why I'm Taking No 
, 
Chances With the Courts, U.S. News & World Report, June 13 
1988, at 30; Chin & Podesta, Stalemate for High Stakes, 
People, Jan. 23, 1989, 84. 
D . Morgan commenced a civil action in federal court on 
lf of her daughter against Dr. Foretich. See Morgan v. 
Foretich, 846 F.2d 941 (4th Cir. 1988). 
2 See Mothers on the Run, U.S. News & World Report, June 13, 
1988, at 22; Saving the Children: Parents on the Run, 
People, January 23, 1989, at 70. 
Allegations of child sexual abuse arise in at least eight 
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types of legal proceedings. (1) The past decade has 
witnessed a marked increase in criminal prosecution of child 
sexual abuse. (2) Because a significant number of 
perpetrators are minors, prosecution in juvenile court is 
also common. (3) Under its abuse and neglect jurisdiction, 
the juvenile court plays the key judicial role in protecting 
sexually abused children. (4) Alle tions of sexual abuse 
arise in litigation to terminate parental rights. (5) An 
increasing number of victims are loying civil litigation 
to seek monetary 
Snyder v. Boy Scouts 
s from perpetrators. See, e.g., 
America, Inc., 253 C • Rptr 156 
(1988)(action barred by statute of limitations); E.W. v. 
D • C . H • , 7 5 4 P • 2 d 8 1 7 ( Mont . 1 9 8 8 ) ( same ) ; S t . M i le v. 
Robinson, 52 Wash. App. 9 759 P.2d 467 (1988)(action not 
by stat e of li tat ons). ( 6) Civi actions are 
commenc inst i d ec ive er ce a ies 
ofessi s for i ng to pr ect ildren from sexual 
abuse. See D y v w nne 0 Co y e . Soci Serv., 
109 S. Ct. 998 ( 989)(state not liable under 28 U.S C. § 
1983 for ilure to ect ild from physical abuse 
infli ed by t. Child was not in state custody at time 
abuse). (7) State regulatory agencies bring 
administrative proceedings against day care operators and 
professionals to suspend or revoke licenses. See, e.g., 
Seering v. Department of Social Serv., 194 Cal. App.3d, 298, 
239 Cal. Rptr. 422 ( 1987). ( 8) Iq a small but increasing 
number of cases, allegations of child sexual abuse arise in 
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custody and visitation litigation in family court. 
4. See Peters, Wyatt & Finkelhor, Prevalence, in A Sourcebook 
on Child Sexual Abuse 15, 16 (D. Finkelhor ed. 
1986)[hereinafter cited as Prevalence]("The reality is that 
there is not yet any consensus among social scientists about 
the national scope of sexual abuse. No statistics yet exist 
that fully satisfy the request that journalists and others 
so frequently make for an accurate national estimate"). 
5. See generally, J. Myers & W. Peters, Child Abuse Reporting 
Legislation in the 1980s (American Humane Association, 
1987). 
The approach of most reporting st utes is to require 
professionals who come in contact with ildren to report 
sus cted physical abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect to 
designated law enforcement and/or child protection 
authorities. In addition to mandated reports from 
professionals, the statutes permit lay people to report 
suspected abuse. 
6. American Humane Association, Highlights of Official Child 
Neglect and Abuse Reporting 1986, 23 (1988)[hereinafter 
cited as American Humane]. The Highlights indicate that the 
estimated rate of child sexual abuse is 20.89 cases per 
10,000 children. Id. 
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One of the persistent problems in determining the 
inc dence of child abuse is etermining when a report of 
abuse is substantiated. American Humane acknowledges this 
dilemma, writing: 
A precise definition of case substantiation cannot be 
offered because the definition and policy varies from 
state to state. Nevert less, all definitions imply a 
degree of certainty that the involved child is in fact 
at risk, and in many states that some level of 
intervention is warranted in t child's behalf. 
Id. at 11. 
T American Humane report notes a continui tr 
toward increased re s of child sex a e. 
percent of sex a e cases increased ween 1983 and 
1986, from approximately nine percent to 16 percent of all 
maltreated children .... " Id. at 22. The report goes on 
to state that "estimates of the number of children sexually 
maltreated and the rate of sexual maltreatment have 
increased significantly between 1976 and 1986. In 
particular, the increase in 1985 in the proportion of sexual 
maltreatment translates into an increase of about 27 percent 
from 1984 in the estimated number of children who are 
reported as sexually maltreated throughout the country." 
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Id. at 23-24 
7 See Russell, The Incidence and Prevalence of Intrafamilial 
and Extrafamilial Sexual Abuse of Female Children, 7 Child 
Abuse & Neglect 133 (1983). 
8. 
9. 
See Prevalence, supra note 4, at 18, e the authors 
refer to American Humane Association esti es of sexual 
abuse for years through 1983, and write that "most people 
consider the sco of the problem reflected in such figures 
underestimate." to a substanti 
See so, D Whitcomb, Exempl Projects Assisting Child 
Victims of Sex A e 1, 12 (1982)( s man as 100 000 to 
0, 0 chil se y year") 
T studies are discuss iti ly y in A 
H book on Child Sexual Abuse (D. Finkelhor 1986). 
0 See Prevalence, supra note 4. 
2 
See D. Finkelhor, S Abuse in Day Care: A National 
St , Executive Summary (Family Research Laboratory, 
University of New Hampshire 1988). 
Id. 
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Neglect 579 (1988); Johnson, Child Perpetrators--Children 
Who Molest Other Children: Preliminary Findings, 12 Child 
Abuse & Neglect 219 (1988)(describing perpetrators ranging 
in age from four to thirteen). 
18. See Powers & Eckenrode, The Maltreatment of Adolescents, 12 
Child Abuse & Neglect 189 (1988)("Research clearly refutes 
the myth that young children are the main victims of abuse 
and neglect and that the risk of maltreatment declines as 
children grow older"). 
19. de Young, In Indignant Page: Techniques of Neutralization 
in the Publications of Pedophile Organizations, 12 Child 
Abuse & Neglect 583 (1988). Dr. da Young discusses American 
, 
pedophile organizations, all of which "advocate similar 
goals: the abolition or lowering of age of consent laws, an 
end to the social harassment and legal prosecution of 
pedophiles; and the demythologizing of adult sexual behavior 
with children." Id. at 584. 
See Lasting Effects of Child Sexual Abuse (G. Wyatt & G. 
Powell eds. 1988); Browne & Finkelhor, Initial and Long-
Term Effects: A Review of the Research, in A Sourcebook on 
Child Sexual Abuse 143 (D. Finkelhor ed. 1986); Finkelhor & 
Browne, Initial and Long-Term Effects: A Conceptual 
Framework, in A Sourcebook on Child Sexual Abuse 143 (D. 
Finkelhor ed. 1986); Myers, Bays, Becker, Berliner, Corwin 
59 
& Saywitz, Expert Testimony in Child Sexual Abuse 
Litigation, 68 Neb. L. Rev. (1989)[hereinafter 
cit as Expert Testimony]("child sexual a e often has 
devastating long-term consequences"); Sgroi, Porter & 
Blick, Validation of Child Sexual Abuse, in Handbook of 
Clini Intervention in Child Sexual Abuse 39 (S. Sgroi ed. 
1982); The Lasting Effects of Child Sexual Abuse, 2 J. 
Interpersonal Violence 347 ( 987). 
21. Expert Testimony, supra note 20, at (footnotes omitted). 
22. See id. at 
23. See generally, J. Myers, Child Witness Law and Practice 
(1987)[hereinafter cited as Child Witness]. 
24. For discussion of logical resear on the reaction of 
mock jurors child witnesses, see Perspectives on 
Children's Testimony, S. Ceci, D. Ross & M. Toglia eds. 
1989); Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at ___ . 
25. See Goodman, Children's Testimony in Historical Perspective, 
40 J. Social Issues 9 (1984). 
26. Varendonck, Les temoignages d'enfants dans un process 
retentissant, 11 Archives de Psychologie 129 (1911). 
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For discussion of relevant psychological literature see 
Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at 
2 . See Wheeler v. United St es, 159 U.S. 523 524 (1895); 
Child Witness, supra note 23 at§ 3.2 (citing cases). 
See Head v. State, 519 N.E.2d 152 (Ind .. 1988); Child 
Witness, supra note 23 at § 3.10. 
30. Fed. R. Evid. 601. 
31. See, e.g., State v. Dwyer, 143 Wis.2d 448, 422 N.W.2d 121, 
126 (Ct. App. 1988)(following adoption of state counterpart 
of Rule 601 of the Fedal Rules of Evidence, the Court of 
#. 
Appeal wrote: "Our supreme court has specifically found 
that the former questions of competence are now credibility 
ssues to be dealt with by the trier of fact"); Child 
Witness, supra note 23 at § 3.8. 
3. See, e.g., Colo. Rev. Stat. § 13-90-106(1)(b)(II); Mo. Ann. 
Stat.§ 491.060(2); Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-410; Child 
Wi ss, supra e 23 at§ 3.11. 
See also, State v. Williams, 729 S.W.2d 197 (Mo.), cert. 
denied, 108 S. Ct. 296 (1987)(upholding constitutinality of 
Missouri statute permitting all child victims to testify). 
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3 Child Witness s no e 23 at 3. 2. 
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35. Rhea v St e, 5 d 5 X App. 19 5) 
ar- d child not d no commun e 
adequat y ; d e t § .15. 
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8 h nes e 
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gi ions 5.06 
(1987). 
41. See Jones & Krugman, Can A Three- ar-Old Child Bear Witness 
to Her Sexual Assault and Attempted Murder?, 10 Child Abuse 
& Neglect 253 (1986)(answering yes). 
42. State v. Lairby, 699 P.2d 1187 (Utah 1984)(fact that six-
year-old victim of sexual abuse used word "winky" to 
describe penis did not render her incompetent). 
43. See State v. Armstrong, 453 So.2d 1256, 1259 (La. Ct. App. 
1984); State v. Weisenstein, 367 N.W.2d 201 (S.D. 1985). 
44 
46. 
Pendleton v. Commonwealth, 685 S.W.2d 549 (Ky. 1985). 
Id. at 551. 
aywitz, Bullying Children Won't Work, 10 Faro. Advocate 16, 
18 (1988); Saywitz, Children's Conceptions of the Legal 
System: "Court Is a Place to Play Basketball," .in 
Perspectives on Children's Testimony 131 (S. Ceci, D. Ross & 
M. Toglia eds. 1989). 
47. See Child Witness, supra note 23 § 3.19. 
48. See id. § 3.18. 
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49. See Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at ___ for discussion of 
psychological resear 
fact from fantasy. 
on children's ability to distin ish 
50. See State v. Hussey, 521 A.2d 278 (Me. 1987)(three-year-old 
competent). 
51. See Note, A Comprehensive Approach to Child Hearsay in Sex 
Abuse Cases, 83 Colum. L. Rev. 1745 (1983). See generally, 
Child Witness, supra note 23 §§ .1 to 5.41. 
52. It is importa to note that 
verbal utterances and acts relat 
of a child's out-o court 
to sexual e are not 
arsay because they are assertions. For discussion of 
the importance of nonasserti ver and nonverbal conduct 
in child a e 1 ti 
at §§ 5.2 to 5.11. F 
utterances in child a 
on see Ch d Witness s note 23 
case discuss ng nonassertive 
e liti t on, see e.g., In re 
Penelope B., 104 Wash.2d 643, 709 P.2d 1185 (1985). 
53. The llowi hearsay exceptions play an import role in 
child abuse litigation: excited utterances, statements for 
purposes of diagnosis or treatment, state of mind, present 
sense impression, business records exception, the residual 
exception, and speci exceptions designed to admit 
statements by child victim/witnesses. 
64 
lso of great i tance in ild sexual a e litigation 
are ildren's stat that are admissible under the 
theory of fresh complaint of rape. Theoretically, a fresh 
laint is not hears , thus fresh complaint evidence is 
not barred by the hearsay rule. For discussion of fresh 
complaint evidence see Child Witness, supra note 23 § 5.34. 
54. Fed. R. Evid. 803(2). See Morgan v. Foretich, 846 F.2d 941 
(4th Cir. 1988)(excellent discussion of excited utterance 
and other exceptions); Child Witness, supra note 23 § 5.33. 
55. F . R. Evid. 803(4). See teller, Child Sexual Abuse and 
Statements for·the Purpose of Medical Diagnosis or 
Treatment, 67 N.C. L. Rev. 257 (1989); Child Witness, supra 
note 23 § 5.36. 
F R. Evid 803(24), 804(b)(5). See Child Witness, supra 
note 23 § 5.37. 
h. Rev. Code Ann. § 9A.44.120 (1987 Supp). See Child 
Witness, supra note 23 § 5.38. 
8. See, e.g., Cogburn v. State, 292 Ark. 564, 732 S.W.2d 807 
19 ); Perez v. State, 536 So.2d 206 Fla. 1988); State v. 
Myatt, 237 Kan. 17, 697 P.2d 836 (1985); State v. Loughton, 
47 P.2d 426 (Utah 1987); Buckley v. State, 758 S.W.2d 339 
(Tex. Ct. App. 1988); State v. Ryan, 103 Wash. 2d 165, 691 
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P.2d 197 (1984)(en bane); Child Witness, supra note 23 
5.38. 
59. See s tz- nny s Goo n na 
Child Witness Accura t hildren 
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Sexual Abuse ( K. 0 es e ust a: Harco 
Brace, Javovi in ss 
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See also, Glendening v. State, 536 So.2d 212 (Fla. 1988); 
In re B.F., 230 N.J. Super. 153, 553 A.2d 40 (App. Div. 
1989). 
But see, Long v. State, 742 S.W.2d 302 (Tex. Cr. App. 1987), 
cert. denied, 108 S. Ct. 1301 (1988)(striking down on 
confrontation grounds a st ute permitting admission of 
videotaped interviews). See also, Powell v. State, 765 
S.W.2d 435 (Tex. Cr. App. 1988). 
64 See, e.g. State v. Vincent, 768 P.2d 150 (Ariz. 1989); In 
re B.F., 230 N.J. Super. 153, 553 A.2d 40 (App. Div. 
1989)(sta must carry burden of proving necesity by clear 
and convincing evidence). 
65. See, e.g., State v. Vincent, 768 P.2d 150 (Ariz. 1989); 
State v. Lindner, 142 Wis.2d 783, 419 N.W.2d 352 (Ct. App. 
1987); State v. Black, 537 A.2d 1154 (Me. 1988); State v. 
Twist, 528 A.2d 1250 (Me. 1987); Wildermuth v. State, 310 
Md. 496, 530 A.2d 275 (Ct. App. 1987); Cal. Penal Code § 
1347(b)(2)(West Supp. 1988). 
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66. See, e.g., State v. Bonello, 210 Conn. 51, 554 A.2d 277 
1989; State v. arzbek, 204 Conn. 683, 529 A.2d 12 5 
(1987), cert. denied, 108 S. Ct. 1017 (1988). 
67. Id. 
68. See, e.g., Glendening v. State, 536 So.2d 2 2 (Fla. 1988). 
69. Recent psychological research on t trauma of testifying 
indicates several factors that appear to related to the 
likelihood children will experience emotional problems 
following involvement in the legal s tem. Schwartz-Kenney, 
Wilson & Goodman compared t psychologi well-being of 
sexually abused children who testified in with 
sexually abused children who did not testify. The 
res ear rs write: 
[0 n avera ildren w testified worse than 
ch ldren did not have to take t tand. This 
alization was y true a subset of ildren, 
however. That is, some children who testified did 
indeed improve over time whereas others did not. 
tors distinguished the two groups? Children w 
were fortunate to have maternal support, whose cases 
were st by corroborative evidence, or who 
only had to testify once were more likely to improve 
than children who did not have these benefits. 
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Surprisingly, a number of factors thought to affect 
children's reactions to legal involvement did not 
predict their well-being, including psychological 
counseling, abuse severity (e.g., length of abuse, type 
of sexual act), and number of times the children were 
questioned by authorities such as police or social 
workers, during the investigation. These findings 
suggest that courtroom testimony has adverse effects on 
the well being of a subgroup of children. 
Emotional Effects, supra note 59 .at 
70. For discussion-of the right to confrontation in juvenile 
court proceedings to determine abuse and neglect, see In re -~~ 
y S., 186 C . App.3d 414, 230 Cal. Rptr. 726 
(1986)(persons accused of child abuse in juvenile court have 
a right to confront witnesses against them. This right is 
not without exception, however. Trial judge may permit 
children to testify out of the physical presence of parents 
when children testify they are afraid of parents); In re 
Long, 313 N.W.2d 473, 478-79 (Iowa 1981)(court stated that 
Sixth Amendment does not apply in neglect proceedings. 
urt assumed without deciding that persons accused of 
neglect have a right to confront accusatory witnesses); In 
re James A., 505 A.2d 1386 (R.I. 1986); In re M.W., 374 
N.W 2d 889, 893 (S.D. 1985)( constitutional implications 
of the confrontation clause ••. are not present in a civil 
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77. See Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at 
78. See State v. Moran, 151 Ariz. 378, 728 P.2d 248 (1986); 
State v. Hundnall, 293 S.C. 97, 359 S.E.2d 59 (1987). See 
also, Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at 
In Anderson v State, 749 P.2d 369, 373 (Alaska Ct. App. 
1988), the court indicated that when expert testimony 
describing reactions commonly observed in sexually abused 
children is offered to prove abuse, the proponent must 
establish that the relevant scientific community accepts the 
ability of professionals to detect abuse in this fashion. 
9. See Fed. R. Evid. 401, defini relevant evidence. 
80. See Expert Testimony, supra note 20 at 
view see McCord, supra note 72. 
For a contrary 
81. Summit, The Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome, 7 
Child Abuse & Neglect 177 (1983). 
82. When expert testimony is limited to reactions observed in 
sexually abused children, the testimony takes one of two 
forms: (1) The expert confines his or her testimony to ~ 
description of behaviors commonly observed in the class of 
sexually abused children, and lay testimony is adduced to 
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establish that t particular child demonstrates such 
behaviors. ( 2) The expe describes behaviors comma y 
observed in the class of sexually abused children, then 
goes on to testify that the child in the case at bench 
demonstrates such behaviors. 
83. Such testimony can take several forms. See E ert 
Testimony, supra note 20 at __ __ 
84. See, e.g., Johnson v. State, 292 Ark. 632, 732 S.W. 817 
(1987); Russell v. State, 289 Ark. 533, 712 S.W.2d 916 
(1986); In re Amber B., 191 Cal. A .3d 682, 2 Cal. Rptr. 
623 (1987)(couts determines that reachi a inical 
judgment about whether a c i d was sexually abused on the 
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anatomi ly detailed lls cons i a novel form of 
proof. Before such ce can admitt 
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must establish t technique is generally acce ed in 
the rele professional community); State v. Haseltine, 
120 Wis.2d 92 352 N.W.2d 673 (Ct. App. 1984). 
8 See, e.g., Seering v. Department of Social Services, 194 
Cal. App.3d 298, 239 Cal. Rptr. 422, 432 (1987); Glendening 
v. State, 536 So.2d 212 (Fla. 1988); Townsend v. State, 103 
Nev. 113, 734 P.2d 705 (1987). 
86. Compare McCord, supra note 72, with Expert Testimony, supra 
72 
e 20. 
See Expert Testimony supra note 20, at 
88 The state has a compelling parens patriae interest in 
protecting children from harm. See New York v. Ferber, 458 
U.S. 747, 757 (1982); Globe Newspaper Co. v. Superior 
Court, 457 U.S. 596 (1982); Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 
629 (1968); Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158 (1944); 
State v. Jarzbek, 204 Conn. 683, 529 A.2d 1245, 1253-54 
(1987), cert. denied, 108 S. Ct. 1017 (1988); People v. 
Kahan, 15 N.Y.2d 311, 312, 206 N.E.2d 333, 334, 258 N.Y.S.2d 
391, 392 (1965)(Fuld, J., concurring)(characterizing 
society's interest in the welfare of children as 
"transcendent"). 
89. See Matter of Dona D., 141 Misc.2d 46, 532 N.Y.S.2d 696 
(Fam. Ct. 1988); Matter of E.M., 137 Misc.2d 197, 520 
N.Y.S.2d 327 (Farn. Ct. 1987); Matter of Donna K., 132 
.D.2d 1004, 518 N.Y.S.2d 289, 290 (1987). See New York 
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